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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background and Brief
Stage One of the Rural City of Swan Hill Heritage Study commenced in 1998. The report,
prepared by Andrew Ward in association with Robyn Ballinger, Karen Olsen and others, included
the establishment of potential sites of heritage significance, and some 204 places were identified
across the entire municipality.
For each of these, a draft datasheets was prepared which included a photograph, address and
mapping details, date of surveying, and scant historical information where this was easily
available. Stage Two of the study involved the re-assessment of these sites with a view to
definitively establishing their cultural significance. The sites were to be graded accordingly, in
order to determine which of them should be given heritage protection under the planning scheme.

1.2

Methodology
The review of potential heritage places involved a survey of all individual sites identified in Stage
One of the heritage study. Each structure, tree or feature was re-visited, and a new photograph
taken. Physical investigation and historical research were undertaken with a view to establishing
the cultural significance of each site, based on the criteria listed below. Those places deemed to
be worthy of inclusion on the Heritage Overlay schedule of the planning scheme were graded A,
B or C. Sites not recommended for such listing included those which had been demolished or
irreversibly altered since the original Stage One survey, or other places which did not otherwise
meet the criteria for A, B and C grading as set out below.
The following report contains datasheets for all of the places originally identified in the State One
study. This includes those buildings which have been demolished since the Stage One survey, and
buildings which have not been recommended for heritage overlay protection. The datasheets for
these places nevertheless may include information, thematic context, and policies for
interpretation.
A number of places identified in the Stage One study consisted of several buildings or elements.
These included rows of Railway Departmental Residences at Swan Hill and Nyah West, the
Flying Boat Repair Depot site at Lake Boga, individual houses with significant trees, such as
Dowling House and Tyntynder Homestead, and various church and school reserves. Where the
relationship between individual elements was considered important, such as the churches and
schools, they were discussed collectively within a single datasheet. In those cases where the
relationship between the various components was less pertinent, such as the departmental
dwellings, or where assessments, significance or policies differ greatly, such as significant trees in
the curtilage of significant buildings, it was deemed more appropriate to provide a separate
datasheet for each element. In these cases, the original alphanumeric designation from Stage One
was further broken down by a suffix of ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and so on.

1.3

Assessment of Cultural Significance

1.3.1

Accepted Assessment Criteria

All places of potential heritage significance in Swan Hill were assessed in relation to the accepted
criteria for establishing cultural significance. The following criteria are used by the Victorian
Heritage Council (HV) to assess place for possible inclusion on the Victorian Heritage Register,
and by the Australian Heritage Commission (AHC) to assess places for inclusion on the Register
of the National Estate..
HV A

The historical importance, association with or relationship to Victoria's history of
the place or object.

Allom Lovell & Associates
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1.3.2

AHC A3

Importance in exhibiting unusual richness or diversity of cultural landscapes or
features.

AHC A4

Importance for association with events, developments or cultural phases which have
had a significant role in the human occupation and evolution of Victoria.

AHC H1

Importance for close associations with individuals whose activities have been
significant within the history of Victoria.

HV B

The importance of a place or object in demonstrating rarity or uniqueness.

AHC B2

Importance in demonstrating a distinctive way of life, custom, process, land use,
function or design no longer practised, in danger of being lost, or of exceptional
interest.

HV C

The place or object’s potential to educate, illustrate or provide further scientific
investigation in relation to Victoria's cultural heritage.

AHC C2

Importance for information contributing to a wider understanding of the history of
human occupation in Victoria.

HV D

The importance of a place or object in exhibiting the principal characteristics or the
representative nature of a place or object as a part of a class or type of places or
objects.

AHC D2

Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of the range of human
activities in the Victorian environment (including way of life, custom, process, landuse, function, design or technique).

HV E

The importance of the place or object in exhibiting good design or aesthetic
characteristics and/or in exhibiting a richness, diversity or unusual integration of
features.

AHC E1

Importance for a community for aesthetic characteristics held in high esteem or
otherwise valued by the community.

HV F

The importance of the place or object in demonstrating or being associated with
scientific or technical innovations or achievements.

AHC F1

Importance for its technical, creative, design or artistic excellence, innovation or
achievement.

HV G

The importance of the place of object in demonstrating social or cultural
associations.

AHC G1

Importance as a place highly valued by a community for reasons of religious,
spiritual, symbolic, cultural, education, educational, or social associations.

HV H

Any other matter which the Council considers relevant to the determination of
cultural heritage significance.

Assessment of Cultural Heritage Significance in Swan Hill

The history of the Rural City of Swan Hill inevitably revolves around pasture, salinity, drought
and the ability of the land to sustain European methods of agriculture. It was these problems
which surfaced in the early years of European occupation which inhibited more intense and
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sustainable development which has more or less occurred post World War I and also since World
War II. The history of the municipality is consequently quite young compared with other parts of
Victoria.
The environmental difficulties experienced by settlers meant that the area was not as wealthy or
given to the opulent display, seen in the gold regions or in richer pastoral areas. Buildings were
more modest and often rudimentary or intended to be temporary, but have survived. While places
like Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong reflect and earlier period of development founded upon the
wealth brought by gold, wool and grain, the municipality of Swan Hill is marked by places
(buildings, objects, vegetation, technological structures/elements) which are demonstrative of the
remoteness of the Mallee, exploration, agriculture and pastoral pursuits in a hostile environment
and small town development, finally enabled by the railway and more reliable water supply.
The often sporadic development, frequently as a consequence of salinity, drought, dust and
depressed commodity prices, and depopulation, meant that towns and streetscapes often lack the
homogeneity and aesthetic distinction experienced in the metropolis and older regional centres.
The cultural heritage significance of remaining places in the Rural City of Swan Hill therefore
lies more often in their ability to demonstrate the history and often struggling development of the
area, rather than in any intrinsic aesthetic (architectural) merit. As such, the heritage places more
typically have historic, scientific (technological) great social significance in providing tangible
links to the area’s past which enables new settlers and recent generations to understand and relate
to the adversity and hardship of earlier times.
In terms of integrity, it is often part of their rural character that buildings and structures are not
intact and that they have been altered in a variety of ways which are probably not in accord with
more typical conservation values. This characteristic is part of life in rural Australia where
people make-do with often meagre, or infrequent, resources and a lack of intactness should not be
viewed as demeaning when assessing aesthetic value in this context.

1.4

Gradings
When assessing places against the accepted criteria, and in the local context of development
within the municipality, a hierarchy of significance is established. All places have been given a
grading of A, B or C in accordance with the degree to which they meet the thresholds of the
respective criteria.

1.4.1

Grade A Places

Grade A places are places which are of state and national importance, and are irreplaceable parts
of Australia’s cultural heritage. The loss of these places, for example by demolition, removal or
redevelopment, would have a fundamental adverse impact on the cultural heritage of Swan Hill,
and the state of Victoria.
Grade A places are recommended for inclusion on the Victorian Heritage Register, the Register
of the National Estate, and the Heritage Overlay schedule of the Rural City of Swan Hill
Planning Scheme.
1.4.2

Grade B Places

Grade B places provide evidence of the historical, agricultural and social development of the
municipality, often on a regional level rather than a local level. Such places may make a
considerable scientific (technological) or aesthetic contribution. They may be of regional
significance The loss of these places would adversely impact upon the cultural heritage of Swan
Hill.
Grade B structures are recommended for inclusion on the Register of the National Estate and
individual Heritage Overlay controls in the Planning Scheme.

Allom Lovell & Associates
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1.4.3

Grade C Structures

Grade C places are of local significance, and are representative of the historical, scientific,
aesthetic or social development of the Rural City of Swan Hill. The loss of these places would
have an undesirable impact upon the cultural heritage of Swan Hill.
Grade C structures are recommended for individual Heritage Overlay controls.

1.6

Datasheets
Datasheets have been prepared for all places identified in the Stage One study, regardless of the
whether they are actually recommended for heritage overlay protection under the Rural City of
Swan Hill planning scheme.
Each datasheet contains:
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•

the current and former name (where applicable) of the place

•

the address of the place and its AMG co-ordinates

•

the original reference number, as designated under Stage One of the study

•

the grading, indicating its level of significance

•

the date of construction (if known)

•

the ownership

•

the condition and intactness of the place (good, fair or poor)

•

a brief description or diagram outlining the curtilage which should be maintained around
places in order to preserve their setting. This information is not provided for houses, etc,
on ordinary building allotments.

•

a table of existing and recommended listings: Victorian Heritage Register, Register of the
National Estate, National Trust of Australia (Victoria), Rural City of Swan Hill Planning
Scheme Heritage Overlay Controls. It is noted that no recommendations were made
regarding classification by the National Trust, as this offers no statutory protection.

•

a brief history of the place

•

a physical description of the place

•

a thematic context for the place, both in terms of the accepted criteria of the Australian
Heritage Commission as well as the Thematic Environmental History prepared by Robyn
Ballinger as part of Stage One of the heritage study.

•

a statement of significance

•

a list of references indicating sources of historical information

•

recommendations and specific policies for interpretation, conservation, etc

•

the original source and date of identification, taken from the Stage One study

Allom Lovell & Associates
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2.0

SUMMARY LIST OF DATASHEETS
Summary List of Datasheets

This chapter contains a summary list of buildings which have datasheets in both volumes. The
list is arranged alphabetically by individual township.

Allom Lovell & Associates
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HO1

Annuello

Sea Lake-Robinvale Road

Bryden’s Tank

B

21

HO2

Annuello

Sea Lake-Robinvale Road

Public Hall

C

23

HO3

Annuello

Station ground

Crane base

C

25

HO4

Bannerton

Cemetery Road

Cemetery

C

27

HO5

Bannerton

Fitzgeralds Road

former Store

C

29

HO6

Beverford

Murray Valley Highway

Tyntynder Homestead

A

33
37

HO7

Beverford

Murray Valley Highway (off Sea
Lake-Robinvale Road)

Tyntynder mail bag tree
(Eucalyptus socialis)

A

HO8

Beverford

Murray Valley Highway

Stubb fence

C

41

HO9

Boundary
Bend

Murray Valley Highway

Black Mallee box trees
(Eucalyptus porosa)

B

43

HO10

Bulga

Bulga Road

Wool Shed

C

45

HO11

Bulga

Bulga Road (cnr McLarty Road)

Bulga Tank and brick channel

C

47

Burra Burra

off Murray Valley Highway

-

49

HO12

Castle
Donnington

Murray Valley Highway

State School No. 3762

C

51

HO13

Chillingollah

Main Street

former Residence and Store

C

55

HO14

Chillingollah

Morren Road

Chillingollah Tank

C

57

HO15

Chinkapook

Robinvale-Sea Lake Road

CA54 Eureka Tank and pumping
A
station (site)

C

59

HO16

Chinkapook

Station ground

Departmental residence No.
2115

C

61

HO17

Chinkapook

William Street

former Commercial Bank

C

63

Chinkapook

off William Street

Chaff store

-

65

HO18

Cocamba

Miller’s Tank Road

CA6

Miller’s Tank

C

67

HO19

Cocamba

Moondah Road

CA12 Log tank

C

69

Cocamba

Moondah Road and Parallel Road

CA12 Survey trees
and 3

-

71

HO20

Coonimur

Coonimur-Piangil Road

C

73

HO21

Coonimur

O’Bree Road

CA12 Tank

C

75

HO22

Coonimur

O’Bree Road

CA12 Claremonte farmhouse and gates

B

77

HO23

Coreena Bend

Murray River (off Hocking Road)

Pumping station (site)

C?

79

HO24

Fish Point

off Fish Point Road

Levee Bank

C

81

HO25

Gerahmin

Oliver Road

former North Tank

C

83

HO26

Kenley

Coghill Road (near Kenley Road)

CA 31 Wilga trees (Geijera parvifliora)

B

85

HO27

Kooloonong

Hausdale-Kooloonong Road

Lot 6, former Store and Boarding
Sec 1 House

C

87

HO28

Kyndalyn

Murray River

C

89

HO29

Kyndalyn

Murray Valley Highway

C

91

HO30

Kyndalyn

off Murray Valley Highway

Charcoal Burning Site

B

93

HO31

Lake Boga

Cemetery Road

War graves reserve

B

95

HO32

Lake Boga

Hayes Road South

33

Murrabit Station outbuildings

B

97

HO33

Lake Boga

Kunat Street

6

St Joseph’s Catholic Church

B

101

-

—

-0
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CA 27 Burra Burra Homestead (site)

4-6

Lot 1
Sec 2

Coonimur Railway Station (site)

CA6

CA
4A

Weir Marker Piles

CA4A Farm House
CA
4A
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No.1 Flying Boat repair depot
(transmitter site)

B

103

2-4

former National Bank

C

107

Marraboor Street (cnr Kerang
Street)

9-13

Commercial Hotel

B

109

Lake Boga

Marraboor Street (cnr Kerang
Street)

20

former Butcher’s Shop

C

111

HO38

Lake Boga

Murray Valley Highway

Police lock-up

C

113

HO39

Lake Boga

Murray Valley Highway

No.1 Flying Boat repair depot
(remnant sites)

B

115

HO40

Lake Boga

Murray Valley Highway

Long Lake Pump (Cannie Ridge
Irrigation Pump)

B

119

-

Lake Boga

Murray Valley Highway (cnr Hayes
Road South)

Moravian Mission (site)

-

121

HO41

Lake Boga

Murray Valley Highway

Burke and Wills Clump

B

123

HO42

Lake Boga

Station Street

former Shops

C

127

HO43

Lake Boga

Willakool Street

No.1 Flying Boat repair depot
(former signals bunker)

B

129

HO44

Lake Boga

William Street

State School No. 3278

B

133

HO45

Long Lake

Long Lake Road

Long Lake Irrigation Pump
(site)

C

135

HO46

Manangatang

Church Street (cnr Rose Street)

34

Uniting Church

C

137

HO47

Manangatang

Pioneer Street

31

former Catholic Presbytery

C

139

HO48

Manangatang

Pioneer Street

33

Catholic Church

C

141

HO49

Manangatang

Pioneer Street

43

St Andrew’s Anglican Church

C

143

HO50

Manangatang

Rose Street (cnr Church Street)

18

Masonic Hall

C

145

former Bakery

C

147

Iceworks

-

149

Manangatang Railway Station

A

151

HO34

Lake Boga

Lalbert Road

HO35

Lake Boga

Marraboor Street (cnr Station
Street)

HO36

Lake Boga

HO37

133
(rear)

17-19

2

HO51

Manangatang

Wattle Street

9

-

Manangatang

Wattle Street

9
(rear)

HO52

Manangatang

Wattle Street

70

HO53

Manangatang

Wattle Street

former Butcher’s Shop

C

153

HO54

Margooya

Sea Lake-Robinvale Road

Dry Tank

C

155

HO55

Miralie

Flume Road (corner Lucas Lane)

Flumes

B

157

HO56

Miralie

Miralie-Cocamba Road

Tyntynder Main Channel
(remnant)

B

161

—

Narrung

Narrung Homestead site

Murray Valley Highway

—

165

—

Narrung

Narrung Junction Inn site

Murray Valley Highway

—

167

HO57

Natya

Government Road

Public Hall

C

169

HO58

Natya

Government Road

Tennis Courts

C

171
173

HO59

Natya

Government Road

Natya Railway Station (site)

C

HO60

Natya

Hogben Road

Hastings Tank

C

175

HO61

Natya

Possum Flat Road

Freeland’s Tank

B

177

-

Natya

Ruins

-

179

HO62

Nyah

McAlpines Road

CA10 Norfolk Island pines

C

181

HO63

Nyah

Murray Valley Highway

Two Bays homestead

B

183
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HO64

Nyah

Murray Valley Highway (cnr
Monash Avenue)

Concrete basin

B

187

HO65

Nyah

Murray Valley Highway

Nyah District Memorial Hall

B

189

HO66

Nyah

River Street

C

193

HO67

Nyah

River Street

House

C

195

HO68

Nyah

River Street

SR&WSC Pumping Station
(Nyah Historic Pump House)

B

197

HO69

Nyah

River Street

Murray River Punt (site)

C

201

HO70

Nyah

River Street (opposite Bell Street)

Memorial gates:

C

203

-

Nyah

School Hill Road

State School No. 3263 (site)

-

205

HO71

Nyah

School Hill Road

Explorer’s Cairn/Aboriginal site

C

207
211

1
Moreton Bay Fig Tree
(front)
3

HO72

Nyah West

Birdwood Avenue

48

Departmental residence

C

HO73

Nyah West

Birdwood Avenue

50

Departmental residence

C

213

HO74

Nyah West

Birdwood Avenue

52

Departmental residence

C

215

HO75

Nyah West

Lloyd Street

14

former Public Hall

B

217

HO76

Nyah West

Lloyd Street

19

Nyah West Post Office

B

221

HO77

Nyah West

Monash Avenue (cnr Frederick
Street)

Sugar Gum (Eucalyptus
cladocalyx)

B

223

HO78

Nyah West

Nyah Road

All Saints Anglican Church

C

225

HO79

Nyah West

Pira Road

W H Willoughby House

C

227

HO80

Nyah West

Pira Road

H L Willoughby House

C

229

HO81

Nyah West

Station Street

Grand Hotel

B

231

HO82

Nyah West

Station Street

Mildura Co-op Fruit Co. Ltd.
buildings

B

235

HO83

Nyah West

Station Street (at Donald Street)

Silos

C

237
239

45

16

HO85

Pental Island

Pental Island Road

Pepper trees (Schinus molle)

C

HO86

Pental Island

River Oaks Drive (off Harrods
Lane)

English oak trees (Quercus
robur)

C

241

HO87

Pira

Chillingollah Road

Pira Tank

C

243

HO88

Pira

Chillingolah Road

Farmhouse and outbuildings

B

245

HO89

Pira

Chillingollah Rd (off O’Connor Rd)

“Mallee Shed”

C

247

HO90

Pira

Station Ground, off Chillingollah
Road

Silos

C

249

HO91

Piangil

Hall Street

Hall

C

251

HO92

Piangil

High Street (cnr Hall Street)

State School No. 4164

C

253

HO93

Piangil

Murray Street

72

former Grocer’s Shop

B

255

HO94

Piangil

Station Street

1

Residence (ripple iron)

C

257

HO95

Possum Flat

Possum Flat Bushland Reserve

Possum Flat Tank

B

259

HO96

Robinvale

Bromley Road

Railway Station Complex

B

261

HO97

Robinvale

Herbert Street

CA7

4

82

former Roxy Theatre

B

265
269

HO98

DELETED from the study by resolution of the Swan Hill Rural City Council, 14 August 2001

B

HO99

Robinvale

McLennan Drive

Robinswood

B

271

-

Robinvale

Murray Valley Highway

Murray River Bridge

C

275

HO100

Robinvale

Perrin Street (Caix Square)

Robinvale Hotel

B

277

Allom Lovell & Associates
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HO101

Robinvale

Pump Road (off Murray Valley
Highway)

SR&WSC Pumping Station

B

281

HO102

Robinvale

River Road (cnr Murray Valley Hy)

Windmill and pumping station

A

283

HO105

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street (cnr Pritchard
Street)

26

former Residence

C

285

HO106

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

100

Residence

C

287

HO107

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

102

Residence

C

289
291

HO108

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

114116

former Masonic Lodge

B

HO109

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

236

Residence

C

295

HO110

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

300

Swan Hill Uniting Church

B

297

HO111

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

314

Wem-ville

C

299

HO112

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

C

301

HO113

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

31820

Residences

B

303

HO114

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

326

former Residence

C

305

HO115

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

331

Llanvair

C

307

HO116

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street

335

Laurel Lea

C

309

HO117

Swan Hill

Beveridge Street (cnr Burke Street)

345

Residence

C

311

Residence

C

313

314 Norfolk Island Pines (4 off)
(front)

HO118

Swan Hill

Bourke Street

HO119

Swan Hill

Campbell Street

121123

former bulk store (now Bikes
and Trikes)

B

315

HO120

Swan Hill

Campbell Street

182

White Swan Hotel

B

317

HO121

Swan Hill

Campbell Street

207221

Shops

C

321

HO122

Swan Hill

Campbell Street

212

former Moran & Cato Store No.
97

B

325

HO123

Swan Hill

Campbell Street

313

John Knox Presbyterian Church
and School

B

327

HO124

Swan Hill

Campbell Street

392

Residence

C

331

HO125

Swan Hill

Campbell Street

395

former Neptune service station
and residence

B

333

HO126

Swan Hill

Campbell Street

429

Dowling House

C

335

HO127

Swan Hill

Campbell Street

B

337

HO128

Swan Hill

Curlewis Street

90

former Butter Factory (now
Swan Hill and District Funerals
premises)

B

339

HO129

Swan Hill

Curlewis Street

112

Burke & Wills Tree (Moreton
Bay Fig)

A

343

HO130

Swan Hill

Curlewis Street

176

former Store

C

347

HO131

Swan Hill

Curlewis Street

Railway Station

B

349

HO132

Swan Hill

Everingham Street

former private hospital (now
Everingham Street Surgery)

B

351

HO133

Swan Hill

High Street

C

353

HO134

Swan Hill

High Street

C

355

14

3

429 Carob tree (Ceratonia siliqua)
(front)

2

38
Norfolk Island pine (Araucaria
(front) heterophylla)
50

Residence
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HO135

Swan Hill

High Street

60

Residence

C

357

HO136

Swan Hill

McCallum Street

1-3

former State Public Offices

C

359

HO137

Swan Hill

McCallum Street

4

former National Bank

B

361

HO138

Swan Hill

McCallum Street

49

Shop

C

365

HO139

Swan Hill

McCallum Street

51

Tomlinson Laidlaw & Co
Offices

B

367

HO140

Swan Hill

McCallum Street (cnr Monash
Drive)

Water tower

B

369

-

Swan Hill

McCallum Street (at Murray River)

-

Swan Hill Lift Bridge

B

371

HO141

Swan Hill

McCallum Street (James Belsair
Reserve))

-

Swan Hill Wharf (site)

C

373

HO142

Swan Hill

McCallum Street (cnr Splatt Street)

Water tower

B

375

HO143

Swan Hill

McCallum Street (cnr Beveridge St)

Swan Hill Town Hall

B

377

HO144

Swan Hill

McCallum Street (between
Campbell and Splatt Streets)

War Memorial plantation

C

379

HO145

Swan Hill

McCrae Street

47

Memorial Hall

B

381

HO146

Swan Hill

McCrae Street (corner Splatt Street)

51

former Fire Station (now
MacKillop College technology
centre)

B

385

HO147

Swan Hill

McCrae Street (cnr Splatt Street)

former State School No. 1142
(1876 building)

B

387

HO148

Swan Hill

McCrae Street (cnr Splatt Street)

former State School No. 1142
(1901 building)

B

389

HO149

Swan Hill

McCrae Street (cnr Splatt Street)

former State School No. 1142
(1938 building)

B

393

HO150

Swan Hill

Monash Drive (near bridge)

Customs House (site) and
bluestone well

C

395

HO151

Swan Hill

Monash Drive (opposite swimming
pool)

Pumping Station No. 1

C

397

HO152

Swan Hill

Monash Drive (opposite caravan
park)

-

Railway Turntable

C

399

HO153

Swan Hill

Monash Drive (Pioneer Settlement)

-

PS Gem

A

401

HO154

Swan Hill

Murray Valley Highway

-

former Planet Motel

C

405

HO155

Swan Hill

Murray Valley Highway

-

Farmhouse and treed driveway

C

407

-

Swan Hill

Nyah Road

70

VicRoads Office

-

409

HO156

Swan Hill

Pritchard Street

18

Lorraine

C

411

HO157

Swan Hill

Pye Street

Swan Hill High School

B

413
415

-

10-32

HO158

Swan Hill

Railway Avenue

1

Railway House

C

HO159

Swan Hill

Railway Avenue

3

Railway House

C

417

HO160

Swan Hill

Railway Avenue

5

Railway House

C

419

HO161

Swan Hill

Railway Avenue

7

Railway House

C

421

HO162

Swan Hill

Railway Avenue

9

Railway House

C

423

-

Swan Hill

Railway Avenue

11-13

Railway Houses (2)

-

425

HO163

Swan Hill

Splatt Street

19

Residence

C

427

HO164

Swan Hill

Splatt Street

22

Residence

C

429

HO165

Swan Hill

Splatt Street

34

Glenlyon

C

431

HO166

Swan Hill

Splatt Street (cnr McCallum Street)

42

Elwood

B

433
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Christ Church

C

435

45

Rural City of Swan Hill offices

-

439

Splatt Street

60

former St Mary’s Catholic
School

-

441

Swan Hill

Splatt Street

85

Crail

B

443

Swan Hill

Splatt Street

89

Splatt Street Water Tower

B

445
447

HO167

Swan Hill

Splatt Street (cnr McCallum Street)

-

Swan Hill

Splatt Street

-

Swan Hill

HO168
HO169

44-46

HO170

Swan Hill

Splatt Street

102

Residence

C

HO171

Swan Hill

Wilson Street

1

Residence

B

449

HO172

Swan Hill

Wood Street (corner High Street)

9

Residence

C

451

-

Tooleybuc

Bridge Over Murray River

C

453

HO174

Tudor

Miralie-Cocamba Road

Hut and Channel

C

455

HO175

Ultima

Breen Street (cnr McClelland
Street)

1

Ultima Hotel

B

459

HO176

Ultima

Condeley Street (cnr Connor Street)

1

Residence

B

463

HO177

Ultima

David Street

‘Operation Snail’ House

C

465

HO178

Ultima

Dillon Street (cnr Connor Street)

12

former Commercial Bank

C

467

HO179

Ultima

Dillon Street

23

former ESA Bank

C

469

24-26

former General Store and
Butcher

C

471

former Ultima Post Office

B

475

Residence

C

477

Railway goods shed

C

479

former Presbyterian Church

C

481

HO180

Ultima

Dillon Street (cnr Vernon Street

HO181

Ultima

Dillon Street

29

HO182

Ultima

Dillon Street

30-32

HO183

Ultima

Dillon Street

HO184

Ultima

Hayes Street

HO185

Ultima

O’Connor Street

21

Holy Trinity Anglican Church

B

485

HO186

Ultima

Vernon Street (cnr Dillon Street)

13

War memorial

B

487

HO188

Vinifera

Vinifera Forest, Murray Valley
Highway

Takasaka Levee bank

B

489

HO189

Waitchie

Bishop Road (near Grey Road)

CA5B Tank and windmill

C

493

HO190

Waitchie

Cuttle Road

CA16 Farmhouse

C

495

CA10 Implement shed

C

497

18-20

HO191

Waitchie

Cuttle Road

HO192

Waitchie

Waitchie Road

former State School No. 3568

C

501

HO193

Waitchie

Waitchie Road

Uniting Church

C

505

HO194

Waitchie

Waitchie Road (cnr Chinkapook
Road)

C

507

HO195

Woorinen

Chillingollah Road (cnr NorthSouth Road)

Woorinen Memorial Hall

B

509

-

Woorinen

Church Road

Holy Innocents Anglican
Church

-

513

-

Woorinen

Goodman Road

Italian POW Camp (site)

-

515

HO196

Woorinen Sth

Palmer Street

State School No. 4456

C

517

HO197

Woorinen Sth

Palmer Street

former Woorinen Fruitgrowers
Co-op

C

521

HO198

Woorinen Sth

Smith Street

Fairfield Hall

B

525
529
531

CA18 Waitchie Cemetery

37-53

8

HO199

Woorinen Sth

Smith Street

46

Residence

C

HO200

Woorinen Sth

Woorinen Road

21

Departmental Residence

C

16
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Harvey’s Tank

C

533

Woorinen Road (cnr Palmer Street)

Public Standpipe

C

535

Wood Wood

Murray Valley Highway

former Church

C

537

HO204

Wood Wood

Murray Valley Highway

former State School No. 3353

C

541

HO205

Wood Wood

Murray Valley Highway

Coach Route and Pepper trees

C

545
547

HO201

Woorinen Sth

Woorinen Road

HO202

Woorinen Sth

HO203

opp
60

HO206

Wood Wood

Murray Valley Highway

Pepper Trees (Schinus molle)

C

HO207

Wood Wood

Murray Valley Highway

Canoe Tree

C

549

HO208

Yungera

Boundary Bend-Kooloonong Road

Yungera Railway Station (site)

C

553

HO209

Yungera

Murray Valley Highway

Yungera Homestead

B

555

Allom Lovell & Associates
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Current Name

Bryden’s Tank

Reference No.

HO1 (A1)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Sea Lake-Robinvale Road, Annuello

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

675.415 Robinvale

Ownership

VicRoads Northern

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of fifty metres should be maintained around the
tank in order to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tanks (dams) installed by land-holders were the sole means of water supply until irrigated water was supplied.
There is no information on when it was constructed but some settlers were referring to Bryden’s Tank during the
early 1900s.
The area surrounding Bryden’s Tank was chosen as the location for the Township of Annuello, established to serve
nearby farmers who arrived in the early 1920s to take up 640-acre [256-hectare] selections under the Soldier
Settlement scheme. The railway line opened in 1921, and the township flourished thereafter until the onset of the
Second World War. An undated map of the new Township of Annuello depicts a ‘new tank’ on the corner of
Yungera Road and what is now the highway, identified as Bryden’s Tank.
Description
Bryden’s Tank is a large reservoir, rectangular in plan but containing two separate square reservoirs. It is
encircled by a high earth embankment which measures approximately 75 metres by 100 metres at the crest. At the
time of surveying in March 2001, the tank contained no water and was considerably overgrown with native
grasses. There is a steel-framed windmill at the north-western corner of the tank. Along the north side, there are
two elongated metal troughs and a timber standpipe frame. The complex is encircled by a timber post and barbed
wire fence.
Thematic Context

Thematic Environmental History
6.2
7.1
9.2

Stock and domestic water supply
Roads and tracks
Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.3

Exploiting natural resources

Significance
Bryden’s Tank, off the Robinvale-Sea Lake Road at Annuello, is of regional historic significance. It is a
particularly substantial example of the type of water storage receptacles which were established in gazetted ‘Water
Reserves’ along the major transport routes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It represents an
early attempt to obtain and conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive development of
channels and irrigation pumps. Of the many such tanks which remain in the municipality, Bryden’s Tank stands
out in that it retains numerous associated structures including a windmill, standpipe frame and several horse
troughs. The tank also has associations with the foundation of the township of Annuello, and it remains today as
one of the few surviving sites associated with the town.
References
Department of Lands and Survey. Current Record Plan, Township of Annuello, nd.
R Ballinger. ‘Thematic Environmental History’. pp 30-31.
R Ryan. A History of Annuello.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted, and a sign should be erected to identify it as Bryden’s Tank.
The derelict structures, namely the windmill, standpipe and troughs, should be retained and preferably restored.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Public Hall

Reference No.

HO2 (A2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Sea Lake-Robinvale Road, Annuello

Construction Date

1923-24

Map Reference

673.414 Robinvale

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around the
building, but extending further east to the edge of the road.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Township of Annuello developed around Bryden’s Tank (HO1) to serve nearby farmers who arrived in the
early 1920s to take up selections under the Soldier Settlement scheme. By 1921, a railway station and a store had
been established, and a public hall followed in 1923. The public hall served as the venue for a State School (No
4194) which opened on 24 February 1924 with Nina Lavery as head teacher. Classes were held there until a new
purpose-built school was erected nearby in 1927. Annuello continued to flourish during the inter-War period, with
a Bush Nursing Hospital opening in the 1920s, and Methodist church being erected alongside the public hall in
1938. The hospital, however, closed in the late 1930s and the state school followed in 1946, the building then
being relocated to Manangatang for use as a teacher’s residence. In 1982, the Uniting Church (formerly
Methodist) was closed, and the building also demolished. In recent years, both sites have been marked with
memorial cairns.
Description
The Annuello Public Hall is a single-storey weatherboard building hall comprising a large hall with a gambrel roof
clad in corrugated galvanised steel, with a louvred gablet and cylindrical ridge vents. A small projecting wing to
the south (side) elevation has a separate gambrel roof. The side elevations have timber-framed multi-paned
double-hung sash windows with plain timber architraves. The street frontage has a central doorway with plain
timber architraves and a pair of ledged-and-braced timber doors. The doorway is surmounted by a pedimented
timber signboard with moulded surrounds and the painted title ANNUELLO PUBLIC HALL 1924.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
13.5 Halls
Australian Heritage Commission
8.1 Organising recreation
Significance
The Annuello Public Hall is of local historic, social and aesthetic significance. Erected in 1923-24, it is the only
surviving building associated with this township which developed in the early 1920s to serve soldier settlers on
nearby farms, and thus provides evidence of an important phase in the settlement of the Mallee region. For over
seventy years, the hall has been an important focus for community activities, including a brief spell as the town’s
school. Aesthetically, it is a representative example of a modest inter-War public hall, of which there are
numerous surviving examples in the municipality. In stark contrast to most other examples, it retains a
particularly high level of intactness, with no later external additions. The hall remains an important roadside
element along the Sea Lake-Robinvale Road.
References
Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation. Vol 2. pp.381-82.
R Ballinger. ‘Thematic Environmental History’. p 48.
Recommendations
The hall’s particularly high level of intactness should be maintained. No further external additions should be built.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Crane base

Reference No.

HO3 (A3)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Station Ground, Annuello

Construction Date

post-1921

Map Reference

672.412 Robinvale

Ownership

Vic Track

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
Sufficient curtilage should be maintained (nominally five metres to
the west) in order to preserve the crane base’s functional link with
the railway line.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The railway between Bendigo and Robinvale was laid out in several stages over a period spanning from 1876 to
1924. The section extending from Manangatang to Annuello opened on 8 March 1921. The adjacent Township,
which was established to serve nearby farmers associated with the Soldier Settlement scheme, flourished thereafter.
There is no precise information on the crane construction, but it was obviously erected after the railway line
opened in 1921.
Description
The remains of the railway crane consist of a large reinforced concrete pad footing, measuring 2000mm long by
2000 mm wide by 850mm high, with a tapered steel column rising from the centre to a height of 1960mm. The
column is fastened to the footing by means of four bolt-fixed feet, and is surmounted by a long steel bolt, to which
the remainder of the crane mechanism was presumably once fixed.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
Significance
The railway crane ruins at the Annuello Station site, at Annuello, are of local historic significance. Although of
unknown origin, the crane remnants are associated with goods handling in the context of the railway network, and
thus provides evidence of the economic development around Annuello in the early twentieth century. It is one of
few surviving structures associated with the former station, and, indeed, with the township itself. However,
without appropriate interpretation, its demonstrative ability is slight.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. p.284.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration.
The site should be interpreted to be of any real interest or meaning.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Bannerton Cemetery

Reference No.

HO4 (Ba2)

Former Name

—

Grade

C

Address

Cemetery Road, Bannerton

Construction Date

1926 onwards

Map Reference

573.634 Robinvale

Ownership

Crown Land

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

A curtilage should be maintained corresponding to the area of the
Cemetery Reserve (seven acres) as gazetted in 1926.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Plan for the Parish of Toltol lists a Cemetery Reserve of seven acres [2.8 hectares], located about 1.5 km south
of Bannerton, which was gazetted on 10 February 1926. The first interments date from the early 1930s, and
include Ernest William Oscar Holmes (1876-1933) and Charley Higgins (died 1935). Local settlers Hector and
Annie Phillips were buried in the cemetery following their deaths in 1958 and 1964 respectively. Hector Phillips
was a member of the 7th BTN 1st AIF and, presumably, a participant in the Soldier Settlement Scheme. The most
recent addition to the cemetery was the remains of James John Day, who died in 1995 at the age of 84 years.
Description
The Bannerton Cemetery is a large fenced reserve with a simple entrance to the street frontage, comprising a pair
of mild-steel and woven-wire gates, surmounted by a frame with an open panel containing the title BANNERTON
CEMETERY. The actual reserve is overgrown with small trees and low shrubs, and it appears that there are only
eight marked graves within the entire reserve.
The oldest graves in the cemetery appear to be the three rectangular plots which are each surrounded by a woven
wire enclosure with timber posts at the corners. One grave bears the name of Charley Higgins on a timber plaque;
the corresponding timber plaques for the other two graves are either missing or illegible. A small polished granite
headstone, of recent origin, marks the grave of Ernest Holmes (1876-1933). There are two graves, with rendered
bases surmounted by granite slabs and headstones, which contain the remains of Hector and Annie Phillips. The
more recent graves of James John Day and Joe Burnett are marked by simple timber crosses.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
9.6 Mourning the dead
9.7 Disposing of dead bodies
Significance
The Bannerton Cemetery in Cemetery Road, Bannerton, is of local historic significance. Gazetted in 1926, the
cemetery is associated with the initial settlement of Bannerton during the Soldier Settlement era. The stark
contrast between the number of actual interments and the size of the reserve significantly demonstrates the early
optimism, and the subsequent failure, of Soldier Settlement townships. The cemetery is one of the few surviving
sites associated with this once-flourishing rural community, and remains as a significant record of historical and
genealogical information on the residents of the district during the twentieth century.
References
‘Parish Plan, Parish of Bolton’, T 203A, certified by the Surveyor General, 18 January 1926.
Registry of Births Deaths and Marriages. Index of Deaths Registered in Victoria, 1921-85.
Information provided by Joan Phillips, 16 November 2000
Recommendations
The cemetery should be maintained. Damaged or deteriorating graves should be repaired.
Those graves which no longer bear the names of their occupants should be re-marked.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO5 (Ba1)

Former Name

Store

Grade

C

Address

Fitzgeralds Rd (off Robinvale-Sea Lake Rd),
Bannerton
636.586 Robinvale

Construction Date

c.1926

Ownership

Private

Map Reference

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
The vacant land between the front of the store and the edge of the
roadway should be maintained to preserve the setting of this
building and to assist its interpretation as a roadside store and
garage/petrol station.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The store at Bannerton was evidently erected in 1926. According to both the Sands and McDougall Directory and
the Commonwealth Electoral Rolls, Richard Fitzgerald was the proprietor of a store and post office at Bannerton
from 1927 until 1964. The main street of the town, on which the store is located, has been named after this longstanding local family. The last proprietor of the store was Kevin Cresp.1
It has also been suggested that the Bannerton store was originally operated by Mallee pioneer Herbert Cuttle until
the mid-1930s., and thereafter by his son, Herbert junior.2 The elder Cuttle owned and operated similar stores at
Ultima and Waitchie in the 1920s; it is quite possible that he also owned the store at Bannerton, while employing
Richard Fitzgerald to operate it.
Description
The former store is a single-storey weatherboard building with a longitudinal gabled roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel. The street frontage has an off-centre doorway with a pair of ledged-and-braced timber doors,
flanked by timber-framed multi-paned fixed sash shop windows, without architraves. Some of the panes retain
early advertising decals. To the left side of the façade is a wide vehicle doorway, which opens into an enclosed
bay. The side walls are clad in corrugated galvanised steel, and the north elevation has a metal fire box and flue.
A concrete apron, approximately three metres wide, extends across the street frontage. A vintage petrol bowser,
formerly located on the northeast corner of the apron, has been removed since the building was surveyed in 1998.
Internally, the former store has stop-chamfered timber posts supported the roof structure, which consists of exposed
trusses. The room, now used as a workshop, has exposed timber floorboards.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.1 Building of towns
9.2 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.18 Marketing and retailing
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The former store on Fitzgeralds Road, Bannerton, is of local historic significance. Apparently erected in the mid1920s, the store is the only surviving building associated with this once-flourishing township. It is a largely intact
and representative example of the type of modest timber shops which were erected in rural centres in the inter-War
period. Despite its somewhat poor condition, it provides unique evidence of the initial settlement, and commercial
development, in the area.
References
Sands and McDougall. Victorian Directory. 1925-65.
Commonwealth of Australia. Victorian Electoral Rolls.
Information provided by Joan Phillips, 16 November 2000 and July 2001.

1
2

Information provided by Albert Heslop, 6 June 2001.
Information provided by Joan Phillips, July 2001.
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Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration.
The reinstatement of the vintage petrol bowser, removed since 1998, would greatly enhance the interpretation of
the building. Other elements which provide evidence of the store’s original function, such as the advertising
decals on the window glass, should also be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Tyntynder Homestead

Reference No.

HO6 (Be1a)

Former Name

-

Grade

A

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Beverford

Construction Date

1846 onwards

Map Reference

225.995 Nyah

Ownership

Aboriginal Co-op

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A sufficient curtilage should be maintained which includes the
original house and enclosed garden, the early outbuildings, and the
row of pepper trees along the main driveway.

ü

VHR
RNE
No 004158 (Registered)

ü

ü

Planning Scheme (HO1)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)
No B1010 (State)

ü

34

Condition
ü Good

Poor
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History
During the 1840s many settlers explored vast tracts of Australia in search of fertile farming land. Peter Beveridge
(1829-1885) arrived in Port Phillip from Dunfirmline, Scotland in 1839 and settled at what was known as Mercers
Vale, now the locality of Beveridge, 30 kilometres north of Melbourne. He was the third son of Andrew
Beveridge, a baker. The Beveridge family found out about the Swan Hill area from Robert McDougall, a
prominent cattle breeder who by then was exploring the Murray Valley District to assess its potential for cattle
raising. Andrew and Peter Beveridge subsequently travelled with around nine hundred head of cattle from
Melbourne to the site at Beverford. It was known as Tyntyndyer, an Aboriginal word meaning ‘song of birds’.1 In
1846 a dwelling of pine logs was erected and the rest of the family arrived the following year. Andrew’s wife
Margaret was the first woman of European descent in the Murray Valley region.2
Aside from cattle raising, Peter Beveridge was one of few European settlers in the district who expressed a keen
appreciation of the Aboriginal culture. He was eager to press for ‘remedial measures’ he considered necessary for
their ‘conservation’ if they were not to eventually become an extinct race’. Also, he wrote articles on various
aspects of Aboriginal culture like customs and dialects as well as various diseases afflicting them. By the late
1860s his activity in the area of Aboriginal culture was known in England. His paper entitled ‘Aboriginal Ovens’
was read out to the London Anthropological Society.3
As with many other pioneering families’ farm buildings, significant alterations and additions were undertaken to
the original structure of the homestead. In 1850 a nineteenth century example of brick veneering was undertaken.
The log structure was veneered with hand-made bricks and the original roof of bark was replaced by spit shingles.
A solid brick extension was erected in 1854. The garden was also developed during this time. It has been
suggested that it was designed by Baron von Mueller, one-time director of the Botanic Gardens in Melbourne.4 It
is known that Mueller stayed with the Beveridge family at Tyntynder while embarking on a botanical expedition in
the area.5 However, his design input into the homestead’s garden cannot be confirmed, and in any case seems
unlikely, as he was a scientist rather than a landscape designer.
The Beveridge family sold the then 1,956-acre property in 1876 to George Holloway, and his brother-in-law
George Seward for £34,020. By the 1960s the area was down to around 100 acres [40 hectares] reflecting the trend
to subdividing farming properties prevalent during most of the twentieth century.6 Tyntynder remained with the
Holloway family until the late-1990s when purchased by the Indigenous Land Council. It is now managed by
Wanilu Incorporated, an Aboriginal Co-operative.7
Description
The 1846 homestead is a single-storey double-fronted house with a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel,
originally built of drop-log construction (logs set horizontally between grooved posts), but now entirely concealed
by the cladding of hand-made bricks, added in 1850. The west (driveway) frontage has a projecting gable-ended
room to the right side, with timber-framed multi-paned double-hung sash windows, and an enclosed verandah to
the left. A lean-to extends across the rear (east) elevation, also with an enclosed verandah. Along the north
frontage is a small semi-detached outbuilding with a gabled roof, and an enclosed porch, both of twentieth century
origin. The interiors have been significantly altered. The drop log construction is exposed in the former bedroom
and dining room. The exposed pine ceiling was originally lined with paper over hessian.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

R G Holloway. Tyntyndyer Homestead: A Short History. unpaginated. This source recognises the original
spelling of the homestead’s name as ‘Tyntyndyer’, although the last ‘y’ has subsequently been dropped in
its modern usage.
J A Hone in D Pike (ed)., Australian Dictionary of Biography Vol. 3, pp.161-162
Ibid.
Information provided by Albert Heslop, 6 June 2001.
R G Holloway. Tyntyndyer Homestead: A Short History.
M Cantlon. Homesteads of Victoria 1836-1900, p.118
Pers Com. Mary Woodburn, 4 December 2000.
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Attached to the south side of the original house is a substantial red brick wing, added in 1854, with a gabled roof
clad in corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a central chimney, between raked parapets. There are verandahs
extending across the east and west elevations, with skillion roofs supported on stop-chamfered timber posts with
timber brackets and a wide fascia. Each façade has a row of timber-framed multi-paned double-hung sash
windows with segmental arched lintels and projecting sills. Doorways have four-panel timber doors, and timber
thresholds.
The school room, on the west side of the driveway, is a single-storey face red brick building on a rectangular plan,
with a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. A skillion roofed verandah extends along the front (north)
elevation, supported on plain timber posts with horizontal boarding to dado height, and a wire grille above. The
façade has a central timber-framed double hung sash window, flanked by doorways with arched lintels. A enclosed
stairwell at one end of the verandah gives access to the cellar. It has a ledged-and-braced timber door with an
early lockset, inscribed TILDESLEY’S HALL DOOR LOCK No 400. The rear (south) elevation has four timberframed windows; two with double-hung sashes, and two with louvred sashes.
Internally, the three rooms have hard-plaster walls, strapped Caneite ceilings with scotia cornices and solid timber
doors. The cellar stair has brick treads and risers with timber nosings, and a timber bulkhead carved with the year
1846. The two cellar rooms, divided by a wall with an arched doorway, have bagged and painted brick walls, an
unlined ceiling (revealing the timber joists and floorboards of the rooms above) and herringbone brick floor.
The detached kitchen, to the east of the schoolroom, is a small building, approximately seven metres by three
metres, of log construction, with cob infill, and notched joints at the corners. The gabled roof, and gable ends, are
clad in corrugated galvanised steel. A matching log-framed fireplace at the north end is also lined with corrugated
galvanised steel. There are two timber-framed multi-paned sash windows in the east wall, and a central doorway
to the west, with a ledged-and-braced timber door. Internally, the room has exposed king posts trusses and
herringbone brick floor.
North of the historic buildings are modern structures including a timber-framed gable-roofed machinery shed, an
skillion-roofed classroom clad in cement sheeting, and the gift shop/restaurant, which imitates the early buildings
in its use of rough brickwork, uncoursed rubble, multi-paned windows, and a verandah with stop-chamfered
columns.
There are numerous mature specimens of Pepper tree (Schinus molle) in the vicinity of the homestead, notably the
stand along the driveway, and the huge tree to the southeast of the house. The grave of Andrew Beveridge is also
located along the main driveway. The small headstone is inscribed
SACRED / TO THE MEMORY OF /ANDREW BEVERIDGE / LATE OF KILMORE / SPEARED BY
THE NATIVES / 24 AUGUST 1846 / AGE 24 YEARS

There is also reported to be an excellent but badly neglected Aboriginal midden within 500 metres of the
homestead. This was not located during the initial survey in September 2000.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
3.1
4.0
7.2
11.1

Pastoral landscape
Aboriginal-European relations
Coach routes
Sheep and cattle

Australian Heritage Commission
2.4
2.6
3.4
5.7
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Migrating
Fighting for the land
Developing primary production
Surviving as Aboriginal people in a white-dominated economy
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Significance
The Tyntynder Homestead and early outbuildings, off the Murray Valley Highway at Beverford, are of state
historic significance. The buildings, erected between 1846 and 1854, provide evidence of the earliest phase of
post-contact settlement in the Swan Hill area. The original homestead, erected in 1846 and re-clad in 1850, is the
oldest surviving building in the municipality, and, on a broader level, is a rare surviving example in Victoria of a
building erected prior to the gold rush of 1851. The complex of buildings demonstrates aspects of daily life in an
early pastoral station of the 1850s, and retains important associations with the Beveridge family. These
associations are strengthened by the grave of Andrew Beveridge, located near the main driveway.
The Pepper trees are of some historical, aesthetic and scientific (botanical) interest. The species, native to South
America, was introduced for cultivation in Victoria in 1873 and was frequently planted around rural homesteads
and townships in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The mature specimens at Tyntynder provide
evidence of this fashion, and provide an appropriate setting for the complex of historic buildings.
The Aboriginal midden, located 500 metres from the main house, is also considered to be of historic interest. It
provides evidence of native occupation of the area prior to, and in the early days of, European settlement in the
area.
The more recent buildings in the vicinity of the homestead, namely the machinery shed, fibro classroom and gift
shop, are of no heritage significance.
References
M Cantlon. Homesteads of Victoria 1836-1900.
J A Hone, ‘Beveridge, Peter’, in D Pike (ed). Australian Dictionary of Biography. Vol. 3
Allom Lovell & Associates. ‘Pre-1851 Structures in Victoria Survey’. Unpublished report, October 1997.
Recommendations
Remove unsympathetic verandah infill from schoolhouse and 1846 homestead.
Demolish brick porch on north side of 1846 homestead.
Investigate and reinstate original exterior paint colours.
The present use of the buildings, as a museum complex, is highly appropriate and should be continued.
The Pepper trees (Schinus molle), including the large specimen to the southeast of the main house, should be
retained.
The Aboriginal midden should be stabilised and protected (eg. by means of a fence) to prevent further
deterioration. The site should also be interpreted, both in the general context of Aboriginal occupation in the area,
and the more specific association between the native people and the Beveridge family.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998
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Current Name

Grey Mallee Gumtree (Eucalyptus socialis)

Reference No.

HO7 (Be1b)

Former Name

Tyntynder Mailbag tree

Grade

A

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Beverford

Construction Date

c.1886

Map Reference

225.995 Nyah

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage

VHR

ü

RNE

ü

Planning Scheme (HO11)

ü

National Trust (Vic)
No. T573 (local)

ü

38

Condition
ü Good

Poor

A nominal curtilage of 10 metres all round, between the roadway
and the paddock fence, should be maintained to preserve the setting
of the tree.

ü
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History
The so-called Mail Bag Tree is a remnant of the coach route which bypassed the Tyntynder Homestead in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. A number of private coach lines competed with the established Cobb and
Co. to provide a fast service to Melbourne in the days before the railway line reached Swan Hill in 1890. Coaches
en route to Euston, Wentworth and Swan Hill passed by the Tyntynder Homestead until 1915 when the railway
opened between Swan Hill and Piangil. As R G Holloway has recorded, ‘the coachman, on his way to Wentworth,
hung the Tyntynder mail bag on this tree, blowing a bugle to advise of the arrival of the mail’.
When the tree was classified by the National Trust in 1986, it was estimated that it was 100 years old at that time.
It is a specimen of Eucalyptus socialis, known as the Grey Mallee Gum, which typically grows to a height of 2-12
metres. It is widespread in relatively dry and sandy country, including arid parts of Western Australia, eastwards
to South Australia, and through north-western Victoria and central New South Wales. The tree is sometimes
erroneously known as the Red Malle Gum, but this term more properly refers to another species, the Eucalyptus
calycoyona.1
Description
The Mail Bag tree, located off the Murray Valley Highway opposite the entrance to the estate, is a mature
specimen of Grey Mallee Gum, or Eucalyptus socialis. It is approximately six metres tall, with a trunk
circumference of 1.8 metres, and a canopy spread of approximately 8 metres.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.1 Tracks and roads
7.2 Coach routes
Australian Heritage Commission
1.2 Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
Significance
The Mail Bag tree, on the Murray Valley Highway in Beverford, is of state historic significance and considerable
scientific (botanical) significance. It retains associations with the Tyntynder Homestead, the earliest and most
intact of the few surviving pastoral estates in the municipality. It is also one of several sites associated with the
coach route passing through the Mallee region during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and thus
provides evidence of a once-important but long-defunct network of transportation and communication. As a
specimen of the Grey Mallee gum (Eucalyptus socialis)¸ the tree represents the most easterly occurrence of this
species in Victoria.
References
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). Citation T573.
R G Holloway. Tyntynder Homestead: A Short History. n p.
Leon Costermans. Native Trees and Shrubs of South-eastern Australia. p 376.
M I H Booker and D A Kleinig. Field Guide to Eucalypts: Volume 1, South-eastern Australia. p 147.

1

Information provided by Grace Willoughby, June 2001.
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Recommendations
The tree should be interpreted. The reinstatement of a mail bag, for example, would greatly assist its
interpretation. Signage, perhaps with maps or historic photographs, could explain the significance of the tree in
terms of the Tyntynder Homestead and the coach route, as well as its botanical significance as the most easterly
occurrence of Eucalyptus socialis in Victoria.
Initial inspection to be carried out by a qualified arborist to identify and outline any works required e.g. removal of
dead wood. The tree should be subject to ongoing assessment on a 1 to 2 year basis.
Assess area immediately surrounding the tree, removing any invasive weeds and shrubs. The area should be
mulched.
Care should be taken to avoid damage as a consequence of agricultural or earth works.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998
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Current Name

Stubb Fence

Reference No.

HO8 (Be2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Beverford

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

221.999 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date July 2001

Intactness
Good

Fair

Condition
Good

ü Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A curtilage should be preserved to either side of the fence, in order to
preserve the setting of the fence and its views along the Murray Valley
Highway.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme (HO1)

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The stubb fence at Beverford was made of pine posts, cut from trees along the fence line, each approximately four
inches wide and six or seven feet tall. The posts were placed side by side, imbedded into the ground by 18 inches,
forming a solid timber fence over a distance of some six miles [9.5 kilometres]. The fence was built to enclose an
area of land that was used for sheep and cows while they were nursing their young, protecting them from dingoes.
Grace Willoughby further notes that it kept the horses in, and the rabbits out.
The stubb fence fell into disrepair within only two years of its completion, due to frequent sandstorms. The stretch
of fence along the east side of the highway at Beverford is the only surviving remnant.
Description
The remaining portion of the stubb fence extends for about 50 metres along the east side of the Murray Valley
Highway near the Tyntynder Homestead. The original timber palisades have been severely eroded by weather and
salt and are now less than 300mm high.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.2 Mallee Pastoral Leases Act
10.1 Rabbits
Australian Heritage Commission
2.5
2.6
3.4
3.8
3.10

Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
Fighting for the land
Developing primary production
Farming for export under Australian conditions
Altering the environment for economic development

Significance
The remains of the stubb fence off the Murray Valley Highway at Beverford, are of local historic significance. It is
associated with selection farming in the late nineteenth century, and, specifically, attempts to deal with the
widespread problem of rabbits and dingoes. The fence thus provides evidence of a significant phase in the
development of pastoral activity in the Swan Hill area.
References
G Willoughby. On ‘This Bend’ of the River. p 9.
Information provided by Alex Fisher, 28 June 2001.
Recommendations
The remaining fence posts should be stabilised to prevent further deterioration. Soil and sand should be kept at an
appropriate level.
The site should be interpreted. A sign, with text, a photo with rabbits or dogs if possible, and a map showing the
former extent of the fence, would be appropriate. It is envisaged that the timber posts will eventually disappear, so it
is recommended that a demonstration section of the fence be re-constructed as part of the interpretation. If rabbits or
dogs (dummies?) can in some way be incorporated, this would assist children particularly, in understanding the
fence.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Black Mallee box trees (Eucalyptus porosa)

Reference No.

HO9 (BB2)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Boundary Bend

Construction Date

c.1915

Map Reference

965.620 Weimby

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage of nominally ten metres, between the riverbank and the
roadway, should be maintained to preserve the setting of this stand
of four trees.

VHR
ü

RNE
Planning Scheme (HO2)

ü

National Trust (Vic)
No. T917 (local)

ü
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History
The Black Mallee box, or Eucalyptus porosa, is widely distributed throughout South Australia, but there are also
limited occurrences in northwestern Victoria (principally the Big Desert region) and southwestern New South
Wales (in the vicinity of Condobolin). It is a small tree, and grows to a height of between four and ten metres.
The National Trust citation for the four Black Mallee box trees at Boundary Bend estimated that they were about
80 years old in 1995, which indicates that they have been growing since c.1915.
Description
The four trees are located on a narrow plantation between the roadway and the riverbank. The National Trust
citation records that the best example of the four is 9.8 metres tall, with a girth of 1.72 metres and a canopy spread
of 21.25 metres.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
Australian Heritage Commission
1.2 Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
Significance
The stand of four Black Mallee box trees (Eucalyptus porosa), off the Murray Valley Highway at Boundary Bend,
are of regional scientific (botanical) significance. The species is common in South Australia but considerably rarer
in Victoria and New South Wales, naturally occurring only near the respective South Australian borders of those
two states. The stand of trees at Boundary Bend represents the most easterly occurrence of this species in Victoria.
References
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). Citation T917.
Leon Costermans. Native Trees and Shrubs of South-eastern Australia.
M I H Booker and D A Kleinig. Field Guide to Eucalypts: Volume One, South-eastern Australia. p 249.
Recommendations
The trees should be interpreted. A sign, with a map explaining their significance as the most easterly natural
occurrence of the species, would be appropriate.
Initial inspection to be carried out by a qualified arborist to identify and outline any works required e.g. removal of
dead wood.
Assess area immediately surrounding group, removing any invasive weeds and shrubs.
Care should be taken to avoid damage as a consequence of agricultural or earth works.
Management should include an eventual removal and replacement strategy.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Wool Shed

Reference No.

HO10 (Bu1)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

CA20, Bulga Road, Bulga

Construction Date

c.1940

Map Reference

198.905 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A nominal 10 metre curtilage should be maintained around the
woodshed to preserve its setting

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
A map of the Parish of Woorinen, published by the Department of Land and Survey in 1921, indicates the site of this
woolshed was a 189-hectare (473-acre) selection, designated as Crown Allotment 20, owned by R Currie. He also
owned Crown Allotment 4, a selection of 196 hectare (491 acres) on the opposite (southern) side of Bulga Road.
Electoral rolls confirm the Currie family as residing in Bulga from c.1903 until at least 1988, but they do not
indicate on which Crown Allotment they resided.
The former wool-shed is believed to have been erected c.1940.
Description
The woolshed is a single-storey timber-framed building with a gabled roof. The walls are of vertical slabs (split
logs), and the gable ands and roof are clad with corrugated galvanised steel. The north frontage has a wide
doorway with a pair of ledged-and-braced timber doors, and a windows with a top-hung timber shutter. The south
frontage has single doorways. The western end of the shed has been extended in more recent times with a studframed addition clad in corrugated galvanised steel with timber-framed louvred windows and a sliding door.
Internally, the woolshed has exposed roof framing, with dressed timber rafters, tie-beams and diagonal struts, all
supported on log poles. The eastern half of the shed has the typically slatted timber floor, and retains its original
configuration of low timber post-and-rail partitions and braced gates, dividing the space into sweating pens and
catching pens. The shearing board, to the western half of the shed, has a solid floor of timber floorboards. In the
centre is a row of four timber-framed alcoves.
South of the woolshed is a steel-framed gable-roofed shed, of more recent origin, clad in corrugated galvanised steel.
The narrow gap between the two buildings has an iron gate at each end, forming an enclosed pen for the sheep.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
3.1 Pastoral landscape
11.1 Sheep and cattle
Australian Heritage Commission
3.8 Farming for export under Australian conditions
3.15 Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Significance
The woolshed, on CA20, Bulga Road, Bulga, is of local historic significance. Erected c.1940, it is an intact and
representative, if somewhat late, example of the type of vernacular farm outbuildings which were common in rural
Victoria from the late nineteenth century. The shed has associations with ongoing pastoral occupation of the Swan
Hill shire. It provides evidence of the extensive wool industry which once characterised the region, while the actual
form and planning of the building itself significantly demonstrates the procedure of sheep-shearing.
References
Parish of Woorinen map, dated 21 May 1921. Courtesy Andrew Ward.
Information supplied by Wesley Ward 7 December 2000
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration.
The internal plan form of the building, namely the configuration of sheep pens and alcoves, should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Bulga Tank and brick channel

Reference No.

HO11 (Bu2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

CA24c, Bulga Road (cnr McLarty Road), Bulga Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

143.906 Nyah

DNRE

Ownership

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal 50 metre curtilage should be maintained around the tank
to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tanks (dams) installed by land-holders, bores, natural watercourses and water carts were the only means of water
supply until irrigation channels were constructed in the Bulga area c.1913-15 to serve Closer Settlement and
Soldier Settler blocks. The tank is within Crown Allotment 24c which is a legally declared Water Reserve
Description
The Water Reserve contains two adjacent tanks, set well back from the road. The larger of the tanks is square in
plan, measuring approximately 25 metres by 25 metres. The smaller tank, to the immediate east, is circular, with a
circumference of approximately 50 metres. The two tanks are connected at their southern edges by a narrow
channel with remnants of brick lining. At the time of surveying in March 2001, both tanks contained water.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
6.3 Irrigation
Australian Heritage Commission
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
Significance
The tank in the former Water Reserve, at CA24c on the corner of Bulga and McLarty Roads, Bulga, is of local
historic significance. It is a representative example of the type of water storage receptacles which were established
in gazetted ‘Water Reserves’ along major transport routes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The
tank thus represents an early attempt to obtain and conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive
development of channels and irrigation pumps.
References
Commonwealth of Australia, Electoral Rolls.
Department of Lands and Survey. Parish of Woorinen map, dated 21 May 1921. Courtesy Andrew Ward.
Department of Crown Lands and Survey. Parish of Woorinen map, dated 1963.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. Annual Reports.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted eg by means of signage.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

- (BB1)

Former Name

Burra Burra Homestead

Grade

-

Address

CA27, off Murray Valley Highway, Burra Burra Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

118.321 Weimby

Private

Ownership

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Burra station homestead, formerly on this site was probably erected in the late-1840s. The first lessee of Burra
and Piangil stations was William Coghill from 1846. In June 1860, the Beveridge family, who erected Tyntynder
homestead (q.v. HO6), took over these two stations and sold Burra Burra to the Macredie family in 1865.
In the late-1870s a rabbit plague severely affected the viability of Mallee pastoral runs. The total number of sheep
on the Burra and Piangil stations combined fell from 20,000 in 1877 to 1,500 six years later. Much of the original
area of Burra, as with other stations settled by squatters in the 1840s, was covered by the Mallee Block subdivision
developed under the Mallee Leases Pastoral Act of 1883.
The original Burra Burra homestead was destroyed by fire in c.1934-36.1 At that time, the property was owned by
Peter Wilkinson. He retained ownership until 1964 when it was acquired by the present owner, George Murphy.
Description
The original homestead, located between the sand hill and the Burra Burra Creek, no longer exists. There is,
however, considerable evidence of the agricultural development of the station site. This includes a wide irrigation
channel with a rough timber bridge, cattle pens and ramps made of split logs, ruins of indeterminate timber
structures, and some abandoned farm machinery.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
3.1 Pastoral landscape
11.1 Sheep and cattle
Australian Heritage Commission
3.4
3.8
3.15
8.12

Developing primary production
Farming for export under Australian conditions
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The remains of the Burra Burra Station are of some historic interest. While there is sufficient man-made fabric to
provide evidence of the agricultural development of the site in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it
is neither a unique nor a particularly intact example within the municipality. The early demolition of the original
homestead is regrettable, and ultimately makes interpretation of the site difficult.
References
A Cerutty. Tyntynder. p.37
Information provided by Helen Murphy and R Wait and, March 2001.
Recommendations
The site is not recommended for heritage overlay protection.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998

1

Information provided by Alex Fisher, 28 June 2001.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO12 (CD1)

Former Name

Castle Donnington State School No 3762

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Castle Donnington

Construction Date

1923 (moved 1942)

Map Reference

Unknown

Ownership

Ministry of Education

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of 10 metres should be preserved around the
building to maintain its setting.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The early twentieth century saw the development of a new irrigation district on the outskirts of Swan Hill, and the
need for a local state school soon became evident. A building was promptly erected, and Castle Donnington
School No 3762 opened on 1 September 1912, with Miss Alice Owens and William Milne being the first teachers.
This school, however, was short lived. It closed in 1930, and the building was relocated to nearby Fish Point.
The establishment of the No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot at Lake Boga in the early 1940s saw the need for
additional schooling facilities. Castle Donnington School No 3762 was re-instated, and a new building was
relocated to the present site from Milne’s Bridge, east of Kerang. This school had been erected in 1923, and had
lain vacant following the school’s closure in 1938. Castle Donnington School No 3762 officially re-opened in the
new building on 29 July 1942, with 22 pupils under Miss I Whitten. The school closed down yet again in the mid1990s, and the building is currently vacant.
Description
The Castle Donnington school comprises two discrete buildings connected by a common skillion-roofed hallway.
Both are single-storey weatherboard buildings with roofs clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The east portion has
a gambrel roof with timber-lined eaves and a modern verandah across the street frontage with a tray-deck skillion
roof supported on steel posts. It has tripartite timber-framed double-hung multi-paned sash windows to the side
elevation, with matching fanlights above. The west portion is double-fronted, and has a gabled roof penetrated by
a plain brick chimney, and a front verandah with a steep skillion roof supported on timber posts. The projecting
front room has a small timber-framed window, and the rear wall has a tripartite bay of timber-framed double-hung
multi-paned sash windows with fanlights over.
Internally, the east schoolroom has a coved plaster ceiling and the walls are lined with horizontal beaded timber
boarding, with a moulded picture rail. It has the typical raised teacher’s platform along the rear wall. The western
schoolroom has similar coved ceiling, and the walls are lined with vertical timber panelling to dado height, and
strapped Caneite or fibrous plaster sheeting above. The former fireplace in the corner retains its timber
mantelpiece.
The school site also includes a gable-roofed weatherboard shed, presumably erected in or after 1942, and a
concrete block toilet block.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.3 Schools
13.6 The Wars
Australian Heritage Commission
6.2 Establishing schools
6.5 Educating people in remote places
Significance
The original portion of the former Castle Donnington School, on the Murray Valley Highway at Castle
Donnington, is of local historic significance. It is one of a small number of early school buildings which survive in
the remote areas around Swan Hill. Relocated from its original site at Milne’s Bridge in 1942, the present building
remains as evidence of the tenuous existence of rural schools, which were frequently subjected to closure and
relocation during the twentieth century.
The outbuildings, including the concrete toilet block and timber shed, are of no heritage significance.
References
Back to School Committee. Castle Donnington Primary School History 1912-1987.
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Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation. pp 355, 575.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance. Provide some internal and external fire protection, if not already installed.
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The empty schoolhouse could conceivably be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function, such
as a residence, art gallery, antique shop or other commercial or retail use. However, it would be desirable to retain
as much original internal fabric as possible, including wall panelling, mantelpieces, and so on, especially where
this provides evidence of its original function. A new wing could sympathetically be constructed and attached if
required.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO13 (Chi1)

Former Name

Residence and Store (Post Office?)

Grade

C

Address

4-6 Main Street, Chillingollah

Construction Date

c.1910, c.1940

Map Reference

865.955 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
The vacant land between the front of the store and the edge of the
roadway should be maintained to preserve the setting of this
building and to assist its interpretation as a roadside store.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Like many other towns in the Mallee, Chillingollah developed following the extension of the railway line into
previously undersettled territory. The railway line to Chillingollah was opened on 1 July 1909, and the township
developed quickly thereafter. A public hall was built in 1911, a state school in 1914, and a Catholic church in
1917. According to its current owner, the former store was erected in c.1910, and served as, among other things,
the town’s post office. The attached house, to the south side of the store, was erected c.1940. By that time, the
township of Chillingollah had a population of 131 people, and boasted a post and telegraph office, a state school, a
public hall, a police station, two stores, a court house, a bank and a hotel.
Description
This building comprises two discrete parts: a former shop with an attached dwelling. The former shop, which
projects forward to the right side, is a large weatherboard building on a rectangular plan, with a hipped roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel. The front and side elevations have been re-clad in cement sheeting, and modern
aluminium-framed sliding sash windows have been installed. A doorway in the side wall, containing a hollow
core door, permits access to the former shop. The adjacent dwelling is a small single-storey weatherboard house
with a hipped roof, also clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The hip extends forward, at a slightly shallower pitch,
to enclose a verandah around three sides of the house, supported on plain timber posts. It also has aluminiumframed sliding sash windows, and a separate side entrance.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.18 Marketing and retailing
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
5.6 Working in the home
Significance
The former Store on the Chinkapook-Waitchie-Culgoa Road at Chillingollah is of local historic significance. It is
a representative example of the type of modest timber shops/residences which were associated with the
development of rural townships in the early twentieth century. The original portion, erected c.1910, provides
evidence of the initial settlement of Chillingollah following the opening of the railway line in 1909. Although its
level of intactness has been severely compromised by partial re-cladding of walls and the installation of new
windows, it is unique as the only surviving commercial building associated with this once-flourishing rural
township.
References
Information provided by current owner.
Victorian Municipal Directory. 1938.
Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation. Vol 2. p 350.
Recommendations
The building, which has been much altered and is now barely recognisable as a retail store, should be interpreted.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Chillingollah Tank

Reference No.

HO14 (Chi2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Morren Road, Chillingollah

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

890.944 Nyah

Ownership

DNRE

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A nominal 50 metre curtilage should be maintained around the tank
to preserve its setting

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tanks (dams) installed by land-holders were the sole means of water supply until irrigated water was supplied.
The construction date is unknown but the earliest traceable reference is a Department of Lands & Survey plan,
certified on 6 June 1899. The tank was then within a 150-acre [60-acre] legally designated Water Reserve. It was
one of four water reserves serving a 60-square mile [95 square km] area of subdivided allotments. During the early
twentieth century they mostly leased the allotments from the Crown but many became freehold by the 1950s. Part
of the original Water Reserve, including the tank, was statutorily designated a Natural Interest Reserve in 1983,
covering 43 hectares, under the Crown Land (Reserve) Act 1978.
Description
The Chillingollah Tank is approximately circular in plan. At the time of surveying in September 2000, it
contained no water.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
7.1 Tracks and roads
11.1 Sheep and cattle
Australian Heritage Commission
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
Significance
The Chillingollah Tank at Chillingollah is of local historic significance. It provides evidence of an early attempt
to obtain and conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive development of channels and
irrigation pumps in the early twentieth century . It is a representative example of the type of water storage
receptacles which were established in gazetted ‘Water Reserves’, of which there are numerous surviving examples
in the municipality.
References
Dept of Lands & Survey. Plan ‘Mallee Allotment’ Parish of Chillingollah, certified 6 June 1899.
Dept of Lands & Survey. Current Record Plan for Parish of Chillingollah, dated 15 November 1928.
Recommendations
The site could be interpreted eg by means of signage identify it as ‘Chillingollah Tank’.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Eureka Tank and Pumping Station site

Reference No.

HO15 (Ch2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

CA54A, Robinvale-Sea Lake Road, Chinkapook Construction Date

1928, 1988

Map Reference

767.014 Tyrell

Private

Ownership

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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Curtilage
A nominal 50 metre curtilage should be maintained around the tank
to preserve its setting
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History
The original pump with a Crossley engine was installed on this site in 1928 but there is no information on when it
was dismantled. The Eureka Pipeline Scheme, a project of the Rural Water Commission of Victoria, was officially
opened by Christine Forster, chairperson of the Commission’s Board of Management, on 25 May 1988.
Description
No evidence appears to remain of the original pumping station. The present Eureka pumping station is enclosed
within a fenced enclosure and consists of a cluster of pumps, enclosed switchboards, mounted on concrete slabs. A
small concrete pier with a bronze plaque commemorates the official opening of the Eureka Pipeline Scheme in
1988. The pumping station is situated beside a large reservoir, the embankments of which are raised several
metres above the ground level.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
6.3 Irrigation
Australian Heritage Commission
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
Significance
The site of the Eureka pumping station is of local historic interest. Although the original pumping station has
been dismantled, and the current pump dates only from 1988, the continuity of use as a pumping station, since
1928, is noteworthy. It thus provides evidence of the ongoing development of irrigation and water supply, which
has been a recurring theme in the history of the Mallee region for over a century. The adjacent reservoir is one of
the largest excavated water stores in the municipality, and one of very few which are still in use.
References
Facsimile provided by B and N Langley (Manang History Centre) 27 October 2000.
Commemorative plaque located at site.
Recommendations
No trace remains of the original pumping station, so interpretation could be greatly improved eg. by means of a
reconstructed model, or signage incorporating historic photographs.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO16 (Ch4)

Former Name

Departmental Residence No. 2115

Grade

C

Address

Station Ground, Chinkapook

Construction Date

1914

Map Reference

772.042 Tyrell

Ownership

Vic Track

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
The nominal curtilage of 5 metres should be maintained around the
dwelling and outbuildings. The vacant land between the front of
the house and the railway line should be maintained t assist its
interpretation as a departmental dwelling.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
From the commencement of railways until at least the 1960s, the Railway Department often provided houses for
railway workers such as gangers and gatekeepers who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally adjacent to
country railway stations.
During the first two decades of the twentieth century rail lines were being constructed in various parts of the
Mallee in order to facilitate the efficient movement of passengers and freight, especially grain. The Chillingollah
to Manangatang Railway, a section of the Bendigo to Robinvale railway opened in stages between 1876 and 1924,
was opened on 27 May 1914. The departmental residence was presumably constructed when the line opened in
1914. Departmental residences of similar design, and vintage, exist at Nyah West, Woorinen South and Swan
Hill.
Description
The former Departmental Residence No 2115 is a single-storey double-fronted Edwardian weatherboard house
with a gambrel roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a red brick chimney. The facade (which,
typically, faces the railway line, rather than the street) has a skillion verandah, supported on timber posts with
curved brackets and a weatherboard valence at each end. A central doorway, with a timber panelled door, is
flanked by timber-framed multi-paned double-hung sash windows. An enamel badge above the doorway identifies
the house as ‘2115’. Internally, the house retains original elements including four-panel timber doors, moulded
skirtings and architraves, timber mantelpieces, and beaded timber lining boards to dado height. At the rear of the
house (ie street frontage) there a two-room weatherboard outbuilding with a gabled roof.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
5.2 Organising workers and work places
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former Departmental Residence No. 2115, off Williams Street, Chinkapook, is of local historical significance.
The house is associated with the laying out the railway line in the early twentieth century, and thus provides
evidence of an important phase in the early development of the town, and of the extension of the railway network
into the Mallee region in general. Built as accommodation for railway personnel, the house demonstrates an
unusual (and now obsolete) aspect of railway employment. The detached two-room outbuilding, which may have
been used for additional accommodation of railway employees, is of contributory significance.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Facsimile provided by B and N Langley (Manang History Centre) 27 October 2000.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah and outbuilding) with minimal alteration to existing fabric.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO17 (Ch1)

Former Name

Commercial Bank

Grade

C

Address

Lot 1 of Section 2, William Street, Chinkapook

Construction Date

1918

Map Reference

772.040 Tyrell

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The township of Chinkapook was essentially settled following the first land sales and opening of the railway, both
taking place in 1913. This reflected a common trend of small rural settlements commencing soon after rail-heads
were opened with basic commercial and community facilities following. During the next few years the post office
and several shops opened including the former Commercial Bank in 1918. The first manager was A Peach,
previously based at Ultima. The building itself, with its attached residence, was evidently a standard design, as a
Commercial Bank branch of almost identical design survives at nearby Ultima.
In 1938 the bank office was transferred to Manangatang and the Chinkapook branch became an agency. It was
still functioning in 1973 but only traded one day per week. It is now a private residence.
Description
The former Commercial Bank of Australasia is a single-storey weatherboard building, built to the property line,
with an attached dwelling fronting the side street. The bank proper has a slightly battered plinth and a
weatherboard parapet concealing the roof, with a plain frieze and moulded cornice extending across both facades.
The main entrance, to the right side of the William Street frontage, has a pair of timber doors with fielded panels
and a multi-paned fanlight. There are large timber-framed fixed sash windows to both facades, with multi-paned
fanlights and acid-etched glazing bearing the bank’s name. A small gambrel-roofed wing extends from the side.
The attached dwelling is a double-fronted weatherboard house with an exposed gambrel roof, clad in corrugated
galvanised steel and penetrated by red brick chimneys. The symmetrical façade has a central recessed porch with
timber brackets, flanked by bays with timber-framed double-hung sash windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.17 Financing Australia
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The former Commercial Bank and dwelling at William Street, Chinkapook, is of local historic significance.
Erected in 1918, it provides evidence of the town’s strengthening economy after the Closer Settlement scheme of
the early 1900s. It is one of few surviving early non-residential buildings associated with the township. The
subsequent downgrading of the bank to the status of an agency, and its later closure and conversion to a private
residence, demonstrates the waning fortunes and shifting demography of the region in more recent times. It is an
intact and representative example of its type, of which there are several surviving examples in the municipality,
including one at Ultima of almost identical design.
References
Back to Chinkapook Committee, Back to Chinkapook, Chinkapook, 1973.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric. The attached dwelling is an
integral part of the bank branch, and should be retained accordingly.
The retention of remnant signage (acid-etched glazing) would greatly assist the interpretation of this building.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

- (Ch3)

Former Name

Chaff store

Grade

-

Address

off William Street, Chinkapook

Construction Date

-

Map Reference

770.040 Tyrrell

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000. Inset: August 1998 photo by A Ward

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The owners of this building commenced demolition in June 2000 because its timber structure had been severely
affected by white ants.
Description
At the time of surveying in August 2000, the store had been almost entirely demolished. All that remained were
rows of timber stumps, and a stud-framed rear wall, clad externally in corrugated galvanised steel
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
11.1 Sheep and cattle
Australian Heritage Commission
3.18 Marketing and retailing
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The partly demolished building is of no heritage significance.
References
Information provided by owner.
Recommendations
It is not recommended that this site be given heritage protection under the planning scheme.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998
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Current Name

Miller’s Tank

Reference No.

HO18 (Co3)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Miller’s Tank Road, Cocamba

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

815.232 Tyrrell

Ownership

Private

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of 50 metres should be maintained around the
tank to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tanks (dams) installed by land-holders were the sole means of water supply until irrigated water was supplied to
the Cocamba area c.1915. There is no confirmation on when this tank was installed but by 1910 it was within a
legally declared Water Reserve which has been revoked and is now legally designated as Crown Land.
A small settlement sprung up around Miller’s Tank in the inter-War period, and the township itself also became
known as Miller’s Tank. State School No 4222 opened at Miller’s Tank in 1925 and closed eleven years later.
Today, no trace remains of the short-lived Miller’s Tank settlement, with the exception of the eponymous tank.
Description
Miller’s Tank is a large reservoir, rectangular in plan, measuring approximately 40 metres by 70 metres along the
crest of the embankment. At the time of surveying in March 2001, the tank contained no water. The tank is
encircled by a timber post and barbed wire fence.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
7.1 Tracks and roads
Australian Heritage Commission
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
3.8 Farming for export under Australian conditions
Significance
Miller’s Tank on Miller’s Tank Road, Cocamba, is of local historic significance. It is an intact and representative
example of the type of excavated water storage receptacles which were provided in gazetted ‘Water Reserves’
along the major transport routes in the early twentieth century. It represents an early attempt to obtain and
conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive development of channels and irrigation pumps. It
is also the only remaining evidence of the township of Miller’s Tank, which was located here in the 1920s and 30s.
The tank itself, with its raised embankments and encircling fence, is a prominent element in the otherwise flat and
featureless flat rural landscape.
References
Dept of Lands & Survey. Survey field-notes No. 1910-113.
Dept Lands & Survey. Current Record Plan No. P179(3), Parish of Prooinga, photo-lithographed 28 March 1928.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted, and a sign erected to identify it as Miller’s Tank.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Log Tank

Reference No.

HO19 (Co2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Moondah Road, Cocamba

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

766.220 Tyrrell

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of 50 metres should be maintained around the
tank in order to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tanks (dams) installed by land-holders, natural watercourses and water-carts were the only means of water supply
until irrigated water was supplied in the Cocamba area until c.1915. There is no conformation on when this tank
was installed but the earliest traceable reference is on a copy of survey field notes, numbered 1910-113, signed by J
R Bolton, a surveyor at the Department of Lands and Survey on 1 March 1910. Located just to the south of
Moondah Road, the tank then was within a 630-acre (250 hectare) ‘Water Reserve’ bisected by Moondah Road.
The 353-acre [141 hectare] allotment (originally Crown Allotment 12A) within which the tank is situated legally
ceased being a Water Reserve sometime between 1910 and its purchase by M A Langely from the Crown on 19
April 1969. By then it was known as Crown Allotment 12.
Description
The log tank at Cocamba is rectangular in plan, measuring approximately 30 metres by 20 metres. There is
remnants of a half-buried metal pipe (approximately 500mm diameter) in the northeastern corner. No trace
remains of the original lining of logs.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
7.1 Tracks and roads
Australian Heritage Commission
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
3.8 Farming for export under Australian conditions
Significance
The log tank on Moondah Road, Cocamba, is of local historic significance. It is an intact and representative
example of the type of excavated water storage receptacles which were provided in gazetted ‘Water Reserves’
along the major transport routes in the early twentieth century. It represents an early attempt to obtain and
conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive development of channels and irrigation pumps.
References
Dept of Lands & Survey. Survey field-notes No. 1910-113.
Dept of Lands & Survey. Current Record Plan No. C 476(2), Parish of Cocamba, photo-lithographed August
1927.
Recommendations
The site could be interpreted. The reinstatement of the original lining of timber logs would greatly assist in the
interpretation of this dam as a ‘log tank’.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

- (Co1)

Former Name

Survey Trees

Grade

-

Address

CA12 (Moondah Rd) and CA3 (Parallel Rd), Cocamba Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

763.221 to 790.250 Tyrrell

Private

Survey Tree, off Parallel Road

Ownership

Survey Tree, off Moondah Road

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Map of Approximate Location

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
According to local legend, these trees were associated with a government survey in the early twentieth century for
a proposed railway line from Melbourne to Sydney. Conversely, they may be associated with the earliest known
subdivision survey in the vicinity, which was undertaken by the Department of Lands and Survey on 22 January
1910. It covered an area of approximately 140 square miles (354 square kilometres) being subdivided into lots of
between 500 to 700 acres (200-280 hectares).
The process of surveying was reportedly assisted by reference to two nearby roads which are in exact alignment
with the lines of latitude and longitude: so-called Parallel Road, which runs east-west along the 35o parallel, and
Meridian Road, which runs north-south along the 143o meridian.
There were originally three known Survey Trees in the area; one of these has been removed in the last decade or
so.
Description
There are two surviving Survey Trees. Each tree originally had a strip of bark removed to expose an elliptical area
of bare trunk, onto which was inscribed a series of letters and numbers, and the broad arrow motif of the colonial
government. Over the decades, the surrounding bark has regrown around the edges of the exposed trunk, thus
reducing their size. White ants have severely damaged the areas of exposed trunks, rendering the original
inscriptions illegible.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
Australian Heritage Commission
3.2 Surveying the continent and assessing its potential
Significance
The Survey Trees, off Moondah and Parallel Roads, Cocamba, are of some local historic interest. They are
associated with an early governmental survey in the area, and thus provide evidence of the proposed utilisation of
the land during an early stage of local settlement. The condition of the trees and their survey marks, however, has
deteriorated considerably in recent decades, thus making interpretation very difficult.
References
Department of Lands and Survey. Survey field-notes No. 1910-113.
Information supplied by Neil Langley, Natya, 8 March 2001.
Recommendations
Due to their poor condition and their gradual but irreversible state of decline, it is not recommended that the
Survey Trees be given heritage overlay protection. For the benefit of future historical analysis and interpretation,
the positions of the trees should be recorded on a map, and the remnants of their survey inscriptions should be
recorded photographically.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO20 (Coo1)

Former Name

Coonimur Station

Grade

C

Address

Coonimur-Piangil Road, Coonimur

Construction Date

c.1920

Map Reference

071.249 Weimby

Ownership

Unknown

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Heritage Listings

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

Condition
Good

ü Poor

A curtilage of a nominal twenty metres should be maintained to all
sides of the clearing which contains the station site. This curtilage
should extend further east to the edge of the roadway where the
original station entrance was located, and further to the north and
south, along the further railway line, for a nominal distance of 100
metres beyond the platform ruins.

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The line between Kooloonong and Piangil was opened on 24 March 1920 at a time of increasing primary
production in the district, much of it from blocks allocated to soldier settlers. There is no information on neither
the construction nor demolition dates of the station platforms and buildings.
During much of the post-War period there was a significant shift from the use of rail to road for transporting most
types of freight. The Kooloonong and Piangil line was closed to all traffic on 8 December 1986.
Description
Little evidence remains of the former Coonimur station complex. A clearing, around 20 metres wide, has an earth
embankment along its western edge, approximately 60 metres long, 5 metres wide and 1.5 metres high. This
embankment, which is all that remains of the former platform, has a row of 24 rusty metal spikes, at 2.5 metre
centres, protruding from the eastern (former railway line) side. To the opposite (street) side, there is an earth ramp
leading down from the embankment, which intersects with an unsealed driveway leading to the street. The former
entrance to the station ground is marked by a single remaining timber gate post, 1500mm high and 300mm thick.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
Significance
The site of the former Coonimur Railway Station, on Coonimur Road, Coonimur, is of local historic significance.
Along with comparable abandoned stations at Natya and Yungera, the site is associated with the laying out of the
railway network through the Mallee in the 1920s, and thus provides evidence of the thriving economic
development in the wake of Soldier Settlement in the early twentieth century. The subsequent closure of the
railway line, and the ruination of the station sites, further demonstrates the waning economy of the area in the
second half of the twentieth century.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62.
Vic Track. Heritage Liaison Section documentation.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted. As a minimum requirement, a sign should be installed stating ‘Coonimur station’.
However, it is not recommended that station buildings, platforms, etc, be reconstructed.
Consideration should be given to the establishment of a linear park along the former railway route, and including
the abandoned station sites at Natya, Coonimur and Yungera.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Tank

Reference No.

HO21 (Coo2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

O’Bree Road, Coonimur

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

051.262 Weimby

Ownership

DNRE

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal 50 metre curtilage should be maintained around the tank
to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tanks (dams) installed by land-holders were the sole means of water supply prior to irrigation unless it arrived by
water-cart or natural watercourse. Irrigation did not reach the Coomimur area until c.1915. Coonimur was within
the Piangil-Burra pastoral run leased by Thomas Macredie who constructed numerous tanks (dams) in the mid1870s using the proceed from the sale of his lease on the Waitchie run, just north of where Ultima now is. There is
no conformation on whether this tank was one of those constructed in the 1870s but the earliest traceable reference
is a plan titled ‘Mallee Allotments County of Tatchera’ signed by the Department of Lands and Survey District
Surveyor on 22 May 1914. By then the tank was within a 36-acre [14.5 hectare] legally declared Water Reserve
which changed in status to a Natural Interest Reserve in 1991 under Section 4 (1) (m) of the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act 1978. This clause provides for the
conservation of areas of natural interest of beauty or scientific or archaeological interest.1
Description
The tank at Coonimur is circular in plan, and has a perimeter of approximately 100 metres. The tank, dry at the
time of surveying in September 2000, is about 4 metres deep at its deepest point.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
7.1 Tracks and roads
Australian Heritage Commission
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
3.8 Farming for export under Australian conditions
Significance
The tank on O’Bree Road, Coonimur, is of local historic significance. It is an intact and representative example of
the type of excavated water storage receptacles which were provided in gazetted ‘Water Reserves’ along the major
transport routes in the early twentieth century. It represents an early attempt to obtain and conserve water in the
Mallee region, prior to the more extensive development of channels and irrigation pumps.
References
Dept of Lands & Survey. Plan No. C450 (C). ‘Mallee Allotments’ County of Tatchera, dated 22 May 1914.
Dept of Lands & Survey. Current Record Plan Parish of Coonimur No. C 450(1) Photo-lithographed 2 Dec 1925.
Government of Victoria. Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978.
Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill. p.48
Recommendations
The site could be interpreted.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.

1

State of Victoria. Crown Land Reserves Act 1978. No. 9212 p.757-58
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Current Name

Claremonte (farmhouse and gates)

Reference No.

HO22 (Coo3)

Former Name

—

Grade

B

Address

CA12, O’Bree Road, Coonimur.

Construction Date

c.1915

Map Reference

048.262 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained to all sides
of the house, but extending further north to the property line to
maintain a view of the house from the roadway and the gates.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Parish Plan for the Parish of Coonimur lists Joseph Thomas as the first traceable Crown lessee for Crown
Allotment 12 which was 295 hectares (738 acres) and appeared in the Commonwealth Electoral Rolls (19161929). Claremonte was presumably erected c.1915. John Henry O’Bree leased this property c.1930 until 22
January 1954 when he purchased Crown Allotment 12 from the Crown. The Electoral Rolls listed him as residing
at or near Piangil, presumably at Claremonte, until his death in 1979. John O’Bree also purchased a neighboring
property on 10 September 1975. The road which runs past the Claremont estate is now named after him.
Description
Claremonte is a single-storey mass-concrete farmhouse with a gambrel roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel,
penetrated by a red brick chimney. The roof extends further, at a gentler slope, to enclose a verandah on all sides,
supported by pairs of stop-chamfered timber posts on roughcast-rendered brick plinths, with curving brackets. Part
of the side verandah is infilled with stud-framed partitioning to enclose a bathroom. External walls are rendered,
with roughcast above the dado line. The front and side elevations each have a central entrance with four-panel
timber door, flanked by timber-framed double-hung sash windows. A rendered plaque beside the front door bears
the name of the house. Internally, the house retains panelled doors and moulded architraves, cornices and picture
rails throughout, and a patterned pressed metal ceiling and polished timber mantelpiece to the living room. Next
to the house is a freestanding weatherboard kitchen with a gabled roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, and a
red brick chimney. The rear entrance to the property has a metal gate between timber posts with turned orbs.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
Australian Heritage Commission
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
3.15 Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The Claremonte farmhouse on CA12, O’Bree Road, Coonimur, is of regional historic significance, and aesthetic
and scientific (technological) interest. Erected c.1915, the farmhouse provides evidence of Closer Settlement in
the early twentieth century, and its particularly remote location ably demonstrates the sense of alienation which
characterised many of these early farms. Aesthetically, the farmhouse is a particularly fine and intact example of a
late Edwardian house, distinguished by its enveloping verandah and timberwork. It is of technological interest as
one of a small number of mass-concrete buildings built in the area in the early twentieth century, when concrete
was freely available due to the concrete channels being built by the SW&RSC at the time.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Victorian Electoral Rolls 1910-80.
Department of Natural Resources & Energy. ‘Parish Plan for Parish of Coonimur’.
Recommendations
Retain original unpainted finish to rendered concrete walls.
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration e.g. of verandah posts.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Pumping Station Site

Reference No.

HO23 (CB1)

Former Name

Pumping Station

Grade

C?

Address

Murray River (off Hocking Road), Coreena Bend

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

556.564 Robinvale

Ownership

Private

INACCESSIBLE
SITE

Survey Date

Intactness
Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The State Rivers and Water Supply Commission (SR & WSC) installed a wood-fired steam-driven pump at
Coreena Bend c.1928-29. It pumped water to newly developed dryland soldier settlement blocks covering an area
of around 173 square miles (443 square kilometres). Around 100 miles (160 kilometres) of irrigation channels
were installed, along with around 130 dams (often known as tanks). These channels extended towards places such
as Bannerton, Wemen and Annuello. In 1947 the SR & WSC installed a connection channel between Robinvale
and the Coreena district coinciding with the development of 247 soldier settler fruit blocks around Robinvale
catering for those serving in World War Two. In September of that year the Coreena Bend pump was removed to a
new site (qv HO101) near Margooya Lagoon, 15 kilometres south-east of Robinvale, because of a post-war
shortage of suitable new equipment.
Description
The site is inaccessible by normal means and could not be surveyed or photographed. It is understood that little, if
any, physical fabric remains of the pump, and that the site is marked only by a hole in the ground.1
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4
6.2
6.3
10.3

Soldier Settlement
Stock and domestic water supply
Irrigation
Droughts

Australian Heritage Commission
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
3.10 Altering the environment for economic development
Significance
The pumping station site is of local historic significance. The original pump, erected at this site in the late 1920s,
is associated with the development of irrigation during the First World War Soldier Settlement era. The
subsequent removal of the pump after the Second World War demonstrates the burgeoning horticultural
development of the land around Robinvale from the early 1940s.
The pumping station site has been given a provisional grading of C pending access to the site.
References
Pers. Com. Ernest Hocking 13 December 2000.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. Annual Reports 1928-49.
Recommendations
The site could be interpreted, particularly in the context of the subsequent relocation of the pump from Coreena
Bend to Margooya Lagoon near Robinvale.
Identified By
Not specified.

1

Information provided by Cr Albert Heslop, July 2001.
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Current Name

Levee Bank

Reference No.

HO24 (FP1)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Fish Point Road (at Little Murray River), Fish Point Construction Date

c.1932-33

Map Reference

485.746 Swan Hill

DNRE

Ownership

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of 10 metres should be maintained to each side
of the levee bank in order to preserve its setting. This curtilage
should extend to the edge of the river bank on the northern side of
the levee bank.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The levee bank at Fish Point was constructed c.1932-33 as part of a joint Federal-State Government unemployment
relief scheme. It was constructed as several soldier settler blocks often flooded during the 1920s if the Little
Murray overflowed. The work gangs, largely made up of unemployed men from Melbourne but including some
local farmers, were supervised by the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. Two of the workers were Ray
Hepburn’s late father, George, and his late brother, Malcolm.
Description
The levee bank extends parallel to the river for several hundred metres, being situated about 15 metres from the
edge of the riverbank. The levee bank is about 1.5 metres tall and 8 metres wide, with a gentle gradient.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
10.0 The Environment
11.2 Crops
Australian Heritage Commission
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.4 Developing primary production
Significance
The levee bank off Fish Point Road at Fish Point is of local historic significance. Erected in the early 1930s as a
unemployment relief scheme, the bank provides local evidence of this important government initiative during the
Depression. The bank is also associated with Soldier Settlement in the area, which has been an important theme in
the development of settlement in the Mallee region.
References
Information provided by Ray Hepburn 13 December 2000.
Recommendations
The levee bank should be interpreted eg by means of signage, which could include historic photographs and a map
of the extant of the levee bank..
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Tank

Reference No.

HO25 (Ge1)

Former Name

North Tank

Grade

C

Address

CA6, Oliver Road, Gerahmin

Construction Date

c.1910?

Map Reference

619.107 Tyrell

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A nominal 20 metre curtilage should be maintained around the tank
to preserve its setting

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tanks (dams) installed by land-holders, natural watercourses and water carts were the only means of water supply
until irrigated water was supplied.
The earliest traceable reference to North Tank is a Locality Plan produced by the then Department of Lands and
Survey dated 20 January 1910. It was situated within a Water Reserve of around 80 hectares (200 Acres) and was
one of six water reserves servicing about 80 square kilometres (50 square miles) of land comprising 27 allotments
available for purchase. Applications for occupancy were called in February 1910. The tank is now situated on
Crown Allotment 6, Parish of Gerahmin which was sold by the Crown to J H Oliver on 14 December 1959.
Description
The former North Tank is a deep depression, square in plan, surrounded by an embankment with a perimeter
dimension of approximately 220 metres at the crest. The banks of the tank slope gently downwards, and at the
time of surveying in September 2000, there was small body of water in the centre, measuring approximately fifteen
metres by fifteen metres. In one corner of the tank is the remnants of a narrow concrete intake channel with a
rusty metal sluice gate.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
7.1 Tracks and roads
Australian Heritage Commission
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
Significance
The former North Tank, on CA6, Oliver Road, Gerahmin, is of local historic significance. It is an intact and
representative example of the type of water storage receptacles which were established in gazetted ‘Water
Reserves’ in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, in this case, to service a Closer Settlement
subdivision. The tank thus represents an early attempt to obtain and conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to
the more extensive development of channels and irrigation pumps. The tank, with its particularly high
embankments and encircling trees, is a prominent element in the otherwise flat and featureless rural landscape.
References
Department of Crown Lands and Survey. Current Record Plan, Parish of Gerahmin G 219(3).
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted, and a sign erected to identify it as the North Tank.
Identified By
Not specified.
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Current Name

Wilga trees (Geijera parviflora)

Reference No.

HO26 (Ke1)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Coghill Road (near Kenley Road), Kenley

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

134.416 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

Planning Scheme (HO13)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)
No T916 (local)

ü

A curtilage should be preserved to maintain the setting of the trees,
nominally the dimension of the canopy overhang plus a nominal ten
metres, and also extending to the roadway.

VHR
RNE
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History
The Geijera parviflora., variously known as the Wilga, Sheep-bush or Native Willow, is a small tree of the family
Rutacae which grows to a height of 5 to 8 metres and is commonly found in the western plains of New South
Wales. The species is rare in Victoria, and the only known natural occurrence is a stand of about 250 trees in the
vicinity of Piambie, just south of the Murray River. The tree is equally rare as a cultivated species in Victoria, with
one notable exception being the specimen at Shepparton, which was planted around the turn of the century by
Joseph Furphy (1843-1912) alias Tom Collins, author of Such is Life.
Traditionally, the leaves of the Wilga have been used for their medicinal and narcotic properties. When baked,
powdered and smoked in conjunction with other narcotic plants, they reportedly induced drowsiness and
drunkenness, and have been used for ceremonial purposes. Chewed leaves were placed in cavities to stop
toothaches, and leaf infusion was used both internally and externally for pain relief.
Description
On Coghill Road near the Kenley Road intersection, there are three specimens of the Native Willow, or Geijera
parviflora. Two of the trees, on the north side of the road, are on private land, behind a wire fence. The third tree,
on the south side, is within the boundaries of the roadside plantation. All three trees are approximately five metres
in height.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
—
Australian Heritage Commission
1.2

Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals.

Significance
The stand of three Wilga trees (Geijera parviflora) on Coghill Road, Kenley, is of regional scientific (botanical)
significance. As a species, it is common in NSW but considerably rarer in Victoria. The three trees at Kenley
represent the most southerly occurrence of the species in Australia. They form the southern extremity of a large
stand of around 250 trees in the vicinity of Piambie which is the only known natural occurrence of the species in
Victoria.
References
Forestry Commission. ‘Register of Significant Trees Registration form’ signed by M P Woodward. nd.
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). Citations T544, T914, T915 and T916
Leon Costermans. Native Trees and Shrubs of South-eastern Victoria. p 206
E V Lassak and T McCarthy. Australian Medicinal Plants. p 36.
Recommendations
The area below the canopy should be cleared of weeds and other woody shrub material, and mulched.
Care should be taken to avoid damage as a consequence of agricultural or earth works.
The tree should be assessed on a 2 to 3 year basis by a qualified arborist, carrying out any works required.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO27 (K1)

Former Name

Boarding House and Store

Grade

C

Address

Hausdale-Kooloonong Road, Koolooning

Construction Date

c.1920

Map Reference

961.384 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The area around Kooloonong was sparsely populated until c.1918 when 255-hectare blocks (640 acres) were
developed by the Soldier Settlement Commission for returned soldiers and Koolonong then developed as a small
township shortly after the railway line opened on 24 March 1920. The former store and boarding house was
constructed c.1920 and it was operated by W Gisborne (c.1923-39), George Evans (c.1939-47) and Harry Lloyd
c.1948 until at least 1964. Throughout that time it also served as the Post Office.
Description
The former store and boarding house at Kooloonong is a single-storey weatherboard building with a gambrel clad
in corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a pair of plain red brick chimneys. The street frontage has a
verandah with a skillion roof supported on turned timber posts and a timber plank valence at each end. Each of
the two adjacent shopfronts has a central doorway flanked by tripartite timber-framed fixed-sash windows with
narrow fanlights. One doorway has been infilled; the other contains a pair of narrow timber panelled doors. The
original timber verandah floor has been removed, and the verandah has been rebuilt at the left end to form a
carport. There is also a prominent group of mature Peppercorn trees (Schinus molle) along the street frontage.
There is a weatherboard lean-to addition at the rear, and a second verandah, infilled with flywire screens, in an Lshaped configuration around the rear and side elevations. Internally, the former boarding house has strapped
Caneite ceilings, horizontal timber lining boards, and a fireplace of bagged and painted brickwork.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.18 Marketing and retailing
3.21 Lodging people
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The former store and boarding house on the Boundary Bend-Kooloonong Road, Kooloonong, is of local historic
significance. It is a largely intact and representative example of the modest timber buildings erected in rural
toiwns in the inter-War period. Erected in c.1920, around the same time as the railway line was opened, it
provides evidence of the first phase of development of Kooloonong. It is the only surviving non-residential
building associated with this once-flourishing town, once described as ‘a centre of extensive soldier settlement’,
and boasting two stores, a hall, a state school and a boarding house during its inter-War heyday.
References
L McQueen. Kooloonong and District: Years Gone By. pp.1-2
Sands and McDougall Directory. 1920-65.
Recommendations
Consider the reinstatement of the missing timber verandah floor, and the reinstatement of the infilled doorway.
Pending possible re-use, the building should be secured to prevent vandalism.
The cluster of Pepper trees (Schinus molle) along the street frontage should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Weir Marker Piles

Reference No.

HO28 (Ky2)

Former Name

—

Grade

C

Address

Murray River, Kyndalyn

Construction Date

c.1927

Map Reference

911.580 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey date March 2001

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
Sufficient curtilage between the marker piles and the river should
be maintained (nominally ten metres) to assist in the interpretation
of these objects.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
There were around 260 marker piles erected c.1927 to measure the water level of Euston Weir but only 30 to 40
remain today. Construction of the weir and locks commenced c.1927 but not completed until the year ended 30
June 1938 as work was suspended c.1929-34 due to budgetary constraints of the Depression. Euston Weir was one
of thirteen constructed with locks along the Murray between Echuca and the mouth in South Australia during the
inter-War period. The locks were installed to provide ‘all year round navigation’ for the river trade as sections
became too shallow for many vessels especially during dry seasons.1
Description
The weir marker piles are rough timber posts, each about 100mm high, located about 5 metres south of the river’s
edge. Each post is incised with a sequential number, and some of the engravings contain traces of red lead. Many
posts are missing from the series; one surviving sequential pair (numbered 404 and 405) indicates that they were
placed at centres of approximately 70 metres (originally 80 yards?). The remaining posts are in various states of
deterioration from white ant damage, rot and general ageing.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
Australian Heritage Commission
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
Significance
The weir marker piles, on the Murray River at Kyndalyn, are of local historic significance. Erected c.1927, they
are associated with the Euston Weir near Robinvale and thus provide evidence of this important development in
transport along the Murray River in the 1920s.
References
Information supplied by Robyn Ballinger, 1 October 1998.
Pers Com. Jack Larkin, 8 November 2000.
J M Powell. Watering the Garden State. pp.142-43
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted, particularly in the wider context of the Euston Weir. A map could be provided.
Although the piles are located on private property, the owner of the land allows camping and fishing expeditions to
take place, so the piles are not entirely inaccessible to the public. They are also clearly apparent to anyone
travelling along the river by boat.
Identified By
Robyn Ballinger, 1 October 1998.

1

M Lewis. 200 Years of Concrete in Australia. pp.83-84
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Current Name

Farm House

Reference No.

HO29 (Ky3)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Kyndalyn

Construction Date

c.1921

Map Reference

911.569 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey date March 2001

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
Sufficient curtilage should be maintained around the house,
including the Canary Island date palms, to maintain its setting. A
nominal curtilage of fifty metres is recommended.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The house was built by Arthur Cameron, a returned servicemen who was allotted this site in 1921 as part of the
Soldier Settlement Scheme. Electoral rolls confirm that Arthur Cameron, a farmer, and his wife, Alma Annie
Cameron, lived at Boundary Bend from the 1920s. The property has remained in the Cameron family since that
time.
Description
The farmhouse is a single-storey double-fronted unpainted weatherboard cottage with a hipped roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by a concrete block chimney. The river frontage, to the north, has a
central doorway, containing sliding aluminium fully-glazed doors, flanked by timber-framed double-hung sash
windows. A skillion roofed verandah extends around three sides of the house, variously supported on stopchamfered timber posts and log columns. Parts of the verandah have been infilled with weatherboards to create
enclosed space. The street frontage, to the south, has been much altered by the erection a weatherboard addition
and a double carport with a truss-framed skillion roof supported on timber posts.
There are six Canary Island date palm trees around the house, which are contemporaneous with it.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
Australian Heritage Commission
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
2.6 Fighting for the land
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The farmhouse off the Murray Valley Highway at Kyndalyn is of local historic significance. Erected around 1921,
it provides evidence of Soldier Settlement, which was an important, if ultimately unsuccessful, phase in the
development of pastoral occupation in the Mallee region. Its particularly remote location demonstrates the sense of
alienation which characterised many of these farms.
The Canary Island date palms (Phoenix canariensis) alongside the house are of historic and aesthetic interest. The
are fine examples of their species, which was commonly cultivated in the 1920s. As such, they provide an
appropriate contextual setting for the house itself.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls
Department of Natural Resources and Environment. ‘Record Plan - Parish of Yungera’.
Pers. Com. Alex Fisher November 2000.
Recommendations
Preferably retain house in its intact state with minimal alteration to existing fabric.
The Canary Island date palms (Phoenix canariensis) make an important contribution and should be retained
Identified By
Robyn Ballinger, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

Charcoal Burning Site

Reference No.

HO30 (Ky1)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

off Murray Valley Highway, Kyndalyn

Construction Date

post-1921

Map Reference

914.574 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey date March 2001

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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Curtilage
A curtilage of nominally 20 metres should be maintained around
the clearing in all directions to preserve the setting of the site.
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History
The former charcoal burning site was one of many such sites which were once common along the Murray River.
During World War 2 charcoal from these sites was used for the production of gas which kept industry running to
some extent despite severe wartime fuel rationing, as well as powering motor vehicles. This particular charcoalburning business was operated by Arthur Cameron, Alex Conner’s father-in-law, who took up the riverside land
under the Soldier Settlement scheme in 1921 and erected his farmhouse (HO29) nearby. The charcoal, in pieces
approximately 5cm square, was transported by road to the Lauers’ garage at Nyah West. Charcoal was also burned
during World War II by Alex Fisher, who has resided a few kilometres away since 1938. The Fishers had it
transported by road to Yungera from where it was transport by train to a distributor in Caulfield ten kilometres
south-east of Melbourne.
Charcoal burning is still practiced in a very limited way in the area.
Description
The charcoal burning site is located in a forest clearing between the former Cameron farmhouse (Ky3) and the
riverbank. There are two large rivetted steel boilers, which have been tipped upright to serve as retorts. The
boilers are about five metres apart, and each is approximately 1700mm tall with a diameter of 1200mm. There are
two more boilers nearby, laid horizontally and in a somewhat ruinous state. Near the standing boilers is the
remains of the sieve, which comprises a metal rod, about four metres long, with three fixed wheels mounted along
it and a crank handle at one end. The sieve was originally clad with flywire, and was mounted on a rough timber
frame which still survives near the standing boilers. There is much charcoal dust in the ground around the
clearing.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
11.5 Forest industries
Australian Heritage Commission
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
Significance
The charcoal burning site at Kyndalyn is of regional historic significance and scientific (technological) interest.
The site is an rare surviving remnant associated with this unusual but once common industry, which was widely
practiced along the Murray River from the earliest days of settlement by a variety of people including local
farmers, itinerant workers, internees, Prisoners of War and Aboriginal people. The remaining built fabric
significantly demonstrates the actual technological process of charcoal production.
References
Information provided by Jack Larkin, and Alex Fisher 8 November 2000.
Robyn Ballinger. ‘Thematic Environmental History’. p.61.
Recommendations
Basic maintenance should be undertaken to prevent further deterioration of fabric. It would assist the
interpretation of the site if the sieve was restored and mounted on its original timber frame.
Consideration should be given to the relocation of the charcoal burning equipment to a site where they can be
maintained and interpreted more easily, such as the Pioneer Settlement in Swan Hill. Relocating the objects is not
inappropriate, as the charcoal burning equipment was traditionally relocated from site to site as timber was burnt
and fresh supplies were required.
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Identified By
Robyn Ballinger, 1 October 1998.
Current Name

War graves reserve

Reference No.

HO31 (LB3)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Cemetery Road, Lake Boga

Construction Date

1943-46

Map Reference

377.705 Swan Hill

Ownership

Cemetery Trustees

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Fair

Poor

National Trust (Vic)

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü
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Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of five metres should be maintained around the
war graves, corresponding to the extent of the fenced enclosure.
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History
The cemetery at Lake Boga was gazetted in 1896. With the establishment of the No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot
(FBRD) almost fifty years later, it was deemed necessary to set aside a portion of the local cemetery for the
interment of service personnel. On 26 March 1943, a representative of the War Graves Commission inspected the
cemetery with a view to selecting a suitable site. The first fatality occurred only two weeks later, when a 23-yearold airman, Ernest Holleton, was killed in a motorcycle accident near Kerang. He was given a military funeral and
interred in the new War Graves section. Over the next few years, there were relatively few deaths. Car and
motorcycle accidents also claimed the lives of Airman Edward Hircock in 1943, Corporal Charles Bucholz in 1944
and Warrant Officer Allan Tozer in 1945. Service Officer Norma Kelso, a member of the WAAAF assigned to
cypher duties at Lake Boga, drowned in the lake only eleven days after her arrival. Also buried at the cemetery
were Lance-Corporal WH Daniels (1901-1944) and Lieutenant LG Hutton (1920-1946), two members of the AIF.
The site remains a focus for local and regional commemoration. In recent years, two small ‘Lest We Forget’
memorials have been built – one by the Lake Boga RSL, unveiled on 29 October 1993, and another by the former
personnel of the No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot, at the Catalina Reunion in October 1996.
Description
The World War II plot at the Lake Boga Cemetery consists of seven graves set into a concrete apron, within a
fenced enclosure. Each grave has a gravelled bed with a rendered surround, and is marked by a white granite
headstone. The headstones are engraved with a Latin cross and the respective logo of the RAAF, AIF or WAAAF,
and each bears the serial number, name, rank, unit, date of death and age of the occupant. The graves appear to be
of a standard design. There are two identical military graves at the Waitchie Cemetery (HO194). The fenced
enclosure also includes two small memorials erected in the 1990s in the form of small headstones with concrete
aprons. A third memorial, in front of the graves, has a brass plaque on a capped brick pier.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.6 The Wars
Australian Heritage Commission
8.8 Remembering the fallen
9.6 Mourning the dead
9.7 Disposing of dead bodies
Significance
The War graves section at the Lake Boga Cemetery is of regional historic significance. Containing the remains of
service personnel who were killed while stationed at the No 1 FBRD, the graves demonstrate the dangers of local
military activity, as opposed to active service overseas. The graves are an important part of the remaining fabric
associated with the short-lived but highly significant presence of the No 1 FBRD in Lake Boga. As war memorials
in their own right, they are an important local and regional focus for remembrance and commemoration.
References
Inscriptions at site.
Brett Freeman. Lake Boga at War. pp 99, 179, 199, 236.
Recommendations
Interpretation could be improved to relate the graves to the other War-related sites in Lake Boga, viz the air raid
shelter (LB2), the Flying Boat Museum(LB1a) and the remnant structures of the flying boat depot (LB1b)
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Boldrewood (outbuildings)

Reference No.

HO32 (LB6)

Former Name

Murrabit Station (outbuildings)

Grade

B

Address

33 Hayes Road South, Lake Boga

Construction Date

c.1858-63

Map Reference

414.723 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Recommended

Curtilage

ü

ü

A nominal curtilage of fifty metres should be maintained around the
cluster of three buildings in order to preserve their setting, and their
views from Murray Valley Highway.

VHR
RNE
No. 101445 (Indicative place)

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The farm outbuildings in Hayes Road South were erected between 1858 and 1863, and are the only surviving
remnants of the Murrabit Station, an early pastoral holding in the Lake Boga area. It was established on the site of
the short-lived Moravian Mission, which had been founded in 1851 and closed four years later after ongoing
opposition from two neighbouring squatters, C H Ebden and Theophilus Keene. In 1858, Ebden and Keene leased
the property to Thomas Alexander Browne, who later purchased it. Browne (1826-1915) was then a young
pastoralist from Portland, but he would become more well-known, 25 years later, as Rolf Boldrewood, author of
Robbery Under Arms. He proceeded to develop the Murrabit Station property, erecting several buildings including
a drop-slab homestead, stables and woolshed. Browne sold the property in 1863 following a particularly bad
season, and moved to New South Wales, where he managed the Bundidgeree sheep station near Narrandera.
Severe droughts compelled him to give up squatting in 1869, and he later became a police magistrate, and then a
gold commissioner, on the New South Wales goldfields. His career as a professional writer began in the early
1870s.
In 1898, the Murrabit Station property , which then comprised 2,000 acres of farmland, was acquired by William
Cornish (1858-1925), formerly of the Loddon Plains. It is recorded in Victoria and Riverina that ‘many of the old
station buildings survived when the place was taken over by the Cornish family, notably the old woolshed on Lake
Manoar where hundreds of thousands of sheep were shorn yearly in the station days’. Cornish, who renamed the
property Tresco, acquired much adjacent land in the area, eventually totalling 7,000 acres. Much of this land was
subsequently sold to Australian Farms Limited in the late 1910s. Cornish retained 700 acres, including the
original homestead and outbuildings, until his death in 1925. The property was then sold to Dennis Hayes, who
demolished the old homestead and erected a new house on the same site, and subsequently renamed the property
Boldrewood in honour of its most famous occupant. Three of the original outbuildings remain.
Description
The surviving outbuildings comprise a cluster of three single-storey timber-framed buildings, each with a
rectangular plan and a hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The woolshed is freestanding, with an
elongated skillion-roofed addition along one side, while the nearby stable and hay shed are attached, with a
connecting doorway.
The woolshed is clad externally with vertical boards, and there is a ledged and braced timber stable door at one
end. The lean-to addition, which is partly ruinous at one end, is clad with corrugated galvanised steel. Internally,
the northern half of the shed has the typically slatted timber floor, and retains its original configuration of low
timber post-and-rail partitions and braced gates, dividing the space into sweating pens and catching pens. The
shearing board, to the southern half of the shed, has a solid floor of timber floorboards, now in a somewhat ruinous
state. This part of the shed also retains a classing table, with slatted timber top, and a wool press.
The stable is clad externally with vertical boards, which stop short of the roof line leaving a narrow continuous
opening that is infilled with chicken wire. A central entrance in the north wall has a ledged and braced timber
stable door. Internally, the shed is divided by a configuration of post-and-rail timber fences, also with chicken wire
infill. A central corridor extends towards the adjacent hay shed, where there is a connecting doorway. The
corridor is flanked on each side by three loose boxes with timber gates.
The walls of the adjacent hay shed are clad in corrugated galvanised steel, and have no windows. A central
entrance in the south wall contains a pair of ledged and braced timber doors, and a corresponding doorway in the
north wall permits access to the attached stable. Internally, the hay shed has an unlined ceiling with exposed
timber trusses, and a timber floor.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
3.1
5.1
11.1

Pastoral landscape
The Selection Acts
Sheep and cattle
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Australian Heritage Commission
3.4
3.8
3.15

Developing primary production
Farming for export under Australian conditions
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure

Significance
The three surviving Murrabit Station outbuildings, at 33 Hayes Road South, Lake Boga, are of regional historic
significance. Erected between 1858 and 1863, they are the last remnants of one of Lake Boga’s first pastoral
holdings, and thus demonstrate an early and important phase of development in the area. Built by T A Browne,
the buildings also retain associations with this sometime pastoralist who later became famous under the
pseudonym Rolf Boldrewood, author of the classic Australian novel Robbery Under Arms and countless other
books.
References
Register of the National Estate.
L Scholes. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill. pp 17-22.
Victoria and Riverina. (1932) p 300.
Back to Boga Committee. Lake Boga 1969.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted, particularly in the context of its association with Rolf Boldrewood.
Undertake basic maintenance and repairs. The buildings should be secured by their owner to prevent vandalism.
Preferably retain in their intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric. Generally speaking, the
three buildings are not suitable for adaptation to new uses, as the original timber partitioning, etc, is integral to
their significance and interpretation as rural outbuildings. To this effect, the original plan form of the buildings,
including the various timber-framed partitions, pens and enclosures, should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

St. Joseph’s Catholic Church

Reference No.

HO33 (LB13)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

6 Kunat Street, Lake Boga

Construction Date

1895

Map Reference

387.725 Swan Hill

Ownership

Catholic Church

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
St. Joseph’s Catholic Church was erected in 1895. It had been founded two years earlier by Reverend Father E
Goidanich as part of the Swan Hill Parish, which also included the churches at Ultima, Lalbert and Goschen. The
building was possibly erected by a Mr Scott.
Description
St Joseph’s Catholic Church is a single-storey weatherboard building comprising a hall with a projecting central
porch at the front, and a kitchen wing to the rear. The church proper has a jerkinhead roof, clad in corrugated
galvanised steel and penetrated by cylindrical ridge vents, while the small porch has a gambrel roof with a louvre
vented gablet and a timber cross at the apex. The porch has two side entrances, each with a pair of ledged-andbraced timber doors, and is flanked by two timber-framed double-hung sash windows with pointed-arch fanlights,
all containing rippled glass. Windows of identical form extend across the side elevations. The rear wing, which is
obviously a later addition, has timber-framed louvred windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
13.2 Churches
Australian Heritage Commission
8.6 Worshipping
9.6 Mourning the dead
Significance
St Joseph’s Catholic Church at Kunat Street, Lake Boga, is of regional historical, spiritual and aesthetic
significance. Erected in 1895, it provides evidence of an early phase of settlement in the area. It is one of very few
surviving nineteenth century buildings in Lake Boga, and, moreover, the only surviving nineteenth century church
in the entire municipality. It has been the continuous focus for Catholic worship and other community activities in
the Lake Boga area for over a century. Aesthetically, it is an intact and representative example of a rural timber
church with tokenistic Gothic Revival detailing, distinguished by its somewhat unusual roof form.
References
G Gardner. In Full Flight: The Magpies Story. A Centenary History of Lake Boga Football Club. p.20.
Back to Lake Boga Committee. Lake Boga 1969.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Provide some internal and external fire protection, if not already installed.
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the building retains a community or semi-public function.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO34 (LB2)

Former Name

No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot (transmitter site) Grade

B

Address

Lalbert Road, Lake Boga

Construction Date

1942

Map Reference

384.715 Swan Hill

Ownership

DNRE

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage of a nominal twenty metres around all sides of the
structure should be maintained, and extending further north to the
edge of Lalbert Road to maintain a view.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot, established at Lake Boga in 1942, was established on a six-acre (2.4 hectare)
site along the lake’s foreshore, where an extensive complex of hangars and other buildings were erected. However,
buildings associated with the operation of the depot were also erected further south, on the opposite side of the
Murray Valley Highway, in close proximity to the commercial and residential centre of the township.
The RAAF Barracks, for example, was situated at the end of Kunat Street, with the WAAAF quarters and parade
ground located nearby, on the corner of Marraboor and Soudan Streets. On the south side of Lalbert Road,
opposite the WAAAF Quarters, was the RAAF transmitter. A concrete bunker, identical in design to the signals
bunker in the No 1 FBRD proper (but slightly smaller in size), was associated with the site.
Description
The former RAAF transmitter bunker is a barrel-vaulted reinforced concrete structure, largely concealed beneath
an earth mound. The street frontage has a central entrance in the form of a projecting tunnel with a sloping
concrete slab roof, which contains a timber door frame, without door leaves, and concrete steps leading down into
the bunker. At each end of the bunker is a projecting chimney-like shaft, and one half of the bunker has a pair of
smaller projecting shafts, which apparently acted as vents.
Internally, the bunker has vaulted ceilings and an exposed earth floor. The internal space comprises a central
lobby flanked by two enclosed rooms accessed via rectangular doorways with timber-door frames. At the extreme
end of each room, small square hatches provide access to the vertical concrete shafts, which contain steel ladders
and were evidently intended as emergency exits.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.6 The Wars
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
4.6 Remembering significant phases in the development of towns and suburbs
Significance
The former RAAF transmitter bunker off Lalbert Road in Lake Boga is of regional historic significance. It is
associated with the brief but significant period in Lake Boga’s history when the town was the site of the largest
inland military airbase in Australia. On a broad level, the bunker remains as local evidence of national
involvement in a major conflict. More specifically, its distinctive built form demonstrates the clandestine nature of
communication networks during wartime. Along with the other surviving structures associated with the base (ie
LB1 and LB3), the bunker provides valuable evidence of a significant aspect of wartime operations in Victoria. Of
the few remaining buildings associated with the No 1 FBRD, the bunker is the only surviving example south of the
Murray Valley Highway.
References
Brett Freeman. Lake Boga at War. p 59.
Recommendations
The former RAAF transmitter bunker, which is set well back from Lalbert Road on land owned by the DNRE,
could be acquired or leased by the council and redeveloped as an interpretative facility in a similar way to the
nearby Flying Boat Museum. Pending this, access to the bunker should be secured by its owners, to prevent further
vandalism.
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The original unpainted concrete finish should be retained to the exterior.
Basic maintenance should be undertaken eg removal of weeds and invasive shrubs from the earth mound. Where
the earth mound has eroded or deteriorated, fresh soil could be brought in reinstate the shape of the mound.
The site should be interpreted in the context of the other sites in Lake Boga that are associated with the Second
World War, including the signals bunker (LB1a), the War Graves (LB3), and the sundry remnant sites associated
with the No 1 FBRD (LB1b).
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO35 (LB10)

Former Name

National Bank of Australasia

Grade

C

Address

2-4 Maraboor Street, Lake Boga

Construction Date

1913

Map Reference

387.725 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The building at 2 Maraboor Street was erected in 1913 as a branch of the National Bank of Australasia. This bank
had established its presence in Lake Boga some seven years earlier, occupying premises on a different site. The
first bank manager in the new building was Anton Fick, who held that position until 1915, and was followed by T
H Clarke until 1919. For most of the 1920s, no bank manager is listed in the Sands & McDougall Directory.
From 1928 until 1936, the position was held by A L Anderson, then by H E Lowe until 1940, then by P Teagle
until 1942. The bank disappears from the Sands & McDougall Directory between 1942 and 1946, an omission
that coincides with the presence in Lake Boga of the No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot. The attached residence to the
south-eastern side of the building appears to date from that time.
Description
The former National Bank at Lake Boga is a single-storey weatherboard building, set well back from the street,
with a hipped roof of corrugated galvanised steel concealed at the street frontage by a timber parapet. A concrete
pathway leads to a small central porch, onto which opens a wide doorway with moulded architraves, containing a
timber panelled door with fanlight over. This is flanked by timber-framed double-hung sash windows with
moulded timber architraves, and glazing with remnants of decal signage stating CHEQUE ACCOUNTS - SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS. The Station Street frontage has a skillion-roofed weatherboard addition with modern aluminiumframed sliding sash windows.
Extending from the south-west side of the bank proper is a double-fronted weatherboard residence with a
transverse gabled roof, also clad in corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a plain brick chimney. The roof
extends down to form a narrow verandah to one side, infilled with full-height timber-framed fixed sash windows.
The opposite side of the façade has a pair of timber-framed double-hung sash windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.17 Financing Australia
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The former National Bank at 2 Maraboor Street, Lake Boga, is of local historic significance. Erected in 1913, it
provides evidence of the strengthening of the town’s economy in the early twentieth century, and the expansion of
local services that accompanied this. The National Bank was the first bank to be established in Lake Boga, and
had formerly occupied premises elsewhere from 1906 until the present building was completed.
The attached dwelling, which apparently dates from the 1940s, is of no heritage significance.
References
Sands & McDougall. Victorian Directory.
Back to Lake Boga Committee. Lake Boga 1969.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric of the former bank. The
attached dwelling can be altered, adapted or demolished as required.
The retention of remnant signage would greatly assist the interpretation of this building.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Commercial Hotel

Reference No.

HO36 (LB11)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

9-13 Marraboor Street (cnr Kerang St), Lake
Boga
387.725 Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1936

Ownership

Private

Map Reference

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Commercial Hotel was erected in c.1936 on a site in Marraboor Street formerly occupied by the Federal Coffee
Palace and Carr & Blenco’s Store, the latter being Lake Boga’s first general store. The town’s original hotel was
erected in the 1850s, but was destroyed by fire in 1899 and never rebuilt. The Commercial Hotel first appears in
the the Sands & McDougall Victorian Directory in 1937, with John F Ryan identified as the licensee. Known
locally as ‘Doc’ Ryan, he continued to operate the hotel, throughout the War years, until 1945. He was followed by
M A Neale, and then by Mrs Hilda Smith, who ran the hotel from 1948 until at least the mid-1960s. The
Commercial Hotel was designed by Melbourne architects Cowper, Murphy & Appleford, who specialised in hotel
design and were responsible for many in rural Victoria in the 1920s and ‘30s, including the White Swan Hotel at
Swan Hill (1929) and the Winter Sun Hotel at Mildura (1934).
Description
The Commercial Hotel at Lake Boga is a single-storey brick building with a parapeted hipped roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel. It has an elongated street frontage comprising a central dining hall flanked by
asymmetrical wings housing the public bar and accommodation. The dining hall, set back from the property line,
has a central arched entrance with a pair of timber panelled doors. The public bar wing has a raked and
pedimented parapet, bearing the hotel’s name in raised lettering, below which is a skillion-roofed verandah
supported on rendered brick piers. It has two entrances with panelled timber doors and round-arched fanlights,
flanked by wide windows with tripartite fanlights and mild steel grilles. The accommodation wing has a gabled
parapet, and pairs of timber-framed double-hung sash windows with bullnose brick sills.
Internally, the public bar has, typically, been much altered. The dining area, originally a cluster of large rooms,
has had dividing walls removed to create one large space, although each of the former rooms retains its ornate
plaster ceiling. The accommodation wing is intact, retaining its original plan form and fabric including plaster
cornices, bullnose timber architraves and skirtings, and panelled timber doors with brass hardware.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.4 Hotels
Australian Heritage Commission
3.21 Lodging people
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
8.4 Eating and drinking
Significance
The Commercial Hotel, at 9-13 Marraboor (cnr Kerang Street), Lake Boga, is of regional historic, social and
aesthetic significance. Erected in 1937, it demonstrates the expansion of Lake Boga’s facilities during the interWar period. For over 60 years it has been an important focus for local social activity and recreation. Aesthetically,
it is a representative and largely intact example of an inter-War hotel in a vaguely Spanish Mission style, and it is
of interest as an example of the work of noted Melbourne-based hotel architects Cowper Murphy & Appleford.
References
Brett Freeman. Lake Boga at War.pp 2, 59.
H Deacon. ‘Chris A Cowper, 1868-1954’. History of Architecture thesis, University of Melbourne, 1969.
Recommendations
Retain original internal fabric where appropriate, including the panelled timber doors and ornate plaster ceilings.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Lake Boga Craft Corner

Reference No.

HO37 (LB12)

Former Name

National Bank of Australasia; Butcher’s Shop

Grade

C

Address

20 Maraboor Street, Lake Boga

Construction Date

1906

Map Reference

387.725 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The small shop on the corner of Marraboor and Kerang Street was erected in 1906 as the Lake Boga branch of the
National Bank of Australasia. In 1913, the bank relocated to new and larger premises at No 2 Marraboor Street
(HO35), and the original building became a butcher’s shop. According to author Brett Freeman, it was operated
by Jack McGrath, butcher, during the Second World War years, and subsequently by Morgan & Derham, butchers.
Electoral rolls confirm that Thomas Martin Morgan and James Maurice Derham, butchers, lived in Lake Boga
from the mid-1940s onwards. Earlier electoral rolls indicate that both men had previously lived (and presumably
worked as butchers) in Swan Hill. By the late 1960s, the premises was occupied by Trevaglia’s Butcher Shop.
Description
The former butcher’s shop at 20 Marraboor Street is a small single-storey single-fronted painted brick shop with a
gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, with a recent skillion-roofed brick wing to one side, and a steelclad lean-to at the rear. The façade has a wide timber-framed fixed-sash shopfront window, with a fully-glazed
door to one side. It is sheltered by a verandah with a bullnosed roof, supported on plain timber posts, with a timber
fringes to each side. The gable end has plain timber bargeboards and is infilled with pressed metal sheeting, in
imitation of roughcast render.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.11 Feeding people
3.18 Marketing and retailing
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The former butcher’s shop at 20 Maraboor Street, Lake Boga, is of local historic significance. Originally erected
in 1906 as a branch of the National Bank of Australasia, and subsequently occupied by a string of butchers, the
shop demonstrates an early and important phase of commercial development in Lake Boga. It stands out as the
oldest of the few surviving pre-War commercial buildings in Marraboor Street, the main thoroughfare of Lake
Boga.
The shillion-roofed wing to the left side of the shop is of no heritage significance.
References
Brett Freeman. Lake Boga at War. pp 2, 59.
Back to Lake Boga Committee. Lake Boga 1969.
Victorian Electoral Rolls.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric. The
wing to the left side of the shop can be altered, adapted or demolished as required.
Provide some internal and external fire protection, if not already installed.
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the shop retains a retail/commercial/public function.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
Current Name

Store

Reference No.

HO38 (LB5)

Former Name

Police lock-up

Grade

C

Address

Rear, 133 Murray Valley Highway, Lake Boga

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

387.726 Swan Hill

Ownership

State Government

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

ü Fair

Poor

National Trust (Vic)

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

Allom Lovell & Associates

ü
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History
The lock-up at the rear of the current Lake Boga Police Station was originally located behind the town’s first police
station, which was built in the early 1930s on the corner of Tyrrell and Marraboor Streets. When a new police
station was built on the Murray Valley Highway in 1969, the old premises was demolished, but the timber lock-up
was relocated to the rear of the new building. The lock-up is of a standard purpose-built portable design that was
produced by the Public Works Department from the late nineteenth century onwards.
The lock-up has not been used as such for at least twenty years, and it currently functions as a storage area.
Description
The police lock-up is a small single-storey square-planned weatherboard building with a shallow gabled roof clad
in corrugated galvanised steel. At each corner there are large stop-chamfered timber posts with exposed bolts that
hold the internal structural members. The doorway has similar members to the jambs, and is surmounted by a
horizontal slit-window with iron bars. The sold timber door is bolted externally, and has a recessed lock, plain
keyplate, elongated iron strap hinges, and a small lockable hatch. The remaining elevations have no openings
except at the gable ends, which are infilled with louvred timber vents.
Internally, the cell is square in plan, and the walls are lined with wide butt-jointed horizontal timber boards. The
ceiling, similarly lined, has small holes drilled for ventilation. Many of the boards are marked with numbers,
providing evidence of when the lock-up was dismantled for relocation and subsequent re-erection.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.1

Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
7.5

Developing administrative structures and authorities

Significance
The former police-lock up at the rear of the Police Station at 133 Murray Valley Highway, Lake Boga, is of local
historic significance. In a local context, the former lock-up is a unique surviving remnant of the original police
complex in Lake Boga’s town centre. On a broader level, the building is an intact and representative example of
the type of portable timber-framed lock-up that were erected near Victorian police stations from the late nineteenth
century. Identical examples survive at Alexandra, Beechworth and elsewhere.
References
Information provided by Sgt David Mark, Lake Boga Police Station.
Victorian Municipal Directory. 1930 onwards.
Sands and McDougall Victorian Directory. 1930 onwards.
Recommendations
The lock-up was originally intended as a portable building, and has already been relocated from its original site.
As such, it would not be unacceptable from a heritage viewpoint for it to be relocated again if required. It should
be interpreted.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO39 (LB1b)

Former Name

No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot (remnant sites)

Grade

B

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Lake Boga

Construction Date

1942

Map Reference

380.740 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

ü Fair

Poor

VHR

A curtilage of a nominal fifty metres around the former Emergency
Power House, outbuildings and remnant aprons should be
maintained. This curtilage should be extended to Lakeside Drive,
to include the remnant boundary fence, and to the edge of the
Murray Valley Highway, to include the former Inflammable Store
along the roadside plantation, and to maintain a view.

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
In 1942, Lake Boga was selected as the location for a secret repair depot for flying boats. The site was deemed to
be suitable because its was far enough from the sea to prevent an air raid by carrier-borne aircraft, yet it was
located on a railway line, and was close to the major township of Swan Hill. Moreover, the lake itself was almost
round and free of trees and snags, thus allowing flying boats to alight and depart in any weather conditions.
A six-acre (2.4 hectare) site was requisitioned along the foreshore, and an extensive complex of hangars and other
buildings were erected. At the centre of the complex was a signals bunker (HO43) and other administrative
buildings, surrounded by a U-shaped concrete apron with a slipway at each end. The apron was lined with aircraft
hangars, repair shops and other large structures. Along the Murray Valley Highway was a row of smaller
buildings including various workshops, garages, and storerooms for oil, inflammable substances and clothing.
After the closure of the depot in 1947, almost all of the buildings were sold for relocation. Two of the aircraft
hangars were moved to the council depot at Kerang, and others were relocated to the police workshops in Gulwa,
South Australia. Several reinforced concrete buildings escaped demolition, perhaps due to their intrinsic strength
or their inability to be easily relocated. The site was redeveloped in the post-War period, including the erection in
1960 of the Catalina Motel (originally known as the Driftwood Motel) on the former site of two hangars.
Description
Emergency Power House and outbuildings
The former Emergency Power House is located on privately-owned land on the corner of Lakeside Drive and
Murray Valley Highway. It is a stark reinforced concrete building, comprising a main double-height room with a
single-storey wing to the south side, and a partial attic storey above. The flat roof is concealed by a parapet, with
projecting rainwater heads and recessed downpipes. Access is via a wide doorway in the side wing, while an nonoriginal standard doorway has been formed in the west (street) frontage. There are no windows.
On the east (lake) frontage of the power house, there is a ruinous weatherboard addition with a gabled roof, clad in
corrugated galvanised steel. Identified by signage as Building 164, the addition has a central doorway with a small
window to the gable end above. On the north side of the power house is the concrete foundation walls (enclosing a
half-basement level) of an associated building. Finally, to the south-east side, there is a detached storeroom,
identified by signage as Building 64. It is a single-storey reinforced concrete shed with a gabled concrete slab roof,
small rectangular windows, and an off-centre doorway in the east wall.
Inflammables Store
The former Inflammables Store, located beside the Murray Valley Highway, is a very small reinforced concrete
structure, rectangular in plan, with no roof. To the south side is a setback entrance in the form of a wide doorway
without a lintel. The concrete walls, which are approximately 2 metres tall and 400 mm thick, have been painted
externally with garish signage.
Other Sites
Other remnant sites associated with the depot include the boat ramps off Willakool Street, which are the original
slipways. The gravel pathway alongside the Flying Boat Museum bisects three small concrete pad footings in a
triangular configuration, which are the foundations of the original antenna tower. The tall timber-framed barbedwire fence along the west side of Lakeside Drive Street is a remnant of the original boundary fence of the depot.
Finally, remains of the depot’s original concrete apron paving survive as the car park behind the Catalina Motel.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.1 Development of towns
13.6 The Wars
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Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
3.13 Developing an Australian engineering and construction industry
4.6 Remembering significant phases in the development of towns and suburbs
Significance
The remnant structures associated with the former No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot are of regional historical
significance. They are associated with the brief but significant period in Lake Boga’s history when the town was
the site of the largest inland military airbase in Australia. Along with the other surviving structures associated
with the base (ie LB1, LB2 and LB3), these remnants and ruins provide valuable evidence of a significant aspect of
wartime operations in Victoria.
References
Information supplied by Sgt David Mark, Lake Boga Police Station.
Brett Freeman. Lake Boga at War.
Recommendations
It is recommended that the council consider the leasing or acquisition of the privately-owned property on the
corner of Willakool Street and Murray Valley Highway, which contains the former electrical generator plant,
sundry outbuildings and ruins, and remnants of the original barbed-wire boundary fence. There is considerable
scope for the restoration of these buildings and their adaptation as an interpretative facility, in much the same way
as the former communications bunker. Pending this, access to the buildings should be secured by their owners, to
prevent further vandalism.
In general, the interpretation of these presently unmarked sites could be greatly improved. The former switch
house should have its original unpainted concrete finish reinstated to prevent confusion. All sites associated with
the former No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot (including the concrete bunker in Lalbert Road, and the War Graves)
should be related to each other, perhaps by the use of a ‘walking tour’ map that could be produced and made
available at the Flying Boat Museum.
Identified By
Allom Lovell & Associates, August 2000
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Current Name

Cannie Ridge Irrigation Pump

Reference No.

HO40 (LB8)

Former Name

Long Lake Irrigation Pump

Grade

B

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Lake Boga

Construction Date

1903 (moved 1959)

Map Reference

388.725 Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

ü

ü

Planning Scheme (HO3)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)

ü

To maintain a view from the road, and to ensure the pump’s
interpretation in the context of the lake, a curtilage should be
maintained of a nominal twenty metres all round, extending further
to the edge of the lake and to the roadway.

VHR
RNE
No. 015593 (Indicative place)

No. B1643 (Classified object)
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History
The irrigation pump was originally located at nearby Long Lake, where it was erected in 1903 following a severe
drought, during which Lake Boga was completely dry. The steam-driven and wood-fired pump was made by a
Castlemaine engineering firm, Thomson & Company, who had erected a similar pump for the Rushworth
Waterworks Trust in 1899, and also fitted out the pumping stations at Nyah (HO68) and Robinvale (HO101). The
Long Lake pump could develop 75 horsepower at 52 rpm, having a capacity of 3 million gallons (13.6 million
litres) per day. It pumped water through 7.25 miles (11.6 kilometres) of pipes to a reservoir at Goschen, from
where it flowed through a network of open channels to provide domestic and stock supply to farms over 600 square
miles (155,000 hectares) between Piangil, Ultima, Lalbert and Long Lake.
The Long Lake pump was rendered obsolete in the late teens, when the Wimmera-Mallee gravitational water
supply was linked with the Long Lake channels. The pump briefly returned to action during the unusually dry
1919 season, but it had ostensibly been superseded, and it was relocated to the Cannie Ridge pumping station in
the early 1920s. It remained in use there until 1952, when it was replaced by a diesel-powered pump. The State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission proposed that the old pump be preserved as a memorial, and it was reerected to its present location at Lake Boga, with the generous support of local citizens and Thomson & Company,
its original manufacturers. The relocated pump was dedicated by A G Rylan, Acting Premier of Victoria, on 28
May 1959.
Description
The irrigation pump is a large piece of cast iron machinery, approximately 11 metres in length, comprising a Cross
Compound Condensing Corliss Valve steam engine and a pump, both of the horizontal and reciprocating type.
The two components are connected by common piston rods. The engine end, to the south, is dominated by a sixspoked flywheel approximately 4.5 metres in diameter. The pump, to the north, has cylinders of 255 millimetre
and 355 millimetre diameter, fitted with Reidler Valve Gear and Air Vessels. The pump has been elevated on
concrete plinths, with a narrow concrete pit to accommodate the sunken flywheel. It is enclosed by a shelter with a
gabled roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, supported on paired metal posts with metal pipe balustrading
between.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.3 Irrigation
10.3 Droughts
Australian Heritage Commission
3.13 Developing an Australian engineering and construction industry
3.15 Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
Significance
The Long Lake irrigation pump is of regional historic significance and considerable scientific (technological)
significance. Built after a severe drought in 1903, it demonstrates an important phase in the development of water
supply in the Mallee region, which has been a recurring theme since the mid-nineteenth century. It is one of only
two pumps in Australia of this type, the other being one erected by the same engineers for the Rushworth
Waterworks Trust in 1899.
References
Register of the National Estate.
Recommendations
Interpretation should be improved to link the pump with its original site at Long Lake.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
Current Name

-

Reference No.

- (LB7)

Former Name

Moravian Mission

Grade

-

Address

off Murray Valley Highway, Lake Boga

Construction Date

1851-55

Map Reference

414.723 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
During the mid-nineteen century various church denominations were becoming actively involved in working with
various Aboriginal tribes, largely through the establishment of mission stations. Superintendent Charles J La
Trobe, whose father was a bishop of the Moravian Church, was a strong advocate of that approach to dealing with
Aboriginal people. Melbourne’s first Anglican Bishop, Charles Perry, headed a committee whose prime objective
was the ‘Christianising and civilization of the Aborigines’. That committee travelled around Victoria looking for
suitable sites, eventually selecting one near Lake Boga which was subsequently inspected by Superintendent La
Trobe himself. The reserve for the proposed Moravian Mission at Lake Boga, 65 square kilometres in size, was
approved on 4 April 1851 by Governor Fitzroy.
During the 1850s, there were usually around thirty Aborigines at the mission at any one time, sometimes working
for food rations but largely maintaining their nomadic lifestyle. By the mid-1850s, the commercial potential of the
land was being realised by gold-seekers from Melbourne and ‘commercial speculators from South Australia’ who
travelled up the Murray. The activities of those groups annoyed the missionaries as they were frequently using
camping on the land. In response to that the missionaries fenced off the land, but the Surveyor-General later
demanded that the fence be removed. The Moravian Mission closed c.1858 and the missionaries selected land
near Antwerp in the Wimmera for a new mission to be known as the Ebenezer Mission.
Description
No physical fabric remains of the former Moravian Mission site, which was located to the immediate south of the
intersection of the Murray Valley highway and Hayes Road South. The site is now covered by fruit blocks and
other buildings.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
4.0 Aboriginal-European Relations
13.2 Churches
Australian Heritage Commission
2.1 Recovering the experience of Australia's earliest inhabitants
5.7 Surviving as Aboriginal people in a white-dominated economy
Significance
The site of the Moravian Mission, off the Murray Valley Highway, Lake Boga, is of some historic interest.
Established in the 1850s, the site is associated with the earliest phase of post-contact settlement in the Lake Boga
area. The short-lived Aboriginal mission, which occupied this site for less than a decade, has important
associations with the ongoing story of confrontation, interaction and attempted assimilation of indigenous people.
The lack of any remaining physical evidence, however, makes interpretation almost impossible..
References
Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill. pp.17-22.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted, eg by means of roadside signage featuring historic photographs. Otherwise, the site
is not recommended for heritage overlay protection. In the event that the site is considered for redevelopment,
preliminary archaeological investigation should occur. It may be necessary to undertake further research to
determine the exact extent of the Mission site.
Identified By
Robyn Ballinger, 1 January 1999.
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Current Name

Burke and Wills Clump

Reference No.

HO41 (LB4)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Lake Boga

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

457.686 Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Condition
Good

ü Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

ü

ü

The existing curtilage as fenced, being approximately 150 metres
by 30 metres wide, should be preserved, plus an additional linear 50
metres further along the road at each end to maintain the view.

VHR
RNE
No. 101423 (Registered)

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Burke & Wills expedition commenced on 20 August 1860, when Robert O’Hara Burke, a former police
superintendent, left Melbourne to embark upon an ambitious trek to the Gulf of Carpentaria. The expedition, was
ostensibly to establish a trade route to the northern coast, and Burke’s party of 22 men including surveyor William
John Wills, naturalist Ludwig Becker and botanist Herman Beckler. Sixteen days out of Melbourne, Burke’s party
established their fourteenth campsite in the vicinity of Lake Boga. Becker recorded in his diary on 5 September
1860 that ‘at 9.00 AM we left that nice spot, Reedy Lake, and arrived at a belt of timber between Lake Tutchiwap
and Lake Boga. Here we camped. The distance travelled today was 18 miles’. While the exact location of the
campsite has not been conclusively identified, there is a strong and long-standing local tradition that the present
site is the remnant of that ‘belt of timber’.
The expedition moved on to Swan Hill, where one of Burke’s party was responsible for planting a Moreton Bay fig
tree in Curlewis Street (HO129). The party eventually arrived at Cooper’s Creek via Menindee, where a base camp
was set up. Burke, Wills, and two others left to complete the journey, only to return when their supplies ran low.
The other members of the party, however, had already left Cooper’s Creek, so the remaining men (now reduced to
three) attempted to travel to an outpost at Mount Hopeless. Burke and Wills perished from starvation, and the last
surviving member was found by a search party. Despite the failure of the expedition, Burke and Wills were
lauded as heroes, with numerous memorials being erected, and the event soon entered into Australian folklore.
The site was registered by the Australian Heritage Commission on 21 November 2000
Description
The Burke & Wills Clump is located on the north side of the Murray Valley Highway, approximately five
kilometres from Lake Boga. The original nineteenth century ‘belt of timber’ has been reduced to a stand of seven
box trees and two stumps, which are fenced off on a strip of land approximately 150 metres wide by 30 metres
deep. An unsealed roadway winds across the site, providing off-street parking for tourists. Interpretation is
provided by an illustrated signboard at the rear of the site, and by a small stone memorial plinth with an inscribed
bronze plaque that includes the quoted excerpt from Ludwig Becker’s diary.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
2.0 European exploration
Australian Heritage Commission
3.2 Surveying the continent and assessing its potential
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
8.11 Making Australian folklore
Significance
The Burke & Wills Clump, on the Murray Valley Highway outside of Lake Boga, is of regional historic
significance. It is one of 54 recognized camping sites between Melbourne and Cooper’s Creek associated with the
ill-fated but celebrated expedition of explorers Robert O’Hara Burke and William John Wills. It is one of two sites
in Swan Hill associated with the expedition, which passed through the area in September 1860.
References
Interpretative signage located at the site.
K Fitzpatrick. ‘Robert O’Hara Burke’. in D Pike (ed) Australian Dictionary of Biography. Vol 3. pp 301-303.
Recommendations
Any weed and shrub material should be removed from under the canopies.
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Dead specimens should be removed, and replaced with same species. A management plan should be prepared to
incorporate the removal and replacement of trees as they mature and senesce.
The trees should be subject to initial assessment by an arborist; carrying out any necessary words such as dead
wooding. Subsequent assessments should take place annually.
Care should be taken to avoid damage as a consequence of agricultural or earth works.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO42 (LB9)

Former Name

Shop

Grade

C

Address

19-21 Station Street, Lake Boga

Construction Date

c.1910s

Map Reference

387.725 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The date of construction of this pair of shops has not been established. However, stylistic evidence suggests that
they date from the 1910s; clearly they are associated with the phase of commercial development which took place
in Lake Boga in the first two decades of the twentieth century. The original occupants of the building are similarly
unknown. According to author Brett Freeman, the shops were occupied by the McGrath & Green Store during the
Second World War years. Electoral rolls confirm that John Langton McGrath, a butcher, resided in Station Street
from 1935 until c.1947, and John Joseph Green, storekeeper, also lived in the town (although with no specific
address listed) from c.1938 until c.1947. The building is currently occupied as a private residence.
Description
The buildings at 19-21 Station Street comprise a pair of single-storey weatherboard shops with longitudinal gabled
roofs, flanking a central residence, set back from the property line, with a transverse hipped roof penetrated by a
plain red brick chimney. The two shop fronts have skillion-roofed verandahs supported on stop-chamfered timber
posts, with timber fringes to the sides, while the residence has a bullnose verandah, set back flush with the property
line. The shop at No 19 has a central entrance with a pair of ledged and braced timber doors, flanked by square
timber-framed multi-paned fixed sash windows, and the shop at No 21 has a central rectangular fixed-sash
window, flanked by former doorways that have been infilled. The residence has a timber-framed multi-paned
double-hung sash window and a doorway, and a low brick fence clad in Castlemaine slate.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.11 Feeding people
3.18 Marketing and retailing
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The former shops at 19-21 Station Street, Lake Boga, are of local historical significance. Although there date of
construction has not been established, they clearly date from the first two decades of the twentieth century, and
thus provide evidence of the early and significant phase of commercial expansion which occurred in Lake Boga at
that time. They are intact and representative examples of the type of modest shops erected in early twentieth
century townships throughout the municipality. They remain as a distinctive element in the streetscape.
References
Brett Freeman. Lake Boga at War. pp 2, 59.
Back to Lake Boga Committee. Lake Boga 1969.
Victorian Electoral Rolls.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Provide some internal and external fire protection, if not already installed.
Notwithstanding its actual function (eg as a private residence) the shop could be interpreted as a shop by means of
creative window displays or reinstated signage.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Flying Boat Museum

Reference No.

HO43 (LB1a)

Former Name

No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot (signals bunker) Grade

B

Address

Willakool Street, Lake Boga

Construction Date

1942

Map Reference

381.741 Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage of a nominal twenty metres all round should be
maintained to provide a setting for the building. The existing
fenced enclosure, incorporating the Seaplane, is sufficient, but it
could be further extended to the edge of the lake, and to include the
nearby slipways and antenna foundations (see LB1b)

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

ü

No 6589 (File Only)
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History
In 1942, Lake Boga was selected as the location for a secret repair depot for flying boats. The site was deemed to
be suitable because its was far enough from the sea to prevent an air raid by carrier-borne aircraft, yet it was
located on a railway line, and was close to the major township of Swan Hill. Moreover, the lake itself was almost
round and free of trees and snags, thus allowing flying boats to alight and depart in any weather conditions.
The No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot (FBRD), as it was known, opened at Lake Boga in June 1942. At the centre of
the development was the signals bunker. A floorplan held by the Flaying Boat Museum shows that the bunker was
originally divided into several spaces. At the west end was a large room containing the operations table,
surrounded by various pieces of communications equipment including a 5 channel VHF unit, a morse code
machine (with direct telegraph line to Melbourne), and three AR7-type receivers powered by wet cell batteries.
Beside this room was the signal officer’s office and the cypher room, and a room housing the Auxilary Power
Supply Unit.
The FBRD closed in 1947, and almost all of the buildings were demolished. In the late 1980s, the local Lions
Club restored a genuine Catalina seaplane, which was placed on display alongside the former signals bunker. The
bunker itself was redeveloped in the late 1990s following a grant from the Community Support Fund, and it now
operates as the Flying Boat Museum.
Description
The former signals bunker is a elongated barrel-vaulted reinforced concrete building, almost entirely concealed
under an earth mound. To the south side, facing away from the foreshore, there is an off-centre entrance set back
between splayed earth walls, retained by sandbags, with a concrete threshold. At each end of the bunker is a
projecting chimney-like shaft; originally serving as fire escapes, these now house air-conditioning equipment. At
the north end of the bunker, the earth has been excavated to expose the side wall. A new doorway has been formed
to permit access to the Flying Boat Museum, accessed by a concrete ramp.
Internally, the bunker has a linear plan comprising two rooms with a lobby between, all with a continuous vaulted
ceiling. The longer room has been divided by stud-framed partitions, and now functions as the central display area
of the Flying Boat Museum. The display area extends into the former lobby space, which is no longer used as an
entrance. The smaller room at the east, has been painted black and fitted out as a theatrette.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.6 The Wars
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
4.6 Remembering significant phases in the development of towns and suburbs
Significance
The former signals bunker off Willakool Street, Lake Boga, is of regional historic significance. It is the largest
and most important of the few surviving structures associated with the No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot, which was
the largest inland airbase in Australia during the Second World War. On a broad level, the bunker remains as
local evidence of national involvement in a major conflict. More specifically, its distinctive built form
demonstrates the clandestine nature of communication networks during wartime.
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References
Historical information was drawn from interpretative signage at the site, from pictorial and textual documentation
held by the Flying Boat Museum, and from Brett Freeman’s 1995 book, Lake Boga at War.
Recommendations
The building’s current use as a self-referential museum is appropriate, and should be continued. Further alteration
to the structure, such as the formation of new door and window openings through the concrete walls, should be
discouraged.
Interpretation should be improved to relate the bunker to the other surviving structures associated with the former
No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Lake Boga Primary School

Reference No.

HO44 (LB14)

Former Name

State School No 3278 (Lake Boga Township)

Grade

B

Address

2 William Street (cnr Lalbert Road), Lake Boga Construction Date

1876 (moved 1897)

Map Reference

387.725 Swan Hill

Education Dept

Ownership

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Lake Boga Primary School, like many early schools in the Mallee, has a chequered history of closure, merging
re-opening and relocation. The first state school in the area was Lake Boga School No 2596, which opened at
Long Lake in 1892 with Henry Bird as head teacher. A second state school was established five years later,
designated as Lake Boga Township School No 3278. The Long Lake school soon closed, and Henry Bird was
transferred to the new township school. The gallery-type schoolhouse had been relocated from Salisbury Plains,
where it was originally built in 1876 as Salisbury Plains State School No 1917. The grounds of the Lake Boga
school were landscaped from the mid-1910s. Several trees were given to the school in 1916, and a further request
was made for palm tree seeds. The following year, the school received packets of seeds for gum trees and wattle
trees. A tennis court was laid out in the 1920s.
Description
The original schoolroom is a single-storey weatherboard building on a T-shaped plan, with a transverse gabled
roof intersecting with a short perpendicular gabled roof at one end. The projecting wing, to William Street, has a
lower gabled roof, with a recessed side porch and a tripartite window with narrow timber-framed multi-paned
double-hung sashes. The gable-ended section to the left, and the side and rear elevations of the main room,
contain quadripartite bays of similar windows. A row of four small timber-framed hopper sash windows extends
along the eaves line. The rear elevation has a small recessed porch, bricks steps with slate treads, and a panelled
timber door with multi-paned fanlight. Beside the porch are remnants of the original red brick chimney breast.
The detached staff room is a single-storey weatherboard building with a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised
steel, penetrated by a plain brick chimney. Like the main building, it has a quadripartite window with timberframed multi-paned double-hung sashes and fanlights above.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.3

Schools

Australian Heritage Commission
6.2
6.5

Establishing schools
Educating people in remote places

Significance
The original Lake Boga schoolhouse, at William Street, Lake Boga, is of regional historic significance. Erected on
its present site in 1897, it provides evidence of an early phase of settlement in the area. It is one of a very small
number of surviving nineteenth century buildings in Lake Boga, and, moreover, one of only two nineteenth century
purpose-built school buildings which survive in the entire municipality. The detached staff room, of unknown
origin but presumably erected before the Second World War, is of contributory significance. The remaining school
buildings, which date from the 1960s and later, are of no heritage significance.
References
Back to Lake Boga Committee. Lake Boga 1969.
Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation. pp 325, 337, 510.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Provide some internal and external fire protection, if not already installed.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO45 (LL1)

Former Name

Long Lake Irrigation Pump

Grade

C

Address

Long Lake Road, Long Lake

Construction Date

1903

Map Reference

367.727 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Condition
Good

ü Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of should be maintained, extending from the
west bank of the lake across to the actual pumping station site on
the west side of the roadway, and including the angled off-take
channel.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
An irrigation pump was erected at Long Lake in 1903 following a severe drought, during which Lake Boga was
completely dry. The steam-driven and wood-fired pump (see LB8), which was made by a Castlemaine engineering
firm of Thomson & Company, could develop 75 horsepower at 52 rpm, and had a capacity of 3 million gallons
(13.6 million litres) per day. It pumped water through 7.25 miles (11.6 kilometres) of pipes to a reservoir at
Goschen, from where it flowed through a network of open channels to provide domestic and stock supply to farms
over 600 square miles (155,000 hectares) between Piangil, Ultima, Lalbert and Long Lake. The pump was
rendered obsolete in the late teens, when the Wimmera-Mallee gravitational water supply was linked with the
Long Lake channels. The pump briefly returned to action during the unusually dry 1919 season, but it had
ostensibly been superseded, and it was relocated to the Cannie Ridge pumping station in the early 1920s.
Description
Little evidence remains of the irrigation pump’s original site at Long Lake. A reed-filled offtake channel extends
from the west bank of the lake towards Long Lake Road. On the opposite (west) side of the road, there is a shallow
depression which contains a number of structures and remnant objects presumably associated with the pumping
station. There is a pair of small timber-framed sheds, clad with corrugated galvanised steel, and a brick-lined pit
approximately one metre square. There is a row of old timber posts, and fragments of large rusty iron pipes.
Further to the west, where the land slops upward, there are the remains of a concrete slab with a timber deck.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
10.3 Droughts
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
6.3 Irrigation
Australian Heritage Commission
3.13 Developing an Australian engineering and construction industry
3.15 Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
Significance
The site of the Long Lake Irrigation Pump, at Long Lake Road, Long Lake, is of some historic interest. Although
little physical evidence remains, the site is associated with the significant irrigation system which operated there
from 1903 until the early 1920s. As such, it is of some importance in the context of the ongoing development or
rural water supply, which has been a recurring theme in the Mallee since the mid-nineteenth century.
References
Back to Boga Committee. Lake Boga 1969.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted.
Loose objects and elements that are not associated with the pumping station (such as discarded furniture and other
rubbish) should be removed. to enhance interpretation and prevent confusion.
It is not recommended that the actual pump (now located on the shore of Lake Boga) be relocated to this site.
Identified By
Andrew Ward. No date given.
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Current Name

Uniting Church

Reference No.

HO46 (M7)

Former Name

Presbyterian Church

Grade

C

Address

34 Church Street (cnr Rose Street),
Manangatang
Tyrrell,

Construction Date

1925

Ownership

Uniting Church

Map Reference

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the entire building, corresponding to the original size of the Church
Reserve, in order to preserve its setting and reinforce its prominent
position in the streetscape.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Shortly after World War 1 the population of Manangatang and the surrounding district increased significantly
largely because of returned soldiers taking up 640-acre blocks developed by the Soldier Settlement Commission.
Increasing population led to the push to have churches of various denominations established in many outlying
townships like Manangatang. In the early 1920s the Bendigo Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church established a
committee to assess the demand for churches in the Managatang and Piangil areas. On 10 February 1925 it
suggested Presbyterian churches be established at various townships like Kooloonong, north of Swan Hill, and
Manangatang.
The Rev Fraser Sutherland completed his final year of theology at Ormond College, Melbourne, in 1924. All final
year students were then asked by the Director of Home Missions their preferred locations; Fraser Sutherland stated
that he wanted to be a considerable distance from Melbourne. He was subsequently offered a posting at
Manangatang which he took up by July 1925, just after the church itself was completed. He was stationed there
until 1929, and again from May 1933 until 1936, after performing four years of YMCA work in India.
Description
The Uniting Church at Church Street consists of a weatherboard nave with a small central front porch, each
portion having a separate gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, with a modern skillion-roofed addition at
the rear. The porch is accessed from the left side via a wide doorway with a pair of narrow ledged-and-braced
timber doors, and has a lancet window to the street, with a timber-framed hopper sash containing rippled green
glazing. Above the porch, in the apex of the nave gable, there is a rectangular sheet-metal signboard (presently
blank) with a moulded timber frame. The north and south elevations each have rows of taller lancet windows with
timber framed double-hung sashes, the latter elevation also having a doorway with a matching pointed-arched
fanlight above.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2

Churches

Australian Heritage Commission
8.6
9.6

Worshipping
Mourning the dead

Significance
The Uniting Church at Church Street, Manangatang, is of local historical, social, spiritual and aesthetic
significance. It is one of several surviving 1920s churches in Manangatang, which, both individually and
collectively, demonstrate the expansion of community facilities during the immediate post-World War One period,
a significant phase in the development of the town. The church was a focus for Presbyeterian worship for over fifty
years, and, since 1977, as a Uniting Church. Aesthetically, it is a largely intact and representative example of a
simple inter-War rural timber church, of which there are numerous surviving examples in the municipality.
References
F Sutherland. Sweat, Sand and Sermans.
Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill.
Recommendations
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the building retains its public/community function.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO47 (M4b)

Former Name

Catholic presbytery

Grade

C

Address

31 Pioneer Street, Manangatang

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

Tyrrell

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
There is no information on neither the construction date nor the original occupant of the building. Stylistically is
appears to date from c.1915 when Manangatang started developing as a township. In 1932 it became the Catholic
Presbytery but the date when it ceased functioning there is unknown.
Description
The former Catholic Presbytery is a single-storey weatherboard Edwardian-style house with a gambrel roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by a symmetrical pair of plain red brick chimneys. The house is
encircled on all four sides by a bullnosed verandah supported on turned timber posts. At the rear of the house, the
verandah has been infilled with fibro-cement cladding. The street front has a central doorway, with a small halftimbered gablet above, flanked by tripartite casement windows with fanlights.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2

Churches

Australian Heritage Commission
5.6
8.6
8.12

Working in the home
Worshipping
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The former Catholic Presbytery is of local historical and aesthetic significance. Probably erected in the late teens,
it is one of the earliest surviving buildings associated with the township. Its subsequent use as a Presbytery
provides evidence of the once-widespread pattern of providing clerical accommodation in immediate proximity to
the church. Although no longer used as such, the house still relates to the adjacent church, and remains as an
important part of the Catholic reserve. Aesthetically, it is a fine example of a large inter-War house, and,
occupying a prominent corner site, is a distinctive element in the streetscape.
References
Facsimile provided by B and N Langley (Manang History Centre) 27 October 2000.
Recommendations
The notion of the ‘Church Reserve’, apparent in the close visual relationship between the church and the former
Presbytery, should be retained. The erection of a tall dividing fence, for example, should be discouraged.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Catholic Church

Reference No.

HO48 (M4a)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

33 Pioneer Street, Manangatang

Construction Date

c.1925

Map Reference

Tyrrell

Ownership

Catholic Church

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the entire building, corresponding to the original size of the Church
Reserve, in order to preserve its setting and reinforce its prominent
position in the streetscape.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Shortly after World War 1 the population of Manangatang and the surrounding district increased significantly
largely because of returned soldiers taking up 640-acre blocks developed by the Soldier Settlement Commission.
Increasing population led to the push to have churches of various denominations established in many outlying
townships like Manangatang. A concert was held at Annuello to raise funds for erecting the Manangatang
Catholic Church in August 1924 and it was erected in 1925. The earliest traceable information is that Father B
Duffy commenced at Manangatang in January 1928 until Fr. Deelan Duggan was posted there from August 1929
to January 1949 when Father P J Bushell took over.
Description
The Catholic Church is a weatherboard building comprising a large nave, a small central front porch, and an offcentre sacristy wing at the rear. Each of the three components have a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised
steel, with board-lined eaves, half-timbered gable ends and crosses at the apex. The porch has a side entry with
double doors, and a pair of lancet windows with timber architraves and projecting sills, containing leadlight
glazing. It is flanked by two larger lancet windows, with rippled green glass and operable hopper sashes to the
lower end. Each of the two side elevations have two pairs of identical windows flanking a central doorway with an
arched fanlight. The sacristy wing has a side entrance and similar windows. Internally, the church has plaster
walls, with polished timber panelling to dado height. The timber-lined ceiling has a canted profile, with metal tie
rods and ceiling vents. The timber floor, including the raised platform at the end of the nave, is covered with new
carpet
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2

Churches

Australian Heritage Commission
8.6
9.6

Worshipping
Mourning the dead

Significance
The Catholic Church at 33 Pioneer Street, Manangatang, is of local historical, social, spiritual and aesthetic
significance. It is one of several surviving 1920s churches in Manangatang, which, both individually and
collectively, demonstrate the expansion of community facilities during the immediate post-World War One period,
a significant phase in the development of the town. For over seventy years, this church has been the continuous
focus for Catholic worship and associated community activities in the area. Aesthetically, it is a largely intact and
representative example of a simple inter-War rural timber church, of which there are numerous surviving examples
in the municipality..
References
Catholic Archdiocese. Year Books. Held at Catholic Historical Commission, East Melbourne.
Sands and MacDougall. Victorian Directory. 1930-65.
Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill.
Recommendations
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the church retains its public/community function.
Original internal features, including leadlight glazing, timber joinery and furnishings, should be retained.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
Current Name

St Andrew’s Anglican Church

Reference No.

HO49 (M5)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

43 Pioneer Street, Manangatang

Construction Date

1929

Map Reference

Tyrrell

Ownership

Anglican Church

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the entire building, corresponding to the original size of the Church
Reserve, in order to preserve its setting and reinforce its prominent
position in the streetscape.
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History
Shortly after World War 1 the population of Manangatang and the surrounding district increased significantly
largely because of returned soldiers taking up 640-acre blocks developed by the Soldier Settlement Commission.
Increasing population led to the push to have churches of various denominations established in many outlying
townships like Manangatang. The contractor was local builder W N Griffith and St Andrews was dedicated on 30
November 1929 by Archdeacon Morgan Payler. There is no information on clergy prior to 1935 and The Sands
and McDougall Directories of 1936 gave the status of ‘attending’, presumably visiting clergy. The first known
clergyman based there was Rev Frederick Morton c.1936-38.
Description
St Andrew’s Anglican Church is a timber building comprising a small nave, a central front porch, and an
projecting sacristy wing to the left side. Each of the three components have a gabled roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel, with board-lined eaves, half-timbered gable ends and crosses at the apex. The walls are clad with
weatherboard to plinth height, and strapped cement sheeting beyond. The porch has a rectangular window to the
front, containing fluted glazing, while the side elevations have pairs of timber-framed casement sash windows with
segmental arched heads and green lozenge glazing. Doorways to the porch, nave and sacristy contain ledged-andbraced timber doors, also with segmental arched heads. A concrete paved path leads to the main entrance, flanked
by specimens of Canary Island date palm (Phoenix canariensis). These trees, a popular species in the 1920s, are
presumably contemporaneous to the construction of the church.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2

Churches

Australian Heritage Commission
8.6
9.6

Worshipping
Mourning the dead

Significance
St Andrew’s Anglican Church at 43 Pioneer Street, Manangatang, is of local historical, social, spiritual and
aesthetic significance. It is one of several surviving 1920s churches in Manangatang, which, both individually and
collectively, demonstrate the expansion of community facilities during the immediate post-World War One period,
a significant phase in the town’s development. For over seventy years, this church has been the continuous focus
for Anglican worship and community activities in the area. Aesthetically, it is an intact and representative
example of a simple inter-War rural timber church, of which there are numerous surviving examples in the
municipality..
The specimens of Canary Island date palm (Phoenix canariensis) are of local historic and aesthetic interest. They
are fine examples of the species, which was commonly planted in the 1920s. The trees provide an appropriate
contextual setting for the historic building.
References
Facsimile provided by B and N Langley (Manang History Centre) 27 October 2000.
Sands and McDougall Directory. 1935-65.
Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill.
Recommendations
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the church retains its public/community function.
The Canary Island palm trees (Phoenix canariensis) make an important visual contribution, and should be
retained.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
Current Name

Masonic Hall No 705

Reference No.

HO50 (M6)

Former Name

Nine Mile Mechanics’ Institute

Grade

C

Address

18 Rose Street, Manangatang

Construction Date

1926 (moved 1950)

Map Reference

Tyrrell

Ownership

Masonic Lodge

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The building was originally situated at Nine Mile, between Chinkapook and Sea Lake. It was erected in August
1926 at a cost of £457 and housed a Mechanics Institute from 1926 until 1947 when it was tendered for sale. The
building was removed to Manangatang in 1950 and the Masonic Hall was consecrated on 11 August 1951 with
Tom Fleming as the inaugural First Master. No information is available on the construction date of the skillionroofed addition.
Description
The Masonic Hall at 18 Rose Street is a small single-storey timber-framed building on a rectangular plan, with a
hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by cylindrical vents, with a skillion-roofed wing at
the rear. The building is raised up on timber stumps, and is clad entirely with ripple iron. The street front has a
wide doorway to the left side, containing a pair of ledged-and-braced timber doors. There are two small timberframed multi-paned sash windows alongside, near the eaves line, with moulded timber architraves. The rear
elevation has a central red brick chimney breast, flanked by louvred windows, also with moulded architraves.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
13.5
13.7

Building of towns
Halls
Leisure

Australian Heritage Commission
4.3
8.1
8.5
8.6

Developing urban institutions
Organising recreation
Forming associations
Worshipping

Significance
The Masonic Hall at 18 Rose Street, Manangatang, is of local historic and social significance. Originally built in
the mid-1920s as a Public Hall at Nine Mile, near Chinkapook, it as associated with an early phase of development
in that long-vanished Mallee township. The hall’s subsequent relocation to Manangatang in 1950 jointly
demonstrates the waning fortunes of the smaller, less successful townships, and the expansion of the larger and
more economically assured settlements in the post-World War II period. The hall itself is an intact and
representative example of its type, of which many other examples still survive in the municipality.
References
Information supplied by R Dawes October 2000.
Facsimile provided by B and N Langley (Manang History Centre) 27 October 2000.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance.
The building should be interpreted in the context of its somewhat chequered history. Signage, with a historic
photograph and details of the hall’s original function and location, would be appropriate.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO51 (M2)

Former Name

Bakery

Grade

C

Address

9 Wattle Street, Manangatang

Construction Date

1924

Map Reference

715.195 Tyrrell

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The shop was constructed in 1924 but there is no information on the original occupant. Known bakers were James
Andrews (c.1935-47), Norman James (c.1951-60) and Donald Hildebrant c.1961 until at least 1980. James
Andrews managed the ice-works at the rear c.1948-59 (qv M8).
Description
The former bakery is a single-storey double-fronted brick shop with a longitudinal gabled roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel an penetrated by a red brick chimney. The facade has a half-timbered gable and a bullnosed
verandah, supported on slender square-section steel posts. There are two shopfronts: the larger, to the left, has a
wide doorway at the extreme edge, containing a pair of ledged-and-braced timber doors, and a wide window, now
entirely concealed by metal hoarding. The shopfront to the right, which was the bakery, has ceramic tiling and a
splayed entrance with a timber door and a large copper-framed fixed sash window.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2

Building of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.11
3.12
3.18

Feeding people
Developing an Australian manufacturing capacity
Marketing and retailing

Significance
The former bakery at 9 Wattle Street, Manangatang, is of local historical significance. Erected in 1924, it
demonstrates the expansion of commercial activity during the town’s formative period. It is a representative and
largely intact example of the type of shops erected in townships around the municipality during the inter-War
period. Although apparently no longer in use as a retail outlet, the shop remains as the perhaps most intact of a
very small number of surviving pre-World War II commercial buildings along the west side of Wattle Street
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls, 1930-80.
Facsimile provided by B and N Langley (Manang History Centre) 27 October 2000.
Sands and McDougalls. Victorian Directories 1935-65.
Recommendations
Replace metal pipe verandah columns with more sympathetic equivalent.
The original shopfront to the right side, with its splayed entrance and copper-framed window, should be retained.
The removal of the intrusive tray-deck hoarding from the shop to the left side, and the reinstatement of a shop
front of sympathetic style, would greatly enhance its interpretation.
It would be desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, for the building to continue a public/retail/commercial function.
Notwithstanding its actual function (eg as a private residence, office, etc), it could be interpreted as a bakery by the
use of reconstructed window displays and reinstated signage.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

- (M8)

Former Name

Iceworks

Grade

-

Address

9 (rear) Wattle Street, Manangatang

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

715.195 Tyrrell

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The precise construction date is unknown but it was presumably between 1924, when the baker shop was erected,
and 1935 when a power generating works commenced operation on this site. There is no information on when
power generation ceased.
The ice-works is known to have existed 1938-c.1970 and was operated by James Andrews (c.1948-60), previously
the baker c.1935-47, and subsequently by Frederick Brown (c.1961-70).
Description
There appears to be no evidence of the former ice-works. The rear elevation of the bakery, shown in the attached
photograph, is half red face brick and half concrete block, with Masonite infill to the gable end. The elevation has
a stank stand to the left side, and a doorway to the right side, with a pair of ledged and braced timber doors. The
land at the rear of the bakery is otherwise vacant.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
11.0

Building of towns
Industries

Australian Heritage Commission
3.11
3.12

Feeding people
Developing an Australian manufacturing capacity

Significance
The site of the ice works, at the rear of 9 Wattle Street, Manangatang, is of some local historic interest. The site is
associated with the early development of local manufacturing in the township. The apparent lack of any surviving
built form or other physical evidence, however, makes interpretation difficult.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls
Sands and McDougall. Victorian Directories.
Facsimile provided by B and N Langley (Manang History Centre) 27 October 2000.
Recommendations
The site could be interpreted eg by means of signage incorporating a historic photograph. It is not otherwise
recommended for heritage overlay protection.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO52 (M1)

Former Name

Manangatang Railway Station

Grade

A

Address

70 Wattle Street, Manangatang

Construction Date

1916

Map Reference

717.195 Tyrrell

Ownership

Vic Track

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR

Condition
Good

Poor

ü

ü

No. 1576

ü

RNE
Planning Scheme (HO4)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Railway lines in the Mallee were constructed largely for the movement of wheat and livestock and thus assisting
significantly in the economic development of the Mallee region, especially primary industry. Also, many stations
were constructed fairly simply and of timber because of budget constraints. The railway opened in stages between
Bendigo and Manangatang between 18 November 1876 and 28 January 1914. The platform and station building
was constructed in 1916 and was the first of a series of over 30 virtually identical station buildings constructed in
what is known as the ‘Manangatang’ style. As with many other country rail lines passenger traffic declined
markedly in the post-War era and the last regular passenger train ran on 5 June 1978.
Description
The former Manangatang Railway Station is a single-storey weatherboard building comprising two separate rooms
with a breezeway between and a continuous transverse gabled roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The
platform frontage has a skillion verandah with plain timber posts and a timber paling valence to each end. Each
half of the building has a two doorways, with ledged-and-braced timber doors, while the southern portion also has
a timber-framed double-hung multi-paned sash window. At the rear, each half has a pair of identical windows,
now concealed by metal deck hoardings, and the south half has a red brick chimney. Each room has a doorway to
the end wall, and a window to the breezeway. Internally, the rooms have exposed timber floors, and beaded timber
lining boards to the walls and ceilings.
On the opposite side of the railway line is a small single-storey timber-framed goods shed, raised up on stumps,
with an overhanging gabled roof supported on timber struts along the eaves line. It is clad entirely in corrugated
galvanised steel. The front and rear elevations each have a sliding metal-clad door. The building is surrounded on
three sides by a raised platform, with timber decking on timber and concrete stumps. An earth ramp, contained by
timber sleepers and a concrete retaining wall, is located at one end.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
Significance
The former Manangatang Railway Station is of state historical significance. Erected in 1916, it was the prototype
for over thirty subsequent railway stations around Victoria, built in what became known as the ‘Manangatang
style’. The adjacent goods shed is of contributory significance, being an intact and representative example of its
type. Collectively, the complex demonstrates the expansion of the railway network into the Mallee and Wimmera
regions in the early twentieth century.
References
Victorian Heritage Register. Citation, No H1576.
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp.283-284
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance. The station building should be secured to prevent further damage and vandalism.
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric. The former station could
conceivably be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function, such as a museum or interpretative
display, tourist information centre, or suitable retail or commercial establishment.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Langley’s Local History Centre

Reference No.

HO53 (M3)

Former Name

Butcher’s Shop

Grade

C

Address

Wattle Street, Manangatang

Construction Date

1926

Map Reference

715.195 Tyrrell

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The building housing the Langley history centre was constructed in 1926. There is no information on the original
occupant but it was occupied by Gilbert Sutherland, a butcher, from 1947 until at least 1979.
Description
The building in Wattle Street consists of a single-storey single-fronted weatherboard shop with a gabled roof clad
in corrugated galvanised steel, with a lean-to addition to the left side, each portion having a red brick chimney.
The gabled shop has a bullnosed verandah supported on three timber posts, with a timber fringe to each side. It
has an off-centre doorway with a partly glazed four-panel timber door, with a large timber-framed fixed-sash fourpane shopfront window to the side, partly obscured by a modern packaged air-conditioning unit. The adjacent
lean-to section has a timber-framed double-hung multi-pane sash window.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2

Building of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.11
3.18

Feeding people
Marketing and retailing

Significance
The former butcher shop in Wattle Street, Manangatang, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in
1926, possibly as a butcher’s shop, it demonstrates the expansion of commercial activity during the town’s
formative inter-War period. Aesthetically, it is a representative and intact example of its type, and, as one of few
remaining early buildings on the east side of Wattle Street, it remains as a prominent element in Manangatang’s
main commercial centre.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls.
Facsimile provided by B and N Langley (Manang History Centre) 27 October 2000.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The packaged air-conditioner unit, projecting from the front window, is visually intrusive and should be relocated.
The building’s current function as a local history centre is appropriate, and should be continued. Its original
function as a butcher should be interpreted eg by the reinstatement of original signage or reconstructed window
displays.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Dry Tank

Reference No.

HO54 (Ma1)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Sea Lake-Robinvale Road, Margooya

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

648.529 Robinvale

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal 50 metre curtilage should be maintained around the tank
to preserve its setting

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tanks (dams) installed by land-holders, natural watercourses and water-carts were the only means of water supply
until irrigated water was supplied. Tanks began to be constructed around the Mallee from the 1870s but the
earliest traceable reference is a Department of Lands and Survey Plan for Parish of Margooya dated 26 May 1921.
The tank has been within a legally declared 147-acre [59 hectare] Water Reserve from on or before 1921.
Description
The tank is a shallow depression, circular in plan, with a perimeter dimension of approximately 180 metres at the
crest of the embankment. On the east side, facing the road, there is the remnant of an offtake channel about 5
metres wide. At the time of surveying in September 2000, the tank was dry.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
7.1 Tracks and roads
Australian Heritage Commission
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
Significance
The Dry Tank, off the Sea Lake-Robinvale Road at Margooya, is of local historic significance. It is an intact and
representative example of the type of water storage receptacles which were established in gazetted ‘Water
Reserves’ along major transport routes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The tank thus represents
an early attempt to obtain and conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive development of
channels and irrigation pumps. The tank, with its raised embankments and encircling trees, is a distinctive
element in the otherwise flat and featureless flat rural landscape.
References
Department of Lands and Survey. Plan No. M570C Parish of Margooya, signed by A T Lang, 26 May 1921.
J M Powell. Watering the Garden State.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998
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Current Name

Flume

Reference No.

HO55 (Mi1)

Former Name

Tyntynder Main Channel (part)

Grade

B

Address

Flume Road (corner Lucas Lane), Miralie

Construction Date

c.1914-17

Map Reference

079.148 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

ü Fair

Poor

VHR

A nominal curtilage of three metres should be maintained to all
sides of the flume, enclosed within a fence, in order to prevent
damage eg from agricultural machinery. The views of the flume
from the eastern (Lucas Lane) and the northern (Flume Road) sides
must also be maintained unobstructed.

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
During the early twentieth century there was a push by the Victorian Government to increase the area of land
usable for intensive agriculture and hence attain an economic yield otherwise be impossible in regions with
relatively low-rainfall. In the Swan Hill region the average annual rainfall is around 300-450mm (12-15 inches),
less than half the totals received in most parts of the state south of the Great Dividing Range. During some drier
years Nyah received only about 200 (8 inches) of rain as was the case in 1907 and 1908.
The prime solution was the construction of irrigation channels but some of the terrain around Miralie was
undulated enough to make the construction of straight channels impossible. The flumes were channels mounted
on trestles rather like a timber trestle railway bridge. During the year ended June 30 1914 five separate contracts
for the construction of the Tyntynder West Main Channel were let to four parties. The Tyntynder West Main
Channel, and presumably the flumes, were constructed in stages c.1914-17 from Yarraby towards Burra.
Concurrent with this, major channels from Nyah West were constructed to Manangatang and Annuello. These
works essentially coincided with the area’s subdivision into allotments of around 500-700 acres (200-280 hectares)
between 1910 and 1915 largely taken up by soldier settlers.1
The SR&WSC installed pipelines and decommissioned the channels and the flumes in the Nyah district in 1980 or
1981. Arguments advanced included the elimination of seepage and reduction of the maintenance costs of the
infrastructure.2
Description
The flume, which extends north-south for approximately 400 metres parallel to the road, consists of a continuous
trough mounted on a row of timber trestles. The trough is formed of cement sheeting, of semi-elliptical section
measuring 1360mm wide and 820 mm deep. The supporting trestles, which are set out at centres of about three
metres, each consist of a pair of timber struts with a diagonally cross-braced member, the direction of which
alternates with each trestle. These struts support a timber beam, 70mm by 160mm in section, on which rests the
trough. A row of horizontal timber members, at centres of 1150mm, extend across the top of the trough.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3
6.2
6.3
10.3

Closer Settlelement
Stock and domestic water supply
Irrigation
Droughts

Australian Heritage Commission
3.3
3.10
3.16

Exploiting natural resources
Altering the environment for economic development
Inventing devices to cope with special Australian problems

Significance
The flume on the corner of Flume Road and Lucas Lane, Miralie, is of regional historic significance, and some
scientific (technological) and aesthetic interest. Along with the nearby channel off the Cocamba-Miralie Road, the
flume is a rare surviving remnant of the Tyntynder Main Channel, which formerly extended some 25 kilometres
from Piangil to Pira. As such, it provides evidence of the once-extensive network of irrigation channels that were
systematically laid out by the SR&WSC in the early twentieth century, and demonstrates a significant phase in the
ongoing development of irrigation in the Mallee area.

1
2

G Willoughby. On this Bend of the River. pp.24-25
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. Annual Report for Year ended 30 June 1981. p.8
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As an object in its own right, the flume represents an ingenious attempt to cope with the problems of extending the
channel through somewhat unsuitable topography. With its row of timber trestles extending for some 400 metres,
the structure is a prominent and distinctive element in the rural landscape.
References
G Willoughby On this Bend of the River.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. Annual Reports for years ended 30 June 1906-1981
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration.
In order to prevent damage from agricultural machinery, a fence should be erected around the flume, with a
clearance of approximately three metres to all sides of the structure.
The site should be interpreted, preferably in the context of other sites associated with the Tyntynder Main Channel.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO56 (Mi2)

Former Name

Tyntynder Main Channel (part)

Grade

B

Address

Miralie-Cocamba Road, Miralie

Construction Date

c.1914-17

Map Reference

084.118 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage should be maintained of a nominal fifty metres to the
east and west of the channel remnant, and extending south to the
edge of the roadway to preserve the view.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The first water diversion schemes in Victoria were undertaken by Wilson Bros at Longenong Station between
Horsham and Stawell during the 1840s and 1850s. Municipal authorities became involved in the management of
water courses during the late-1870s with some financial assistance from the State Government. Despite this there
was increasing pressure for more government intervention in planning for and providing water supply facilities
rather than relying on the private sector. The impact of severe droughts in 1865, 1878 and 1881 prompted the
State Government to pass the Water Conservation Act in 1881 providing for loans to individual water and
irrigation trusts like The Swan Hill Irrigation Trust established in 1887.
During the early twentieth century there was a push by the Victorian Government to increase the area of Mallee
land usable for types of intensive agriculture and hence attain an economic yield otherwise impossible in regions
with relatively low-rainfall. In the Swan Hill region the average annual rainfall is around 300-450mm (12-15
inches) less than half the totals received in most parts of Victoria south of the Great Dividing range. During some
drier years the Murray Valley area received only about 8 inches [200mm] of rain. The prime solution was the
opening up significant tracts of land in the Murray Valley for irrigation.
The Tyntynder West Main Channel is an extension of a channel constructed between Long Lake and near Yarraby
by the then Long Lake Waterworks Trust c.1903-04. The State Rivers & Water Supply Commission (SR&WSC),
established 1906, oversaw the construction on an extensive network of major and minor channels around much of
the Murray Valley primarily to service allotments developed by the Closer Settlement Board and Soldier
Settlement Commission mainly between 1910 and 1925. A separate SR & WSC waterworks District for Nyah was
established c.1910. During the year ended 30 June 1914, five separate contracts for the construction of the
Tyntynder West Main Channel were let to four parties. It was constructed in stages c.1914-17 from Yarraby
towards Burra. Major channels from Nyah West were constructed to Manangatang and Annuello at around the
same time. These works essentially coincided with the subdivision of the area into allotments of around 500-700
acres (200-280 hectares) c.1914 mainly taken up by soldier settlers.
The SR&WSC installed pipelines and decommissioned the channels in the Nyah district in 1980 or 1981.
Arguments advanced included the elimination of seepage and reduction of the maintenance costs of the
infrastructure.
Description
The remnant portion of the Tyntynder Main Channel is approximately 4 metres wide, 1.5 metres deep, and extends
north for about 50 metres from the Miralie-Cocamba Road.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3
6.2
6.3
10.3

Closer Settlement
Stock and domestic water supply
Irrigation
Droughts

Australian Heritage Commission
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
3.10 Altering the environment for economic development
Significance
The remnant of the Tyntynder Main Channel, off the Miralie-Cocamba Road, Miralie, is of regional historic
significance. Along with the nearby flume (HO55), the channel is a rare surviving remnant of the Tyntynder Main
Channel, which formerly extended some 25 kilometres from Piangil to Pira. As such, it provides evidence of the
once-extensive network of irrigation channels that were systematically laid out by the SR&WSC in the early
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twentieth century, and demonstrates a significant phase in the ongoing development of irrigation in the Mallee
area.
References
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. Annual Reports for years ended 30 June 1906-1981
J M Powell. Watering the Garden State.
Recommendations
The channel should be inspected annually to remove accumulated debris so that it can be interpreted as a channel.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

- (Na1)

Former Name

Narrung Homestead

Grade

-

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Narrung

Construction Date

1880

Map Reference

032.514 Weimby

Ownership

Private

NO
PHOTOGRAPH
AVAILABLE

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Narrung pastoral run, occupying over 100 square miles (160 square kilometres) was originally occupied by D J
McLeod, probably without a licence, in late 1846. The original timber homestead, located two miles upstream
from the Narrung Junction Inn, was erected 1847-49. By that time, over fifteen runs of similar size bordered the
Murray River between Swan Hill and the South Australian border, including Tyntynder (qv HO6) and Yungera (qv
HO209). Pastoralists soon saw the suitability of the country for both sheep and cattle. By 1861 there were over
7,000 sheep and 5,000 cattle on Narrung alone, and in 1877 there were 20,000 sheep there. In the late 1870s the
rabbit plague seriously affected the viability of Mallee pastoral runs. Like several others the Cave family, then
leasing Narrung, disposed of all their sheep and abandoned it.
The original Narrung homestead was burnt down in 1880, and a new four-room timber house built in its place. It
housed the managers until the Pastoral Licenses were cancelled around 1918, when surveyors came in to prepare
the district for Soldier Settlement. The Narrung homestead was occupied by Oscar Marchant from 1919 until
1926, and then by the Brearley family until 1936. They later purchased a former Soldier Settler’s house and had it
relocated to the property, and the old timber homestead was converted to a citrus packing shed. In the late 1980s,
the property was acquired by the Exell family who demolished the 1930s house, erected a new one for themselves,
and retained the former homestead, with some additions and alterations. for use as a machinery shed.
Description
The Narrung Homestead is reportedly in a much altered and very poor condition.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
3.1 Pastoral landscape
11.1 Sheep and cattle
Australian Heritage Commission
3.4
3.8
3.15
8.12

Developing primary production
Farming for export under Australian conditions
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The remains of the Narrung Homestead are of some heritage interest. It is associated with early pastoral
occupation of the area. However, the low integrity of the remaining structure, and its subsequent adaptation and
re-use as a storage shed, makes interpretation difficult.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
Information provided by J J and L I Larkin, October 2000, and Alex Fisher, 28 June 2001.
Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill. pp.33-34, 42, 45-49.
Recommendations
It is not recommended that this site be given Heritage Overlay protection.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

- (Na2)

Former Name

Narrung Junction Inn

Grade

-

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Narrung

Construction Date

c.1848-50

Map Reference

032.514 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The so-called Narrung Junction Inn was erected c.1848-50.1 For many decades, it was the only hotel between
Swan Hill and Euston, and, among other things, served as a staging post for the Cobb & Co coach route. The hotel
was built of Murray-pine timber, with detached stables for the horses associated with the coaches.
There is no information on the original occupant but Alfred Higgins purchased the inn for £1200 in 1920, when it
was still the only hotel between Swan Hill and Mildura. Higgins planned to demolish the hotel and erect a new
one, but the Inspector of Polic at Bendigo suggested that it would be preferable to establish a hotel at Piangil, as it
was anticipated that the railway would not proceed further than Kooloonong, 12 kilometres away. Instead, Higgins
applied for a hotel license at the burgeoning township at Robinvale. He surrendered the Narrung license in
September 1927, and subsequently becoming the first publican of the Robinvale Hotel (HO100). The old Narrung
Junction Inn was presumably demolished soon after.
Description
According to local resident Alex Fisher, the Narrung Junction Inn originally comprised four buildings, of which
only one remains, albeit in a much altered condition. Some of the pine stumps, floor joists and bearers, and timber
flooring are reportedly remnants of the original hotel, but the remaining fabric is of more recent origin.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.4

Hotels

Australian Heritage Commission
8.4
8.11

Eating and drinking
Making Australian folklore

Significance
The site of the Narrung Inn is of some historic interest. Erected in the 1850s, the hotel had important associations
as the only hotel between Swan Hill and Mildura at that time, and as a stopping place on the coach route. This
significance, however, is considerably tempered by the fact that practically no physical evidence remains of the
hotel, making interpretation very difficult.
References
J W Hickey. Fifty Years of Progress: Robinvale 1924-1974.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted, if only by means of an identifying sign or small concrete cairn. As the hotel was a
stopping place on the coach route, it should be interpreted in the context of other sites associated with the coach
route.
The site is not otherwise recommended for heritage overlay protection. In the event that any further development
of the site is proposed, preliminary archaeological investigation should be conditional.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.

1

Information provided by Alex Fisher, 28 June 2001.
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Current Name

Public Hall

Reference No.

HO57 (N2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Government Road, Natya

Construction Date

1927

Map Reference

032.293 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The first meeting of the Natya Public Hall Committee was held on 13 April 1922. The first president was James
Ferguson and L G Pratt the first Secretary. Each resident in the district was requested to donate one acre (0.4
hectare) of crop in order to assist the hall building fund. A few years later the Committee accepted a block of land
donated by Hugh Cameron. The tender was awarded to the Bendigo Building Company and the total cost was
£406. The hall was opened in November 1927 by the then local Member of the Legislative Assembly, Frank Old.
During the inter-War era the hall was used for church services. Kerosine lamps lit the hall until 1934 when
Alladins lamps were purchased.. Electricity was not used for light until 1955 when a 32-volt power generating
plant was installed; power from the then State Electricity Commission was used from 1967. The supper room was
added in 1952, and the stage, front foyer and toilets followed in 1968. There have been eight presidents of the
Natya Hall Committee since 1922 and Neville Sinapius has been president since 1988.
Description
The public hall at Natya is a timber-framed building clad in ripple iron, comprising a large hall with a gabled roof
of corrugated galvanised steel, with projecting skillion-roofed wings to the front, side and rear. The front wing,
which functions as a entry lobby with toilet facilities, has a central entrance with a pair of timber doors and three
bays of small timber-framed fixed sash windows along the eaves line. The hall proper has a side entry, with a pair
ledged and braced timber doors flanked by timber-framed double-hung sash windows. The kitchen wing has
louvred windows, and a red brick chimney to the rear. The rear wing, containing the stage, is windowless.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
13.5 Halls
Australian Heritage Commission
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
8.1 Organising recreation
8.5 Forming associations
Significance
The public hall, on the Natya-Bolton Road at Natya, is of local historic and social significance. Erected in c.1929,
it is the only surviving public building associated with this once-flourishing township. Along with the adjacent
tennis courts (HO58), it provides evidence of the local social and recreational activity that was an important part of
community life in Natya during the inter-War years. The hall has continued to be a focus for community events
and social activity in the region for many years. Although somewhat altered, it is a representative example of its
type, of which there are numerous surviving examples in the municipality.
References
Written Correspondence Victor Wilkins To Tom O’Brien received 14 November 2000
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO58 (N4)

Former Name

Tennis Courts

Grade

C

Address

Government Road, Natya

Construction Date

c.1952

Map Reference

032.293 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Condition
Good

ü Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A curtilage should be maintained corresponding to the extent of the
fenced enclosure, plus a nominal five metres, to all sides.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Natya area’s population was increasing rapidly due to the development of soldier-settler blocks between 1919
and the early 1920s. Tennis club football and cricket clubs were formed in 1922 and the courts were originally
situated near the CFA shed beside railway line. These were replaced during the early-1950s by the these three
courts. During 1973 and 1974 there were thirteen female and eight male members in the Nayta Club tennis teams.
the Natya Tennis club ceased functioning at the end of 1974 and Natya residents used courts at either Narung or
Piangil thereafter.
Description
The former tennis court complex at Natya comprise three courts and a shelter shed, enclosed on three sides by a
tall fence. The fence, which is now ruinous, is made up of log poles, each about 2.5 metres high, with a screen of
chicken wire. The tennis courts have an asphalt surface, now in very poor condition, with severe cracking and
penetration by grass, weeds and small shrubs. Each tennis court retains a pair of metal pipe net supports, and a
steel-framed elevated umpire’s chair. The shelter shed, located at the rear of the site is approximately 3 metres by
5 metres in plan, and has log poles supporting a skillion roof of corrugated galvanised steel. The front wall and
side walls are open, and the rear wall is clad in ripple iron. It contains a row of timber-framed benches.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
13.7

Building of towns
Leisure

Australian Heritage Commission
8.1

Organising recreation

Significance
The former tennis court site, on the Natya-Bolton Road at Natya, is of local historic interest. Laid out in 1952 to
replace earlier tennis courts elsewhere in the town, it is one of few surviving sites associated with this onceflourishing township. Along with the adjacent public hall (HO57), the tennis courts provide evidence of the local
social and recreational activity that was an important part of community life in Natya. Although the present courts
date from the 1950s, they demonstrates, on a broader level, the widespread popularity of tennis as a recreational
activity during the inter-War period.
References
S Wilkins. Back to Natya 1986. pp.5-6
Recommendations
The ruinous fence and shelter shed should be stabilized to prevent further deterioration; otherwise, the site should
be left (and interpreted) as it is.
Identified By
Robyn Ballinger, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO59 (N5)

Former Name

Natya Railway Station

Grade

C

Address

Government Road, Natya

Construction Date

c.1920

Map Reference

033.293 Weimby

Ownership

Unknown

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

Condition
Good

ü Poor

A curtilage of a nominal twenty metres should be maintained to all
sides of the former station site. This curtilage should extend further
west to the edge of the roadway where the original station entrance
was located, and further to the north and south, along the further
railway line, for a nominal distance of 100 metres beyond the
platforms.

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The line between Kooloonong and Piangil was opened on 24 March 1920, at a time of increasing primary
production in the district, much of it from blocks allocated to soldier settlers. There is no information on the
construction dates of neither the platform and silos, which still stand, nor the buildings which are now demolished
(Harrigan, 1962:284).
During much of the post-War period there was a significant shift from the use of rail to road for transporting most
types of freight. The Kooloonong and Piangil line was closed to all traffic on 8 December 1986.
Description
The former Natya Station ground comprises two platforms, flanking what was the railway line. Remnants of the
timber sleepers and steel rails extend about 20 metres south. The up-line platform (ie towards Melbourne) has a
retaining wall of timber sleepers, held in place by square posts, and a gravel-topped earth ramp at the southern
end. The down-side platform (ie to Yungera) has a retaining wall of concrete sleepers, held in place by metal
straps pinned back into the earth embankment. The platform has a gravel surface a timber nosing along the
railway line side. A perpendicular earth ramp extends down towards the road. The entrance to the station ground,
off the Natya-Bolton Road, is marked by a timber gate post.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4

Railways

Australian Heritage Commission
3.6
3.7

Establishing lines and networks of communication
Moving goods and people

Significance
The site of the former Natya Railway Station, off the Natya-Bolton Road, Natya, is of local historic significance.
Along with comparable abandoned stations at Coonimur and Yungera, the site is associated with the laying out of
the railway network through the Mallee in the 1920s, and thus provides evidence of the thriving economic
development in the wake of Soldier Settlement in the early twentieth century. The subsequent closure of the
railway line, and the ruination of the station sites, further demonstrates the waning economy of the area in the
second half of the twentieth century together with an increasing reliance on road transport.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. p.283-84
Vic Track. Heritage Liaison Section documentation.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted. As a minimum requirement, a sign should be installed stating ‘Natya station’. it is
not recommended that station buildings, etc, be reconstructed.
Consideration should be given to the establishment of a linear park along the former railway route, and including
the abandoned station sites at Natya, Coonimur and Yungera.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

Hastings Tank

Reference No.

HO60 (N6)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

CA8A, Hogben Road, Natya

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

022.343 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

A nominal curtilage of 100 metres should be maintained around the
tank to preserve its setting, and the views from Hogben Road.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tanks (dams) installed by land-holders, natural watercourses and water carts were the only means of water supply
until irrigated water was supplied. The tank is named after Robert Hastings, the first president of the Swan Hill
Irrigation Water Trust established in March 1890. He was one of the founding members of the Swan Hill Vine
and Fruit Growers Association, established in May 1890.1 The Swan Hill Irrigation Water Trust had 15,000 acres
between Swan Hill and Tyntynder. The earliest traceable reference is a plan titled ‘Mallee Allotments County of
Tatchera’ signed by the Department of Lands & Survey District Surveyor on 22 May 1914. It was within a 70-acre
(28-hectare) legally designated Water Reserve which changed in status to a Natural Interest Reserve in 1980 under
Section 4 (1) (m) of the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978. This clause provides for the
conservation of areas of natural interest of beauty or scientific or archaeological interest.2
Description
Hastings’ Tank, set well back from the road, is rectangular in plan, with a perimeter dimension of approximately
300 metres at the crest of the embankment. There is a steel-framed windmill at the southwestern corner of the
tank. At the time of surveying in September 2000, the tank was dry.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
6.3 Irrigation
Australian Heritage Commission
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
Significance
The former Hasting’s Tank, in CA8A Hogben Road, Natya, is of local historic significance. It is an intact and
representative example of the type of water storage receptacles which were established in gazetted ‘Water
Reserves’ along major transport routes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The tank thus represents
an early attempt to obtain and conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive development of
channels and irrigation pumps. The tank, with its raised embankments and adjacent windmill, is a prominent
element in the otherwise flat and featureless flat rural landscape.
References
Dept of Lands and Survey. Plan No. C450 (C). ‘Mallee Allotments’ County of Tatchera. 22 May 1914.
Dept of Lands and Survey. Current Record Plan Parish of Burra No. B781 (1). Photo-lithographed 30 Nov 1925
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted, and a sign erected to identify it as Hasting’s Tank.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.

1
2

Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill. p.88
State of Victoria. Crown Land Reserves Act 1978. No. 9212 p.757-58
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Current Name

Tank

Reference No.

HO61 (N3)

Former Name

Freeland’s Tank

Grade

B

Address

Possum Flat Road, Natya

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

031.287 Weimby

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Condition
Good

ü Poor

ü Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A nominal curtilage of 20 metres should be maintained around the
tank to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The tank is located within a 14-acre parcel which was declared a Water Reserve in 1915. It was one of four such
reserves declared, including Possum Flat (qv HO95), when the Lands Department developed a subdivision of forty
two allotments, each of around 650-800 acres, in 1912. They were made available from 1914 and successful
selectors largely used the lots to grow wheat. This reflected the political commitment at the state level to the
development of primary industries such as grain prevalent for much of the twentieth century. Soon after
development, many blocks were abandoned by those serving in World War One but were soon taken up by soldier
settlers mainly between 1916 and 1919.
An early parish plan of the Water Reserve identifies the tank as ‘Freeland’s Tank’.
Description
The tank is triangular in plan, with rounded corners, and has a perimeter dimension of approximately 180 metres.
It has remnants of a intake channel in one corner. At the time of surveying in September 2000, the tank was dry.
Between the tank and the roadway, there are the ruins of a timber-framed standpipe. The remains consist of two
timber log posts, each 2.1 metres high with a bolt-fixed perpendicular cross-piece, 1.1 metres in length, and 80mm
by 130mm in section. When this site was previously surveyed in October 1998, there was a metal horse trough
alongside the ruinous tank stand, the manufacturer being identified as C F Sewell, engineer and machinist, of
Cross Street West, Footscray. Since then, the trough has been removed or destroyed. A patch of rust-stained
ground indicates the former location of the trough; it measures 800mm wide by 3000mm long.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2
7.1
11.1

Stock and domestic water supply
Tracks and roads
Sheep and cattle

Australian Heritage Commission
3.3
3.15

Exploiting natural resources
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure

Significance
Freeland’s Tank, on the Possum Flat Road at Natya, is of local historic significance. It is an intact and
representative example of the type of water storage receptacles which were established in gazetted ‘Water
Reserves’ along major transport routes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The tank thus represents
an early attempt to obtain and conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive development of
channels and irrigation pumps. This tank is one of few in the municipality which still retain the accoutrements of
a horse trough and stand pipe. Comparable structures survive at Bryden’s Tank, at Annuello (HO1)
References
Department of Lands and Survey. Parish Plan ‘Mallee Allotments’, County of Tatchera.
S Wilkins. Back to Natya. 1986
Recommendations
The interpretation of this site would be greatly enhanced if the ruinous standpipe was reconstructed, and the
missing horse trough reinstated. A sign should be erected to identify the site as Freeland’s Tank.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Ruins

Reference No.

- (N1)

Former Name

-

Grade

-

Address

Natya

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

035.292 Weimby

Ownership

Private

DEMOLISHED

Andrew Ward photograph, 1998

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
Andrew Ward noted that this site was demolished following his initial survey in 1998.
Description
No evidence remains of this building.
Thematic Context
N/A
Significance
This site is of no heritage significance.
References
N/A
Recommendations
The site is not recommended for heritage overlay protection.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Norfolk Island pine trees

Reference No.

HO62 (SH62)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

CA10, McAlpines Road, Nyah

Construction Date

Post-1923

Map Reference

155.050 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage should be preserved to maintain the setting of the trees,
nominally the dimension of the canopy overhang plus a nominal ten
metres, and also extending to the roadway.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An early parish plan of the Nyah area indicates that CA10, a 10-acre allotment on the north side of McAlpines
Road, was granted to H Revill on 10 December 1923, presumably as part of the Soldier Settlement Scheme. The
existing farmhouse on the property appears to date from that time. The driveway was originally lined with rows of
Canary Island date palms. All but four of these trees were later removed, and two rows of Norfolk Island pine trees
were planted in their place.
Description
The stand of twenty-five Norfolk Island pine trees comprises two rows, 12 and 13 trees respectively, which line the
east and west sides of a driveway to a farmhouse. The two rows are approximately 6 metres apart, and the trees are
planted at 6 metre centres. There are two pairs of Canary Island date palm trees at the northern end of the stand.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
Australian Heritage Commission
1.2 Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
1.4 Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
Significance
The stand of Norfolk Island Pines off McAlpine Road, Nyah, is of local historic and scientific (botanical)
significance. They are fine and well-established examples of their species, and remains as a prominent landmark
element in the area, visible from the Murray Valley Highway.
References
Information provided by Grace Willoughby, June 2001.
Recommendations
Given their prominent position in relation to the driveway, the trees should be inspected on an annual basis by a
qualified arboriculturalist to assess dead wood and branch stability.
Identified By
Swan Hill Council, November 2000.
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Current Name

Two Bays Homestead and former nursery

Reference No.

HO63 (Ny4)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Nyah

Construction Date

1915

Map Reference

163.035 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
ü

RNE
Planning Scheme (HO7)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
In 1910, irrigation was provided to the Nyah district by the State Rivers & Water Supply Commission. Many saw
the potential for horticultural development in the area, including brothers George and Charles Griffith, of Griffiths
Tea fame. The brothers operated the Two Bays nursery at Somerville on the Mornington Peninsula, so-named
because both Western Port and Port Phillip Bays could be seen from it. The Griffith brothers realised the warmer
climate at Nyah would be suitable for propagation and grafting of citrus trees , and established a branch nursery
there in 1911.
The nursery at Nyah, covering 141 acres [56.4 hectares], was initially managed by Charles Griffith, who erected
the homestead for his own use in 1915. Two years later, the brothers employed Ray Eyles,a nurseryman from
Sydney, to oversee operations at Nyah. Eyles and his family moved into the homestead and Charles Griffith
returned to Somerville. Eyles eventually purchased the property from the Griffiths brothers in 1924, continuing to
propagate and export young citrus fruits and deciduous trees overseas. Mrs Eyles was active in the local Church of
England and held numerous garden parties and fetes at the homestead.
The estate was gradually subdivided during the inter-War years, and was reduced to 48 acres [19.4 hectares] by
1935, when the Eyles family sold the property to Tom Holmes. In 1954, it was acquired by the Clissold family,
who sold off additional land, including the sites of the present service station, telephone exchange and swimming
pool.
Description
The Two Bays homestead is a large single-storey weatherboard house on a rectangular plan, with a gambrel roof
clad in corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by two roughcast rendered chimneys. There are projecting
gabled bays at the extreme ends of the front and side elevations, with a return verandah extending between. These
bays half-timbered gable end, and timber-framed double-hung sash windows. The verandah, which has a timber
floor, board-lined ceiling and timber posts with curved brackets, shelters a central entrance with a pair of halfglazed timber doors surmounted by a rectangular fanlight, and flanked by tripartite multi-paned double-hung
windows, also with fanlights.
At the corner of the Murray Valley Highway and the Nyah West Road, in front of the service station, is a stand of
large eucalypt trees of considerable age. These are associated with the original boundary of the Two Bays nursery
and homestead.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3
11.4

Closer Settlement
Horticulture

Australian Heritage Commission
3.4
3.8

Developing primary production
Farming for export under Australian conditions

Significance
The Two Bays homestead, on the Murray Valley Highway at Nyah, is of local historic and aesthetic significance.
Erected in 1915, the house demonstrates an early phase of settlement in the Nyah area following the opening of
irrigation by the SR&WSC in the early twentieth century. The house retains associations with its original owners,
Charles and George Griffiths, prominent nurserymen from the Mornington Peninsula, who established an
important citrus nursery at Nyah in 1911. Aesthetically, the house is a particularly fine and intact example of a
substantial inter-War bungalow-style house.
References
G Willoughby. On “this Bend” of the River. pp 75-76.
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Additional information provided by Grace Willoughby, June 2001.
Recommendations
Retain original elements.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 January 1999.
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Current Name

Concrete basin

Reference No.

HO64 (Ny3)

Former Name

First Nyah Irrigation Scheme (remnant site)

Grade

B

Address

Murray Valley Highway (cnr Monash Ave), Nyah Construction Date

1898

Map Reference

163.037 Nyah

Swan Hill Council

Ownership

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

ü Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage of a nominal twenty metres should be maintained to all
sides of the structure, extending south and east to the edge of the
respective roadways in order to maintain a view.

VHR
ü

RNE
Planning Scheme (HO6)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The concrete basin on the corner of the Murray Valley Highway and Monash Avenue is a remnant of the First
Nyah Irrigation Scheme, laid out from 1898. The ambitious scheme was the brainchild of local resident James
Thwaites who, along with six other early settlers, decided to embark on a private irrigation venture when
government assistance did not materialise. He proposed to obtain a water diversion licence to use floodwater from
the Murray River. To this effect, a 400-metre channel was constructed along the low-lying land near the river,
connecting with an redgum-lined tunnel, 180 metres long, extending deep into the hillside. From there, water was
raised up 22 metres to the surface by means of a self-acting pump, powered by a steam boiler at ground level. The
water filled a concrete basin located on Thwaite’s property, from where it was distributed, by means of a channel,
to the farms of the seven early settlers. The basin was later moved from to its present location, only a short
distance from its original site, for retention as an historic element.
Description
The concrete basin on the corner of the Murray Valley Highway and Monash Avenue is circular in plan, with a
diameter of approximately three metres. The side walls are 350 mm thick, raising up approximately 760 mm from
ground level, while the basin itself is 600mm deep. The basin is in poor condition, with severe cracking to the
base and walls.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.3
9.1

Irrigation
Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.3
3.10
3.15
3.16

Exploiting natural resources
Altering the environment for economic development
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Inventing devices to cope with special Australian problems

Significance
The concrete basin on the corner of the Murray Valley Highway and Monash Avenue, Nyah, is of local historic
and scientific (technological) significance. Erected in 1898 as part of the first Nyah Irrigation Scheme, the basin
provides evidence of the ingenuity of local farmers in the earliest days of the town’s settlement. It demonstrates an
early (if ultimately unsuccessful) irrigation project prior to the erection of the SR&WSC pumphouse in 1910, and
is thus associated with ongoing attempts to provide water to rural properties, which has been a recurring theme in
the history of the Mallee district.
References
Interpretative signage provided at site.
Recommendations
The intrusive overgrown foliage should be removed to allow the basin to be more obvious from the street.
Basic maintenance should to undertaken to prevent further deterioration.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Nyah District Memorial Hall

Reference No.

HO65 (Ny1)

Former Name

Nyah Public Hall

Grade

B

Address

Murray Valley Highway (Hill Street), Nyah

Construction Date

1922-23

Map Reference

163.052 Nyah

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the building in order to preserve its setting, extending further east in
towards the road in order enhance its prominent position in the
streetscape.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The present Nyah District Memorial Hall was erected in 1923 to replace an earlier hall on the same site, which
was one of two public halls erected in the mid-1890s soon after the establishment of the town under the Village
Settlement and Homestead Association Scheme. Known as the ‘Top Hall’, it was intended as a Public Institute
and reading room, while the corresponding ‘Bottom Hall’, located elsewhere, functioned as a Mechanics’ Institute.
The Top Hall was used as the Nyah state school until a purpose-built school was built in 1912. By the late teens,
the hall was in poor condition, and it was decided to erect the present building at the rear. The new hall was
designed in 1922 by the then recently-formed Melbourne architectural firm of Stephenson & Meldrum. Founded
by (Sir) Arthur Stephenson and Percy Meldrum, the partnership became one of Australia’s largest, most successful
and most distinguished architectural firms. The same architects also designed the memorial hall at Healesville
around the same time.1
On completion of the new hall, the old Top Hall was relocated to a farm property, and has since disappeared. The
Bottom Hall, which operated as an RSL Hall in the 1920s, was later relocated to Vinifera, and later still to Swan
Hill. The new hall was (and still is) used for countless community and social activities, and even had an adjacent
open-air theatre which was planned to be used on New year’s Night, 1923.2 In 1948, it was re-named the Nyah
District Memorial Hall.
Description
The Nyah District Memorial Hall comprises a large rectangular hall with a projecting front porch, and a partly
detached side wing, containing a supper room. All three parts have gabled roofs, clad in corrugated galvanised
steels, with plain timber bargeboards, and walls clad in ripple iron. The stage, at the rear of the hall, and the
kitchen, at the rear of the supper room, have skillion roofs. The front porch has a central recessed entrance, with
timber doors, flanked by small square multi-paned windows with moulded timber architraves. Each sides of the
hall has five multi-paned awning sash windows, while the supper room has plain double-hung sash windows.
Internally, the hall has a canted ceiling, lined with masonite, with exposed timber trusses and star-shaped vents.
There is a polished timber floor, with pew-like timber seating around the perimeter. The walls are clad with ripple
iron to dado height, and strapped masonite above. The stage, at the far end, has a splayed proscenium.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.5
13.7

Halls
Leisure

Australian Heritage Commission
6.1
8.1

Forming associations, libraries and institutes for self-education
Organising recreation

Significance
The Nyah District Memorial Hall is of local historic and social significance, and considerable aesthetic
significance. Erected in 1922 to replace an earlier hall, it demonstrates an expansion of community facilities in the
Soldier Settlement period, a significant phase in the development of the Mallee region. For over 70 years, it has
been an important focus for community activity and social events. Aesthetically, it is a representative and
particularly intact example of its type, further distinguished as a very early work of the important Melbourne
architectural firm of Stephenson & Meldrum.

1
2

Miles Lewis (ed). Australian Architectural Index. s.v. Stephenson & Meldrum.
Information provided by Grace Willoughby, June 2001.
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References
P Baragwanath & J Hodgson. ‘An Inventory of Mechanics’ Institutes in Victoria’. Unpublished report, 1998.
p.773.
Recommendations
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the hall retains its community function. In the event of adaptation,
the original form of the hall space should be retained, without the addition of permanent partitioning or
mezzanines.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Ficus macrophylla (Moreton Bay figs)

Reference No.

HO66 (Ny6)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

front, 1 River Street, Nyah

Construction Date

Between 1934 and 1950

Map Reference

168.047 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage should be maintained, nominally the dimensions of the
respective canopy spreads of the two trees, plus a nominal five
metres, to provide a setting for them.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The exact date of these trees has not been established, although it is known that the were not planted before 1934.
Long-time residents of Nyah recall the two trees being well-established, although of different sizes, by 1950.
Description
The trees comprise a pair of Moreton Bay figs (Ficus macrophylla). They are of similar dimension in height,
although the tree to the south side has a slightly more slender trunk, measuring 6 metres in circumference
compared to the larger tree’s 8 metre circumference.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
Australian Heritage Commission
1.2
1.4

Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia

Significance
The Moreton Bay fig trees outside No 1 River Road, Nyah, are of scientific (botanical) significance. They are fine
examples of their species, and remain as distinctive landmarks on this prominent corner site.
References
Information provided by Grace Willoughby, 1 November 2000 and June 2001.
Recommendations
The tree should have an initial inspection by a qualified arboriculturalist to remove dead wood, thin rubbing
branches and assess ground conditions under the trees, i.e. compaction.
Canopy should be maintained at a suitable height so as to avoid damage from large vehicles.
Aerate and mulch under canopy. The growth of shrubs and plant material under the canopy area should be
limited.
Care should be taken not to disturb the roots in relation to any civil works.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO67 (Ny7)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

3 River Street, Nyah

Construction Date

c.1920

Map Reference

168.047 Nyah

Ownership

1920s
Private

Survey Date August 2000

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The certificate of title for this site indicates that it was transferred to Frederick Henry Carter, a motor mechanic, on
17 July 1920. Electoral rolls confirm Frederick Carter, identified as a ‘garage proprietor’, and his wife Harriet
were still living in Nyah as late as 1925, although no street address is listed.
The property title was transferred to Mary Anne Murnane, married woman, on 17 November 1923. This change of
ownership is not reflected in the electoral rolls until 1926, when Mary Ann Murnane, now identified as a
confectioner, was first listed as the occupant of a house at River Street, Nyah. According to the current owner, Mrs
Murnane operated her retail business from the front room of the house, taking advantage of her close proximity to
the punt which operated nearby (qv HO69) in the 1920s and ‘30s. Electoral rolls confirm that Murnane was still at
the address in the 1940s and 1950s, during which time her occupation was given as ‘home duties’.
Description
The house at 3 River Street is a single-storey inter-War roughcast-rendered brick house with a hipped roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel. the asymmetrical street frontage has a projecting room at the south end, and a return
verandah extending across the façade and around the north elevation. The verandah has a concrete floor, and a
row of tapered pillars on rendered piers, supporting the skillion roof. Part of the verandah to the north elevation
has been infilled with weatherboard and cement sheeting, with an aluminium-framed sliding sash window. A pair
of timber-framed double-hung sash windows overlook the front verandah. The projecting room, which has been
re-clad with vertical timber boards, has a large modern aluminium-framed sliding sash window with a retractable
metal awning above.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.3
9.2

The River Trade
Building of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.18
5.6
8.12

Marketing and retailing
Working in the home
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The house at 3 River Street, Nyah, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in the early 1920s, it
demonstrates an early phase of settlement in the town, which, while founded in 1893, did not develop fully until
Soldier Settlement in the wake of the First World War. Reputedly operated as a confectioner’s store in the 1920s
and 30s, the building also provides evidence of retail activity in the vicinity of the long-defunct punt.
Aesthetically, the house is a somewhat altered but representative example of an inter-War bungalow.
References
Information and Certificate of Title, provided by current owner.
Victorian Electoral Rolls.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Nyah Historic Pumphouse

Reference No.

HO68 (Ny2)

Former Name

SR&WSC Pumping Station

Grade

B

Address

River Street (corner Church Road), Nyah

Construction Date

1910

Map Reference

167.052 Nyah

Ownership

Goulburn Murray Water

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Recommended

Heritage Listings

ü

ü

ü

ü

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

VHR
RNE
No. 018361 (Indicative place)

Planning Scheme (HO5)
National Trust (Vic)
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History
During the early twentieth century there was a push by the Victorian Government to increase the area of land
usable for types of intensive agriculture and hence attain an economic yield otherwise impossible in regions with
relatively low-rainfall. The prime solution was the opening up significant tracts of land in the Murray Valley for
irrigation. Pumping stations located along major watercourses like the Murray were used to distribute water along
earthen or concrete channels accessed by the land holdings.1
The then State Rivers and Water Supply Commission (SR&WSC), commenced its second irrigation scheme in the
Nyah area during 1906-07. It was established under the Water Act 1905, introduced by the then Minister of Water
Supply George Swinburne, and its first Chairman was Stuart Murray who commenced on 1 May 1906. All
landholders within the 1,000 hectares (2,500 acres) to be covered by this irrigation scheme had to surrender leases.
The Nyah Closer Settlement was one of two such estates which opened in 1909, the other being at Merbein near
Mildura.2
Tenders were called by the SR & WSC for the earthworks of the first channel in the Nyah area on 9 April, 1909.
The pumping station was officially commissioned on 10 May 1910. The contract for the pump’s auxiliary and
electric lighting was let to Messrs A G Weymouth, of Richmond. He used the detailed designs of A E Mitchell
who invented the ‘Michell’ thrust bearings enabling the construction of hydroelectric power stations later in the
twentieth century but these were not used for the Nyah pumping station.3 The boiler plant was manufactured by
the Thompson and Co. (Castlemaine) iron foundry which has been operating there since the late nineteenth
century. They manufactured the boilers for 40 locomotives for the then Victorian Railways during 1914-16.4
During the next few decades the SR and WSC took advantage of technological advancements that related to water
pumping. A second Michell pumping unit was installed in 1922 but both units were replaced in 1940 by a single
Bellis and Marcom steam engine that was previously at Merbein. It had about twice the pumping capacity of the
two previous pumps combined and a higher pump house and boiler room was erected to accommodate it. To
increase pumping output during extremely hot weather a diesel unit was installed in the original pump house. In
1965 five small electric-powered units were installed to replace the Bellis and Marcom steam unit. These were
mounted vertically to save space and were the first to be used by the SR & WSC with mechanisms able to be
activated to maintain desired water levels in channels irrespective of demand. These units were still in use during
1993.5
Description
The SR&WSC Pumping Station consists of two adjacent buildings, of composite (steel and timber) construction,
clad entirely in corrugated galvanised steel. The larger of the two, situated on the left, is a double-storey building
on an L-shaped plan, with separate gabled roofs. A single-storey L-shaped wing, with a steep skillion roof,
extends across the front and side elevations. The building has row of multi-paned steel-framed fixed sash windows
to all sides. There are standard doorways, with ledged and braced timber doors, to the side elevation, and a wide
vehicular entry, with a steel roller door, to the rear.
The second building is single-storey, on a square plan, with a parallel pair of gabled roofs. A return verandah
(apparently a modern reconstruction) extends around the front and side elevations, having a skillion roof supported
on square timber posts with diagonal struts, and herringbone brick paving. There are large viewing windows to
the south and west sides, with expanded metal grilles, and timber-framed double-hung sash windows to the north
side. The east elevation, to the river, has two large doorways, each with a pair of sliding ledged-and-braced timber
doors, and a steel-framed gantry system above.

1
2
3
4
5

G Willougby. On this Bend of the River. p.25
J Powell. Watering the Garden State pp.152-53
G Willougby. On this Bend of the River. p.26
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. p.234
G Willougby. On this Bend of the River. p.26
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Internally, the smaller building has a grid of stop-chamfered timber posts which support the exposed roof structure
of universal beams, inscribed FRODINGHAM IRON AND STEEL CO, ENGLAND. The walls are lined with ripple
iron. The concrete slab floor is sunken, forming a half-basement level where there are several vintage pumps,
bearing the name of the manufacturers, Thompson & Co of Castlemaine.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.3
10.3

Irrigation
Droughts

Australian Heritage Commission
3.3
3.16

Exploiting natural resources
Inventing devices to cope with special Australian problems

Significance
The former SR&WSC pumphouse at River Road, Nyah, is of local historical and scientific (technological)
significance. Erected in 1910 as part of a substantial irrigation project to serve the Nyah district, the pumphouse is
associated with a significant phase in the development of agricultural activity in the area. Moreover, it provides
evidence of the ongoing attempts to deal with the provision of water, which has been a recurring theme throughout
the history of the Mallee region. The original pumps, which made use of Mitchell Thrust Bearings to enable
extraordinary pumping efficiency, and were considered to be the finest of their kind at the time, are of considerable
technological significance.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62.
J Powell. Watering the Garden State.
G Willougby. On this Bend of the River.
Recommendations
The smaller building, containing the Thompson pumps, should be secured to prevent vandalism.
The site should be interpreted.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Boat ramp

Reference No.

HO69 (Ny8)

Former Name

Punt site

Grade

C

Address

River Street, Nyah

Construction Date

1919

Map Reference

168.053 Nyah

Ownership

DNRE

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Condition
Good

ü Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

A curtilage should be maintained, nominally fifty metres to each
side of the present-day paved boat ramp, and extending across the
river to the corresponding former punt site on the opposite bank.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
During the first half of the twentieth century there was ongoing pressure from rural communities like the Murray
Valley for improved transportation links like roads, railways and bridges. Nevertheless, government funding did
not always allow the most desirable outcomes, interim measures like punts across rivers were sometimes instituted.
In 1915 members of the Nyah community stated the case for a punt across the Murray River to visiting Victorian
Cabinet Ministers, but it did not enter service until Easter, 1919. It remained in service until the present Nyah
Bridge opened on 17 July 1941.
Description
Little evidence remains of the punt site. On the southern bank, its location is marked by a modern boat ramp,
consisting of a paved roadway, approximately four metres wide and thirty metres long, that slopes down towards
the river. On the north bank of the river, no evidence remains of the punt site save for a clearing in the scrub.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.1
7.3
9.1

Tracks and road
The River Trade
Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.7
4.2

Moving goods and people
Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)

Significance
The punt site, off River Street in Nyah West, is of local historic interest. Although little physical fabric survives,
the site, as marked by the existing boat ramp, provides evidence of an important mode of transport from the
earliest years of settlement in Nyah until the onset of the Second World War.
References
Nyah District Centenary Committee. On this Bend of the River. pp.45, 105.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted. Signage, including a historic photograph of punts in action, would be appropriate.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Memorial Gates (Nyah Recreation Reserve)

Reference No.

HO70 (Ny9)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

River Street (opposite Bell Street), Nyah

Construction Date

1927

Map Reference

168.053 Nyah

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained to each
side of the gateway, in order to preserve its setting, to enhance its
landmark qualities in the streetscape, and to its ensure its ongoing
interpretation as a thoroughfare.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Memorial Gates at the Nyah Recreation Reserve were erected in 1927 as a war memorial. Like many towns
throughout Australia in the early 1920s, Nyah sought to find ways to commemorate local men who had been killed
during the First World War. The Nyah Memorial Gates Committee was formed in 1924, with J S Robbins as
president and A E Heyward as Honorary Secretary. Within three years, the committee had raised £250 towards the
cost of the gates, which were designed and constructed by Messrs Hoskins & Co, of Hawthorn, Melbourne. The
gates were unveiled on 5 June 1927 by John Clayton, president of the Dads’ Association. In his speech, Clayton
. . .said he was glad the gates were placed where future generations entering their sports would be
reminded of those who had long since sacrificed their lives for their safety and prosperity to enjoy
pleasures . . He also suggested that the committee once a year gather the children together at the
gates as they had done that day to help them to bear in remembrance those who paid the supreme
sacrifice.
The gates were altered after the Second World War to include the names of those in served in that conflict. A
number of other memorials have been erected in the immediate vicinity of the gates over the years. These include
a small concrete pier to mark the Red Cross Centenary in 1959, and a time capsule to mark the centenary of the
Nyah district in 1993. There are also three cannons, presumably also erected as war memorials.
Description
The memorial gateway consists of three bays, defined by six stone piers on a canted plan. The central bay has a
wide vehicular entry with a pair of wrought iron gates, flanked by matching pedestrian gates, while the angled bays
to either side contain fixed palisade fencing. The piers, of quarry-faced Harcourt granite, comprise a plinth, shaft
and capping with a smooth pyramidal top. The four largest piers, at the centre and ends of the gateway, have an
elongated lozenge panel to the shaft with inscriptions in bronze lettering. The two inner piers list the names of 27
local servicemen who died in the First World War, along with the logo of the AIF. The two outer piers list the
corresponding names for 21 service personnel who served in the Second World War.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.6 The Wars
Australian Heritage Commission
8.8 Remembering the fallen
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
Significance
The Memorial Gates at the Nyah Recreation Reserve, in River Street, Nyah, are of local historic and aesthetic
significance. Erected as a war memorial in 1927, the gates are an important focus for the collective remembrance
of historic and recent conflicts, and the local people who served in them. This has special significance to Nyah as
a town with strong associations with Soldier Settlement in the 1920s. Aesthetically, the gates are a distinctive
historic element in the park landscape.
References
‘Nyah Memorial Gates’. Swan Hill Guardian. 9 June 1927.
Recommendations
A policy should be implemented regarding the installation of memorials in the vicinity of the gates, to prevent a
cluttered appearance.
The gates should remain unobstructed and in serviceable condition so that they can be interpreted as an entrance.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
Current Name

-

Reference No.

- (Ny5a)

Former Name

Nyah State School No 3263

Grade

-

Address

School Hill Road, Nyah

Construction Date

1912

Map Reference

164.053 Nyah

Ownership

Ministry of Education

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

ü Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Nyah State School was established in 1896, when classes commenced in the so-called ‘Top Hall’, one of two
public halls erected soon after the establishment of the town under the Village Settlement and Homestead
Association Scheme. A purpose-built schoolhouse was erected on the present site in 1912. It had been thrice
extended by the late 1960s.
The school closed in the late 1990s, and the buildings were subsequently demolished.
Description
With the exception of some remnant concrete pathways and foundations, no fabric remains of the former Nyah
State School.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.3

Schools

Australian Heritage Commission
6.2
6.5

Establishing schools
Educating people in remote places

Significance
The former Nyah State School site, in School Hill Road, Nyah, is of no heritage significance.
The Aboriginal burial ground is of some historic interest.
References
Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation.
Recommendations
The site is not recommended for heritage overlay protection. Following the precedent of the sites of demolished
schools at Vinifera, Bannerton, Tudor, Narrung and elsewhere in the municipality, the site of the former Nyah
State School should be marked by a concrete plinth with a metal plaque, or similar interpretative marker.
The Aboriginal burial ground should be interpreted eg. by means of signage.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Explorer’s Cairn and Aboriginal burial site

Reference No.

HO71 (Ny5b)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

School Hill Road, Nyah

Construction Date

1930

Map Reference

164.053 Nyah

Ownership

Ministry of Education

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A sufficient curtilage, nominally twenty metres all round, should be
maintained to preserve the view of the memorial from the road. If
the memorial is relocated, a similar curtilage should also be
maintained in its new location.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The so-called ‘Explorer’s Cairn’ was erected in the grounds of the Nyah State School in 1930. It was part of an
ambitious project, instigated by the Victorian Historical Memorials Committee in the late 1920s, to mark the
Murray River expedition of explorer Charles Sturt, which had taken place exactly one hundred years earlier. To
mark the centenary, a string of monuments were erected in towns in Victoria and New South Wales through which
Sturt had passed, including Gundagai, Narrandera, Wagga Wagga, Mulwala, Cobram, Red Cliffs and Mildura.
The monuments were systematically unveiled by Sir James Barnett, president of the Victorian Historical Society,
over several weeks in January 1930. The cairn at Nyah, erected by a local committee and unveiled on the 11th of
that month, was described as ‘a handsome and substantial memorial of stone from near Lake Boga, faced with
granite, located in the schoolyard’. In addition to Sturt, it also commemorated others who had passed through the
district in the 1830s and ‘40s, including the Beveridge brothers, who built the Tyntynder Homestead. (HO6)
Also in the grounds of the former Nyah School is an Aboriginal burial ground, reportedly associated with a
massacre. The site was fenced off by the school in 1914 and planted with cacti.1
Description
The Memorial Cairn is the only remaining structure in the former school site. It is a tapered pillar of granite
rubble, on a stepped concrete base. A rectangular bronze plaque on the face bears the following inscription:
THE PIONEERS / EXPLORER / MAJOR MITCHELL / 19 JUNE 1836 / OVERLANDERS / JOSEPH HAWDON –
FEB / EDWARD JOHN EYRE – MAY / CAPT CHARLES STURT – JUN / 1838 / SETTLERS / BEVERIDGE
BROTHERS / 1846

The Aboriginal burial ground is fenced off and marked by cacti.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
2.0 European exploration
3.1 Pastoral landscape
Australian Heritage Commission
3.2 Surveying the continent and assessing its potential
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
Significance
The Memorial Cairn, located in the grounds of the former Nyah State School on School Hill Road, Nyah, is of
regional historic significance. It was one of numerous memorials erected by a special committee in 1929-30 to
mark the expedition of Charles Sturt along the Murray River in 1829-30. These memorials, which stretch from
Mulwala to Mildura, collectively provide evidence of this historic exploration route.
The Aboriginal burial ground is of local historic interest. It provides significant evidence of native occupation of
the Nyah area prior to, and in the early days of, European settlement.
References
Swan Hill Guardian. 9 January 1930.
‘The Sturt Centenary’. Victorian Historical Magazine. February 1931. pp 1-6.

1
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Recommendations
Pending the possible redevelopment or subdivision of the former school site, the memorial cairn could be relocated
elsewhere in the town, preferably in a prominent and nearby location along the Murray Valley Highway.
Interpretation could be improved to place the cairn in the context of the other Sturt memorials in other towns along
the Murray, eg by the use of a map.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO72 (NW7a)

Former Name

Departmental Residence

Grade

C

Address

48 Birdwood Avenue, Nyah West

Construction Date

c.1915

Map Reference

a Road, Nyah West
139.032 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
From the commencement of railways until at least the 1960s, the Railway Department often provided houses, for
railway workers such as gangers and gatekeepers who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were officially referred to as ‘Departmental Residences’, and were generally situated
adjacent to country railway stations.
During the first two decades of the twentieth century rail lines were being constructed in various parts of the
Mallee to facilitate the efficient movement of passengers and freight, especially grain. The Swan Hill to Nyah
Railway was opened on 27 May 1915 and the former departmental residence was probably constructed when the
line opened but there is no definite conformation of this.
Description
The former Departmental Residence at 48 Birdwood Avenue is a single-storey double-fronted weatherboard cottage
with a gambrel roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a painted brick chimney. The symmetrical
façade has a skillion verandah supported on stop-chamfered timber posts, with a timber paling fringe at each end,
and has a central doorway flanked by large aluminium-framed sash windows. The side walls retain original
timber-framed double-hung sash windows.
The timber-framed pergola at the property line is not original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4
9.1

Railways
Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.7
5.2
8.12

Moving goods and people
Organising workers and work places
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The former Departmental Residence at 48 Birdwood Avenue, Nyah West, is of local historical significance. The
house is associated with the laying out of the railway line in the early 1910s, and thus provides evidence of a
significant phase in the early development of the town. Built as accommodation for railway personnel, the house
demonstrates an unusual (and now obsolete) aspect of railway employment. The surviving row of near-identical
Departmental Residences in Birdwood Avenue strengthens these associations, and provides a contextual setting
which reinforces the collective value of the individual buildings.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandahs) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The house could be interpreted, in conjunction with the neighbouring properties.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO73 (NW7b)

Former Name

Departmental Residence

Grade

C

Address

50 Birdwood Avenue, Nyah West

Construction Date

c.1915

Map Reference

a Road, Nyah West
139.032 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
From the commencement of railways until at least the 1960s, the Railway Department often provided houses, for
railway workers such as gangers and gatekeepers who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally situated adjacent
to country railway stations.
During the first two decades of the twentieth century rail lines were being constructed in various parts of the
Mallee in order to facilitate the efficient movement of passengers and freight, especially grain. The Swan Hill to
Nyah Railway was opened on 27 May 1915 and the former departmental residence was probably constructed when
the line opened but there is no definite conformation of this.
Description
The former Departmental Residence at 50 Birdwood Avenue is a single-storey double-fronted weatherboard cottage
with a gambrel roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, without a chimney. The symmetrical façade has a skillion
verandah supported on stop-chamfered timber posts, with a timber paling valence at each end, and has a central
doorway flanked by large aluminium-framed sliding sash windows. The side walls of the house have been re-clad
with cement sheet planks. There are skillion-roofed additions to the side and rear.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4
9.1

Railways
Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.7
5.2
8.12

Moving goods and people
Organising workers and work places
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The former Departmental Residence at 50 Birdwood Avenue, Nyah West, is of local historical significance. The
house is associated with the laying out of the railway line in the early 1910s, and thus provides evidence of a
significant phase in the early development of the town. Built as accommodation for railway personnel, the house
demonstrates an unusual (and now obsolete) aspect of railway employment. The surviving row of near-identical
Departmental Residences in Birdwood Avenue strengthens these associations, and provides a contextual setting
which reinforces the collective value of the individual buildings.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandahs) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The house could be interpreted, in conjunction with the neighbouring properties.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO74 (NW7c)

Former Name

Departmental Residence

Grade

C

Address

52 Birdwood Avenue, Nyah West

Construction Date

c.1915

Map Reference

a Road, Nyah West
139.032 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
From the commencement of railways until at least the 1960s, the Railway Department often provided houses, for
railway workers such as gangers and gatekeepers who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally situated adjacent
to country railway stations.
During the first two decades of the twentieth century rail lines were being constructed in various parts of the
Mallee in order to facilitate the efficient movement of passengers and freight, especially grain. The Swan Hill to
Nyah Railway was opened on 27 May 1915 and the former departmental residence was probably constructed when
the line opened but there is no definite conformation of this.
Description
The former Departmental Residence at 52 Birdwood Avenue is a single-storey double-fronted weatherboard cottage
with a gambrel roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a red brick chimney with corbelled cap. The
symmetrical façade has a skillion verandah supported on stop-chamfered timber posts, with a timber paling
valence at each end. The verandah floor has been re-surfaced, and a concrete ramp constructed. The central
doorway, containing a four-pane timber door, is flanked by timber-framed double-hung multi-paned sash windows
with moulded architraves. An identical window to the side elevation has a sloping ripple-iron window hood
supported on timber brackets.
The front fence, with timber posts, woven wire, and cyclone gates, is early if not original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4
9.1

Railways
Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.7
5.2
8.12

Moving goods and people
Organising workers and work places
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The former Departmental Residence at 52 Birdwood Avenue, Nyah West, is of local historical significance. The
house is associated with the laying out of the railway line in the early 1910s, and thus provides evidence of a
significant phase in the early development of the town. Built as accommodation for railway personnel, the house
demonstrates an unusual (and now obsolete) aspect of railway employment. The surviving row of near-identical
Departmental Residences in Birdwood Avenue strengthens these associations, and provides a contextual setting
which reinforces the collective value of the individual buildings.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandahs) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The house could be interpreted, in conjunction with the neighbouring properties.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO75 (NW6)

Former Name

Public Hall

Grade

B

Address

14 Lloyd Street, Nyah West

Construction Date

1921

Map Reference

135.033, Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
During 1919 the decision was made to erect a public hall at Nyah West and the decision to purchase the land for it
was made at a meeting held at the Dower Bros business premises on 19 June 1919 and Dower Bros was
subsequently awarded the building contract. The former Nyah West Public Hall was opened on 10 August 1921
and a Grand Ball marked the occasion. During the inter-War period silent films were often shown in the hall, the
first being in September 1921. The trade name of this cinema was Victory Pictures. The hall was also used for
other activities like dances and Girl Guide meetings. There is no information on when it ceased to function as a
public hall. Between c.1990-92 Tom Lockart operated a second-hand dealership in the former hall until his death.
Andrew Owie, the owner since c.1992, is undertaking some restoration work on the building
Description
The former Liberty Picture Theatre is a single-storey mass-concrete building, with a red brick addition to one side,
and a concrete block addition to the rear. The main building, T-shaped in plan, has a longitudinal gambrel roof,
clad in corrugated galvanised steel, and penetrated by cylindrical vents. The Lloyd Street frontage has a prominent
gable end, infilled with corrugated galvanised steel, flanked by smaller hipped roofs to the side pavilions. The
facade is divided by buttresses into bays; with an off-centre entrance flanked by large square windows with plain
timber architraves. To the left side of the façade is the brick addition, which has a separate hipped roof, elongated
steel-framed sash windows, and a flat-roofed projecting brick porch.
The side elevations of the theatre are similarly divided by buttresses, each bay having a large square hopper-sash
window. Most of these windows are concealed by Masonite hoarding, although in some cases, an internal timber
fretwork screen is exposed. The addition at the rear of the theatre forms an entry lobby. It is of concrete block
construction with stepped parapet concealing the shallow hipped roof. The facade has a central doorway, now
concealed by metal hoarding, flanked by timber-framed glazed display cases, all surmounted by a cantilever
awning with pressed metal lining.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.5
13.7

Halls
Leisure

Australian Heritage Committee
3.20
8.1

Entertaining for profit
Organising recreation

Significance
The Nyah West Public Hall at 14 Lloyd Street, Nyah West, is of historical and social significance and scientific
(technological) interest. Erected in 1921, the building is associated with an early phase of settlement in the town,
and provides evidence of early social and recreational activity during Nyah West’s formative inter-War period.
The building is of interest as one of a small number of mass-concrete buildings erected in the area in the early
twentieth century, when concrete was freely available due to the erection of channels by the SW&RSC at the time.
References
G Willoughby. On this Bend of the River. pp.86-87.
Verbal information and Letter dated 1 November 2000 by G Willoughby.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration. The building should be secured to prevent damage
and vandalism.
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The building could conceivably be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function, such as a local
history museum, visitor information centre, antique shop or any other commercial or retail use. However, it would
be desirable to retain as such original fabric as possible, especially where this provides evidence of the original
function. The original form of the main hall space should be retained intact without the installation of permanent
partitions or mezzanines.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Nyah West Post Office

Reference No.

HO76 (NW3)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

19 Lloyd Street, Nyah West

Construction Date

1926

Map Reference

132.036 Nyah

Ownership

Government

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The Nyah West Post Office opened in September 1926. The new building included a telephone exchange, mail
room, a suite of offices, and no fewer than 286 private post office boxes. Electrical fittings were also installed in
anticipation of the extension of power supply to Nyah West from the then soon-to-be-completed power station at
Swan Hill. The modernity of the new post office was praised thus in the pages of the Swan Hill Guardian
Nyah West is to be congratulated on having erected so imposing a building and so thoroughly equipped
in all that is modern for a country post office, and no doubt with the development taking place in that
district the Postal department will be fully warranted in having provided well for the future in the large
building and suite of offices attached. . . . Though a smaller office, it is considerably better in modernity
than the post office at Swan Hill or any post office in the wide district of the north.
In more recent decades, the demands of the Post Office have reduced considerably. Changes made to the building
include the reduction in the number of private boxes, the in-filling of one of the original porches, and the
conversion of the rear portion of the building into a private residence.
Description
The Nyah West Post Office at 17-19 Lloyd Street is a single-storey rendered brick building with a hipped roof clad
in corrugated galvanised steel. The symmetrical façade has a central bay of three timber-framed double-hung sash
windows, flanked by porches, each of which has a round arched openings with keystone, flanked by rusticated
piers, and a set of bluestone steps. The right porch has been infilled with brickwork; the left porch has a tiled floor
and a pair of timber panelled half-glazed doors, with brass hardware, allowing access within. A moulded
stringcourse forms a frieze below the eaves line, with the words POST OFFICE over the porches, and NYAH WEST
between. Internally, the public area of the Post Office retains strapped plaster ceilings, coved cornices, stopchamfered piers, and the original polished timber (Queensland hoop pine) counter.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2

Building of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.6
4.2
5.4

Establishing lines and networks of communication
Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
Working in offices

Significance
The Nyah West Post Office at 19 Lloyd Street, Nyah West, is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Erected
in 1926 to replace an earlier post office, the building demonstrates the expansion of the town’s public services in
the particularly formative years following the First World War. Aesthetically, it is an intact and representative
example of an inter-War Post office in a somewhat conservative Classical-inspired style, of which numerous
examples were erected in Victoria. The building is a prominent and distinctive element in the historic Lloyd Street
streetscape.
References
Swan Hill Guardian. 20 September 1926.
Recommendations
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the Post Office remains as a public or semi-public building.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Sugar gum (Eucalyptus cladocalyx)

Reference No.

HO77 (NW10)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Monash Ave (cnr Frederick Street), Nyah West

Construction Date

Planted 1934

Map Reference

Road, Nyah West
141.037 Nyah

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage should be maintained corresponding to the dimension of
the tree’s canopy spread (a nominal 15 metres), and extending
further to the respective kerbs edges of the median strip to the
north, couth and west.

VHR
ü

RNE
Planning Scheme (HO15)

ü

National Trust (Vic)

ü

ü

No T773 (local)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The Sugar Gum, or Eucalyptus cladocalyx, is native to South Australia, where it occurs naturally in only four
disjunct localities: the southern Flinders ranges, Kangaroo Island, and two locations on the Eyre Peninsula. As a
cultivated tree, it is quite common in Victoria, particularly in the plain country of the western districts, where it is
often planted along roadways, or to form windbreaks. It typically grows to a height of between 8 and 35 metres.
The huge specimen of Sugar Gum at Nyah West was planted in 1934 by local resident John Syndes, then a
schoolboy, as part of an Arbour Week project involving the local primary school. It has never been pruned.
Description
The Sugar Gum (Eucalyptus cladocalyx) is located on the plantation to the south side of Monash Avenue, at the
intersection with Frederick Street. According to the citation prepared by the National Trust of Australia (Victoria),
the tree is 28 metres high, with a girth of 5.21 metres and a canopy spread of 12.3 metres.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.3

Schools

Australian Heritage Commission
1.2
1.4
8.9

Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia
Commemorating significant events and people

Significance
The Sugar Gum (Eucalyptus cladocalyx) on the roadside plantation at Monash Avenue, Nyah West, is of
considerable scientific (botanical) significance. It is a fine and particularly large example of its species noted for
its three large upright branches which form the crown.
The Sugar Gum (Eucalyptus cladocalyx) is a demonstrative reminder that school children were encouraged to
appreciate the community benefits that could accrue from planting trees long before community awareness of
environmental issues from the 1970s.
References
G Willoughby. On ‘This Bend’ of the River. p.96.
Pers. Com. G Willoughby 30 October 2000.
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). Citation T773.
Leon Costermans. Native Trees and Shrubs of South-eastern Victoria. p.349.
M I H Brooker and D A Kleinig. Field Guide to Eucalypts: Volume 1, South Eastern Australia. p.145.
Recommendations
The tree should be subjected to a thorough assessment by a qualified arborist, including the removal of all dead
wood, and an assessment of branch stability. The cleared area below the canopy should be maintained. Given the
tree’s close proximity to the playground area, such inspections should take place annually.
The site should be interpreted eg by means of signage briefly outlining its history.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

All Saints’ Anglican Church

Reference No.

HO78 (NW9)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

45 Nyah Road, Nyah West

Construction Date

1922

Map Reference

141.037 Nyah

Ownership

Anglican Church

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
Tenders were called for the construction of the All Saints Church on July 7 1921 and was opened on 22 June 1922.
The church was constructed using voluntary labor. and was designed by W H Willoughby, a prolific local carpenter
and building contractor, and one of the pioneer residents of the district (see HO79). The first secretary was George
Willoughby (son of W H Willoughby, see HO80) and the first treasurer was Roy Limon. The church became part
of the Parish of Swan Hill in 1965.
Description
All Saint’s Anglican Church is a rectangular timber building, recently re-clad in faux vinyl weatherboards, with
projecting porches to the front and side, and a sacristy to the rear. Each part has a separate gabled roof, clad in
corrugated galvanised steel, with plain timber bargeboards to the gable ends. The main roof, penetrated by
cylindrical vents at the ridge line, has curved timber eaves brackets, with a Celtic cross at the rear apex and a stopchamfered timber bellcote to the front. The porch has two side entrances, each with a ledged timber door, and a
narrow timber-framed double-hung sash window to the front. Each side of the nave has three similar but wider
windows, all with cusped arched to the upper sash and red flashed glass.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
13.2

Building of towns
Churches

Australian Heritage Commission
8.6
9.6

Worshipping
Mourning the dead

Significance
All Saints Anglican Church, at 45 Nyah Road, Nyah West, is of local historical, social, spiritual and aesthetic
significance. Erected in 1922, it demonstrates the expansion of Nyah West’s facilities during the immediate postWorld War One period, a significant phase in the development of the town. For over seventy years, the church has
been the continuous focus for Anglican worship and associated community activities in the Nyah West area. Its
association with various members of the Willoughby family, prominent local residents and district pioneers, is also
of interest. Aesthetically, it is a largely intact and representative example of an inter-War rural timber church with
tokenistic Gothic Revival detailing.
References
Back to Nyah West Committee, Souvenir Back to Nyah West
G Willoughby. On this Bend of the River.
Recommendations
Retain original external elements including the bellcote and coloured glazed windows.
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the building retains its original public or semi-public function.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO79 (NW4a)

Former Name

W H Willoughby Residence

Grade

C

Address

Pira Road, Nyah West

Construction Date

1913

Map Reference

153.010 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The present house was erected in 1913 by William Henry Willoughby, one of the early pioneers of the Nyah
district. Born in Double Bay in 1860, Willoughby trained as a carpenter and worked initially in Sydney and then
in Melbourne, where he moved in 1889. Four years later, Willoughby selected 107 acres of land at Nyah West,
carrying on his trade as a building contractor and erecting numerous buildings in the district, including a modest
two-roomed drop-log house for himself. Willoughby relocated his business to Mildura in 1903, later taking up
additional land there and establishing an orchard. In 1913, he returned to his original selection in Nyah West and
erected a new house for himself and his large family, replacing the earlier log house. Willoughby had married
Sarah Friend Skinner, late of Bendigo, in 1883, and they subsequently had five sons and three daughters.
The house remains in the ownership of the Willoughby family, with the great-grandson of W H Willoughby now in
residence. In 1993, the family celebrated 100 years of living in Nyah West, and a small plaque was erected in the
grounds of the property to commemorate the occasion.
Description
The W H Willoughby House is a single-storey timber farmhouse with a hipped roof, clad in corrugated galvanised
steel and penetrated by a red brick chimney, with a gable-roofed projecting room the two sides. The external walls
are mostly clad with stained timber weatherboards of a distinctive filleted and beaded profile, except for the
gabled-side rooms, which are clad with corrugated galvanised steel. The symmetrical façade has a central
doorway, containing a panelled timber door, narrow sidelights and a rectangular fanlight, flanked by bay windows
with timber-framed double-hung sashes. Above each of the bay windows are small gablets, penetrating the
bullnosed verandah that extends around three sides of the house, supported on plain timber posts.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3
9.2

Closer Settlement
Building of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
2.5
3.13
3.15
8.12

Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
Developing an Australian engineering and construction industry
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The W H Willoughby house, on Pira Road, Nyah West, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in
1913 by local carpenter W H Willoughby, the house retains important associations with one of the early pioneers in
the district. These associations are strengthened by the fact that the property still remains in the family’s
possession. Aesthetically, the house is a distinctive Victorian-style farmhouse, particularly notable for its
unusually profiled and stained timber weatherboards.
References
Victoria and Riverina. 1931-32. p 286.
Information provided by Mark Willoughby, Nyah West, (Sept 2000) and Grace Willougby, Nyah West (June 2001)
Recommendations
Retain the Willoughby family commemorative plaque that was installed in 1993.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO80 (NW4b)

Former Name

H L Willoughby Residence

Grade

C

Address

Pira Road, Nyah West

Construction Date

1923

Map Reference

153.010 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The present house was erected in early 1923 by Henry Linden Willoughby, second son of William Henry
Willoughby, one of the early pioneers of the Nyah district. The elder Willoughby was born in Double Bay in 1860,
and worked as a carpenter in Sydney and Melbourne before taking up 107 acres at Nyah West in 1893, building a
modest two-roomed drop-log house for himself. He worked in Mildura for a decade from 1903, then returned to
Nyah West where he erected a new house (qv HO79) for his family. In his absence, the property had been
managed by three of his sons, including Henry (born 1886). During that time, the land was prepared for irrigation,
which came through the property in 1910.
Henry Willoughby served in the First World War and returned to Nyah West in 1919. At that time, the property
was subdivided and he became part-owner along with his father. In 1923, Henry married Beatrice Cail and a new
house was built for them, adjacent to the family home.
escription
The H L Willoughby House on Pira Road is a single-storey weatherboard farmhouse on a rectangular plan, with a
gambrel roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel with turned timber finials and two red brick chimneys with
dogtoothed caps. The principal frontage has a small roof gablet to the right side, and a skillion-roofed verandah
that has been infilled with stud-framed partitions clad with cement sheeting. This infilled verandah, which has a
central doorway and louvred windows to the front and sides, largely conceals the original frontage of the house,
which as a central four-panel timber door flanked by timber-framed double-hung sash windows. The side
elevations of the house have been partly re-clad with cement sheet weatherboards, and contain modern aluminium
sliding sash windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.3

Irrigation

Australian Heritage Commission
2.5
8.12

Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The H L Willoughby house, on Pira Road, Nyah West, is of local historic significance. Erected in 1923 by Henry
Linden Willoughby, second son of W H Willoughby, the house retains associations with an early pioneer family
who have been associated with the district since 1893. The second house, now somewhat altered and no longer in
the family’s ownership, is of lesser importance than the original farmhouse next door, and it derives its
significance largely as a contributory element, rather than as an outstanding specimen in its own right.
References
Victoria and Riverina. 1931-32. p 286.
Information provided by Mark Willoughby, Nyah West (Sept 2000) and Grace Willoughby, Nyah West (June 2001).
Recommendations
The interpretation of the building would be greatly improved by the removal of intrusive alterations such as the
infilling of the front verandah, and by the reinstatement of original French windows to the north and south sides.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Grand Hotel

Reference No.

HO81 (NW1)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

16 Station Street, Nyah West

Construction Date

1922-24

Map Reference

136.033 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
ü

RNE
Planning Scheme (HO8)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
As with the rest of Victoria, hotels were often the prime social gathering places in country towns from the times of
the European settlement, especially before the advent of cinema and television. Hotels were particularly favoured
by returned soldiers as meeting places. While hotels were favored by many in the general community, each district
in Victoria was allowed a certain quota of licences by the Victorian Government during the 1920s.
The Grand Hotel in Nyah West was erected between 1922 and early 1924 by C T Smith of Bendigo. The site, on
the corner of Station and Lloyd Streets, was formerly occupied by a pair of cottages. Application was made for a
building permit on 2 November 1922. The hotel was designed by architect A C Anderson, and erected by a Mr
Kirwood, both of Geelong. Construction was supervised by a Mr Taylor, who also oversaw the erection of similar
hotels around the Mallee region. In October 1923, the hotel was severely damaged in a gale while nearing
completion but none of the twelve workmen were injured.1 The first traceable licensee was John McLennan
c.1926 and the licence then passed to Alfred Keem (c.1927-28).2
Description
The Grand Hotel at Nyah West is a double-storey Arts-and-Crafts style red brick hotel on a rectangular plan, with
an angled wing extending to the right. It has a hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, with a pair of
dorner gablets facing the street, clad with timber shingles. The symmetrical façade has a central recessed
verandah flanked by three pairs of timber-framed double-hung sash windows at each level. The main entrance is
set between the two windows at the right side of the ground floor, and there is a second entrance to the angled
wing. The verandah is supported at both levels by paired pillars, resting on shingled piers with timber
balustrading between. The spandrel between the two levels in also shingled, and has a timber sign bearing the
hotel’s name.
Internally, the public areas retain polished timber floors, but have otherwise been extensively remodelled. Hard
plaster has been stripped expose original brickwork, and modern ceilings installed. The dining room retains a
plaster ceiling with moulded bosses and cover straps, and has several polished timber panelled doors with original
brass hardware. The bedrooms at the upper level, accessed by the original polished timber stair, are intact,
retaining panelled timber doors with fanlights, roughcast plaster walls, and strapped plaster ceilings with scotia
cornices.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.4

Hotels

Australian Heritage Commission
3.21
8.4
8.11

Lodging people
Eating and drinking
Making Australian folklore

Significance
The Grand Hotel at 16 Station Street, Nyah West, is of local historic, social and aesthetic significance. Erected in
1924, it demonstrates the expansion of Nyah West’s facilities during the immediate post-World War One period, a
significant phase in the development of the town. For over seventy years it has been an important focus for local
social activity and recreation. It is a representative and largely intact example of an inter-War rural hotel,
distinguished by Arts & Crafts influences, and remains as a prominent element in the streetscape.
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2
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G Willoughby. On this Bend of the River.
Sands and McDougall Victorian Directory.
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References
G Willoughby. On this Bend of the River.
Recommendations
Retain original unpainted brick finish, and original finishes such as the distinctive timber shingle cladding.
Identified By
Andrew Ward
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Current Name

Mildura Fruit Co-operative Fruit Co Ltd

Reference No.

HO82 (NW2)

Former Name

Nyah Fruit Growers Co-op Packing Co.

Grade

B

Address

Station Street, Nyah West

Construction Date

1905 (1915 onwards)

Map Reference

136.033 Nyah

Ownership

Mildura Fruit Co-op

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should me maintained around
all sides of the building to preserve its setting and its landmark
qualities along the railway line and the Station Street streetscape.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Nyah Fruit Growers Co-operative Packing Company was established at this site in 1915. The original
building was a large barrel-vaulted shed which had been relocated from the riverbank at Nyah. Known as the
‘Grain Shed’, it had been built in 1905 to provide storage for goods that were transported by paddle steamer.
When the river trade became obsolete and the new railway network replaced it, the old Grain Shed was purchased
by Jim Thwaites, who dismantled it at had it re-erected on the present site at Station Street, Nyah West.1 The
premises remained occupied by the Nyah Fruit Growers Co-operative Packing Company for over sixty years,
during which time it was extended by the erection of additional sheds. The current owners of the property, the
Mildura Co-op Ltd, took over operations in May 1978.
Description
The Mildura Fruit Co-op Limited complex is a long row of attached warehouses, variously with gabled, skillion or
barrel-vaulted roofs, all clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The Station Street frontage has a verandah, supported
on timber posts, extending across the central three bays, each of which has a large doorway with a ledged-andbraced timber sliding door that opens onto a continuous concrete delivery dock. A concrete-paved driveway runs
across the entire frontage, dipping below ground level to allow trucks to be flush with the delivery dock and an
overhead steel-framed gantry system. The flanking sheds have timber-framed louvred windows to the gable ends,
and double-hung sash windows at ground level.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3
9.1
11.4

Closer Settlement
Development of towns
Horticulture

Australian Heritage Commission
3.4
3.7

Developing primary production
Moving goods and people

Significance
The premises of the Mildura Fruit Co-op, in Station Street, Nyah West, is of local historic significance. The huge
complex of buildings, prominently located along the railway line, provides conspicuous evidence of the onceextensive agricultural (fruit-growing) industry in the town. Erected in 1905 and moved to its present location in
1915, the barrel-vaulted portion of the complex is the oldest surviving building in the town, predating the
extensive commercial and residential development of the early 1920s.
References
G Willoughby. On “this Bend” of the River. pp 93, 106.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance. Provide some internal and external fire protection, eg extinguishers.
The site should be interpreted eg by the reinstatement of original signage along the railway line.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Information provided by Grace Willoughby, June 2001.
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Current Name

Silos

Reference No.

HO83 (NW8)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Station Street (at Donald Street), Nyah West

Construction Date

1943

Map Reference

138.034 Nyah

Ownership

-

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
During the inter-War and early post-War eras rail freight traffic increased markedly, especially bulk grain. In
spite of the wartime shortage of labour and materials the concrete silos at Nyah West were constructed c.1943 in
time for the 1943-44 wheat season. Concrete silos of almost identical design were erected all over the Mallee
region around during the 1940s and examples survive at the railway complexes at Ultima, Pira and elsewhere. No
information is available for the construction date of the steel silos.
Description
The concrete silos comprise a pair of tall cylindrical storage units, connected by a canted five-storey tower facing
the street. This tower has a large rectangular steel-framed multi-paned window at each of the five levels, an a
steel-framed balcony and enclosed ladder at the top. A door, located at ground level to the side of the window,
permits access.
The metal silos are of squatter proportions, being lower in height, but larger in circumference, than the concrete
silos. Each of these silos consists of a cylindrical metal-framed storage unit, clad with rivetted metal sheet, with a
conical top with a vent at the apex. A series of elevated pipes connect the silos to a central square tower, and to the
canted tower between the concrete silos.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.5
7.4
11.2

Rural reconstruction
Railways
Crops

Australian Heritage Commission
3.4
3.6
3.7

Developing primary production
Establishing lines and networks of communication
Moving goods and people

Significance
The silos in the railway complex off Station Road, Nyah West, of local historical significance and aesthetic
interest. Erected from the 1940s onwards, they demonstrate the sudden expansion of the grain industry in the
immediate post-World War II period. Aesthetically, they are architecturally undistinguished, but they remain as a
prominent landmark in the town.
References
Back to Nyah West Committee. Souvenir Back to Nyah West. 1980.
Recommendations
Retain unpainted finish to concrete.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Schinus molle (Pepper trees)

Reference No.

HO85 (PI2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Pental Island Road, Pental Island

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

378.800 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

ü

ü

A curtilage should be maintained which includes the stand of trees
and the parallel driveway, and extending a nominal fifty metres
along the roadway in each direction to preserve a view of the trees.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme (HO16)
National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The Pepper tree (Schinus molle) is native to South America, and was introduced for cultivation in Victoria in 1873
by St Kilda nurseryman George Brunning.
Description
The stand of trees, located on the south side of Pental Island Road, comprise a row of Peppercorns (Schinus molle)
along the western side of a private driveway. The trees, which are planted approximately 10 metres apart, are in
two stands: the initial stand of 29 trees, mostly between three and five metres in height, followed by a second stand
of 16 trees. The second stand is less mature, with trees less than three metres high, and is interspersed with other
species.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
Australian Heritage Commission
1.2 Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
1.4 Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia
Significance
The stand of Pepper trees, located on the south side of Pental Island Road (approximately seven kilometres past the
Little Murray River bridge) is of some local historic and aesthetic interest. They provide evidence of the
occupation of the land by farmers in the early twentieth century. The stand of trees remains as a prominent
element in the landscape.
References
M Brookes. Plants listed in nursery catalogues of Victoria 1855-1889. p 283.
Recommendations
Remove dead wood; clear any weeds and shrub material from under canopy area, and mulch area.
Implement a removal and replacement programme as trees being to mature or senesce.
Maintain regular assessments (every 2 to 3 years) by a qualified arborist.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, no date listed.
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Current Name

English oak trees (Quercus robur)

Reference No.

HO86 (PI1)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

River Oaks Drive (off Harrods Lane), Pental Island

Construction Date

1876

Map Reference

330.832 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A curtilage should be maintained corresponding to the respective
dimensions of each tree’s canopy spread (a nominal 25 metres), and
extending further west to the edge of the road, and east to the river.
bank.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
Three oak trees were planted along the banks of the Litter Murray River in 1876 by Edward Pye, one of Swan
Hill’s earliest settlers. Born in 1833, he emigrated to Australia from Nottingham along with his two brothers,
Thomas and Harry. Edward settled in Swan Hill, building a log house on the banks of the Litter Murray River at
Pental Island.
Since the trees were identified in October 1998, the surrounding land has been sold for residential development. A
new road, River Oaks Drive, extends from Harrods Lane to provide access to the 37 new allotments. The
riverbank land surrounding the oak trees has been designated as a public reserve.
Description
Only two of the original three oak trees evidently survive. They are located in close proximity, between the
riverbank and thee roadway embankment. The larger of the two trees has a trunk circumference of approximately
8 metres, while the other tree has a trunk circumference of around 7 metres.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.1 The Selection Acts
11.4 Horticulture
12.4 British settlers
Australian Heritage Commission
1.4 Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
Significance
The two English oak trees off River Oaks Drive, Pental Island, are of local historic significance and scientific
(botanical) interest. Planted in 1876 by Edward Pye, the trees retain associations with this important pioneer
settler of the district. They are particularly fine and well-established specimens of their species, and remain as
prominent landmarks on the picturesque riverbank location.
References
Interpretative signage located at the site.
Recommendations
The trees should be inspected by a qualified arborist to remove dead wood, assess branch structure, etc.
Mulch under canopy area.
Consider fencing off the area around the trees to reduce pedestrian traffic, to minimize root compaction, and
potential damage and vandalism.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Pira Tank

Reference No.

HO87 (P4)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Chillingollah Road, Pira

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

145.964 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A nominal 50 metre curtilage should be maintained around the tank
to preserve its setting

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The earliest traceable reference is a Department of Lands & Survey Plan produced in August 1893 indicating 46
newly surveyed allotments of 300-500 acres (120-200 hectares) and two statutorily declared Water Reserves
including 40-acres (16 hectare) one for the Pira Tank.
Description
The Pira Tank is square in plan, and has a narrow concrete inlet channel in one corner. At the time of surveying
in September 2000, the tank was dry.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
6.3 Irrigation
7.1 Tracks and roads
Australian Heritage Commission
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
Significance
The Pira Tank on the Chillongollah Road at Pira, is of local historic significance. It is an intact and representative
example of the type of excavated water storage receptacles which were provided in gazetted ‘Water Reserves’
along the major transport routes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. It represents an early attempt
to obtain and conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive development of channels and
irrigation pumps.
References
Dept of Lands & Survey. ‘Subdivision of Eastern part of Mallee Block 21B’, No. M544M. 29 August 1893.
Dept of Crown Lands & Survey. Current Record Plan, Parish of Tyntynder West, No. T244(16). 1972.
Recommendations
The site could be interpreted.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO88 (P1)

Former Name

Farmhouse and outbuildings

Grade

B

Address

Chillingollah Rd (cnr Woorinen-Vinifera Rd), Pira

Construction Date

c.1893

Map Reference

190.964 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
The various buildings, and the Pepper trees, should be contained
within a curtilage extending a nominal twenty metres to all sides, in
order to provide an appropriate setting for the complex.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The Hayes family constructed the pine-frame house and disused stables c.1893 upon arrival from Derby, near
Bendigo. They were the first settlers on this block after the sub-division of much of the Macredie family’s land in
1893 into allotments of around 400-500 acres [160-200 hectares]. The structures have been vacant since 1947 and
the Magee family of Woorinen South, descendants of the Hayes, now own the property.
Description
The house is a single-storey timber-framed building, comprising a pair of attached rooms, each with its own gabled
roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The walls are clad variously with weatherboard, corrugated galvanised
steel, and flat metal sheeting. Each elevation has a central doorway, some having been boarded up, and there are
remnant window openings (without joinery) to the south wall. Internally, the two rooms are divided by a double
row of timber posts, supporting a box gutter between the two gables above. The walls are mostly unlined, exposing
the adzed timber posts, except for some pressed metal and cement sheeting along the east wall. The floor is
timber.
North of the house is a detached kitchen, a half-timbered gable-roofed building on a rectangular plan. The walls,
of adzed log poles, are infilled with cob (mud) between chicken wire. The north and south walls each have a
central doorway, flanked by timber-framed windows. The east (end) wall has a red brick double fireplace with
twin chimneys. The roof structure, of log rafters and ceiling joists, is intact and retains timber board infill to the
gable ends, but the original corrugated galvanised steel cladding has collapsed into the interior of the room. There
are remnant lining boards to the ceiling. Internally, the room is unpartitioned, and has a dirt floor. At the west
end of the kitchen is a small timber-framed addition, clad in corrugated galvanised steel. Its roof has also
collapsed.
Near the main house and kitchen are two ruinous sheds made up of rough log poles. There are a number of Pepper
trees (Schinus molle) near the main house. This species, introduced to Victoria in 1873, was commonly cultivated
around farmhouses, schoolyards, churches and in rural townships in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
11.1 Sheep and cattle
Australian Heritage Commission
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
2.6 Fighting for the land
Significance
The cluster of farm buildings off the intersection of the Chillingollah and Woorinen-Vinifera Roads are of regional
historic significance and scientific (technological) interest. Erected c.1893, it is a rare surviving example of
pastoral settlement in the area in the late nineteenth century. The buildings themselves are substantially intact and
representative examples of vernacular rural structures, and demonstrate the typical construction methods,
including adzed timber framing, and the use of cob. The cluster of buildings, together with the Pepper trees
(Schinus molle) provides a contextual setting which reinforces the collective value of the individual structures.
References
Information supplied by W M Magee. November 2000
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration.
The Pepper trees (Schinus molle) provide a setting for cluster of buildings, and should be retained.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
Current Name

‘Mallee Shed’

Reference No.

HO89 (P2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

CA7, Chillingollah Rd (off O’Connor Rd), Pira

Construction Date

c.1903-04

Map Reference

167.947 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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Curtilage
The building should be contained within a curtilage extending a
nominal twenty metres to all sides, in order to provide an
appropriate setting of the complex.
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History
The ‘Mallee Shed’ was erected c.1903-04 by Walter Kelly, grandfather of the present owner, Peter Kelly. It was
used as a livery stable and for holding sheep prior to shearing but has been disused since c.1975-80.
Description
The shed is a vernacular timber-framed structure on a rectangular plan, with a shallow gabled roof . The wall
structure, made up of log poles, is infilled with vertical slabs (split logs), held in place by horizontal members, with
chicken wire infill along the cornice line There are two ledged-and-braced timber doors along the north elevation,
and wide openings, without door leaves, at the centre of the south, east and west elevations. Internally, a grid of
log columns support the roof structure, which comprises rough log rafters and sapling purlins, supporting a
mixture of mud and broken twigs. The space is divided down the centre by a partition of horizontal boards, and
there are two small enclosed rooms at the west end. A continuous feeding trough runs also along the centre, made
up of curved sheets of corrugated galvanised steel, with half-round timber end pieces, all supported on timber
posts.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
11.1 Sheep and cattle
Australian Heritage Commission
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
2.6 Fighting for the land
Significance
The abandoned ‘Mallee Shed’ in CA7 off the Chillingollah Road, Pira, is of local historic significance and
scientific (technological) interest. Erected in c.1903, it provide evidence of pastoral occupation in remote areas in
the Closer Settlement era, a significant period in the history of Swan Hill’s development. The buildings itself is a
fine and particularly substantial example of a vernacular farm outbuilding, displaying the typical rural construction
methods including the use of vertical slabs, rough log columns and rafters, and remnants of a sod roof.
References
Information supplied by Peter Kelly 4 December 2000.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Silos

Reference No.

HO90 (P3)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Station Ground, off Chillingollah Road, Pira

Construction Date

c.1944

Map Reference

150.959 Nyah

Ownership

Unknown

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the silos, including the adjacent railway line, to preserve their
setting and reinforce their landmark qualities.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
During the inter-War and early post-War era rail freight traffic increased markedly, especially bulk grain. In spite
of the wartime shortage of labour and materials the concrete silos at Pira were constructed c.1944 in time for the
1944-45 wheat season. The construction date of the steel silos is unknown.
Description
The concrete silos comprise a pair of tall cylindrical storage units, connected by a canted five-storey tower facing
away from the railway line. This tower has a large rectangular steel-framed multi-paned window at each of the
five levels, an a steel-framed balcony and enclosed ladder at the top. A door, located at ground level to the side of
the window, permits access. The silo is identical to those at Nyah West and Ultima.
The three metal silos, located alongside, are of squatter proportions, being lower in height, but larger in
circumference, than the concrete silos. Each of these silos consists of a cylindrical metal-framed storage unit, clad
with rivetted metal sheet, with a conical top with a vent at the apex. A series of elevated pipes connect the silos to
a central square tower, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, and to the canted tower between the concrete silos.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.5 Rural reconstruction
7.4 Railways
11.2 Crops
Australian Heritage Commission
3.4 Developing primary production
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
Significance
The silos in the railway complex at Pira are of some local historical significance and aesthetic interest. Erected
from the 1940s onwards, they demonstrate the sudden expansion of the grain industry in the post-War period.
Aesthetically, the silos are a prominent landmark, although they are themselves architecturally undistinguished.
They are representative examples of their type, of which many examples survive in the municipality.
References
Back to Nyah West Committee, Souvenir Back to Nyah West, 1980.
Recommendations
Retain original unpainted finish to concrete silos.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Public Hall

Reference No.

HO91 (Pi3)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

4 Hall Street, Piangil

Construction Date

1918

Map Reference

107.183 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The locality of Piangil was very sparsely settled until 1916 when a group of allotments was sold. A map of the new
township, produced by the Department of Land and Survey that year, indicates that the present site was Lot 6 of
Section 1, identified by a handwritten amendment as the site for a ‘hall’. The present timber-framed building was
transferred from Bendigo in 1918 at a cost of £485. The first party to use the hall was a gathering convened to
honour return soldiers from World War 1. Renovations to the interior and lighting were undertaken c.1960. For
these £450 was raised by public subscription, the Hall Committee raised £565 and the State Government allocated
£595.
Description
The building at 4 Hall Street comprises a large timber-framed hall with a gabled roof, clad in corrugated
galvanised steel, and projecting skillion-roofed wings to the rear and the side. The main hall and side wing, which
contains the kitchen, are clad in ripple iron, and the rear wing, which is a later addition, is clad in cement sheet.
The street frontage has curved timber brackets at the eaves, a central entrance with a pair of laminate doors, and a
single timber-framed double-hung sash window to the left side. Each of the side elevations has a row of identical
windows. At the rear of the kitchen wing is a red brick chimney with corbelled base and capped flue. Internally,
the kitchen has horizontal timber lining boards to the walls, and a timber mantelpiece to the stove alcove.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
13.5
13.7

Building of towns
Halls
Leisure

Australian Heritage Commission
4.5
8.1

Making towns to serve rural Australia
Organising recreation

Significance
The public hall, at 4 Hall Street, Piangil, is of local historic and social significance. Erected in 1918, it
demonstrates an early phase in the development of the town, which was sparsely settled until bulk land was sold in
1916. The hall thus provides evidence of the initial priorities of these early settlers, and their immediate desire for
a community venue. The hall has continued to be an important focus for community events and social activity in
Piangil for over eight decades. On a broader scale, the modest building is one of the earliest surviving public halls
in the entire municipality; comparable examples in Woorinen, Nyah, Annuello and elsewhere date from the
Soldier Settlement era of the early to mid-1920s.
References
Back to Piangil Committee. Back to Piangil 1973.
Information provided by Allan Branson 14 November 2000.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Piangil Primary School

Reference No.

HO92 (Pi2)

Former Name

Piangil State School No 4164

Grade

C

Address

High Street (cnr Hall Street), Piangil

Construction Date

1923

Map Reference

107.182 Nyah

Ownership

Ministry of Education

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of thirty metres should be maintained around
the north and west frontages of the building in order to preserve its
setting and its views from the street.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
In 1921 the Piangil community was concerned that the Piangil State School was in a rather isolated and sparsely
populated area near the Murray River. During the following year, the Piangil Progress Association and the local
MLA, F E Old, lobbied for a school to be established in the Piangil township itself. At a cost of £826 the present
school was erected and opened on 1 July 1923. The first head teacher was Joseph Green (1923-28). In 1923 41
children were enrolled and it was 62 the following year. The verandah was given a wooden floor in 1929 when
enrolment was 77. Between the 1930s and 1960s enrolments were generally between 80 and 90 and community
pressure was applied for additional class-room and office space. In 1962 an additional classroom, storeroom and
office were erected.
Description
The original portion of the Piangil Primary School, which now functions as the school library, is a weatherboard
building with a hipped roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The asymmetrical High Street frontage has a
gabled bay to the right side, a small enclosed porch to the left side, and a recessed verandah between. The
verandah has a central square timber post supporting the roof, and a concrete slab base. The flanking porch and
gabled bay each have a pair of small timber-framed multi-paned sash windows. The rear elevation has a two
quadripartite bays of timber-framed multi-paned double-hung sash windows with matching fanlights.
Internally, the schoolroom retains original fittings and finishes including strapped Caneite ceilings, timber lining
boards to the walls, and a carved timber mantelpiece.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.3

Schools

Australian Heritage Commission
6.2

Establishing schools

6.5

Educating people in remote places

Significance
The Piangil Primary School, at High Street, Piangil, is of local historic significance. Erected in 1923, the school
provides evidence of the expansion of public facilities in the township in the early years of its settlement. The
school is a fine and intact example of an inter-War timber schoolhouse, of which there a many surviving examples
in the municipality. It stands out, however, as one of the few schoolhouses which were purpose-built on their
original site, as opposed to an existing building relocated from elsewhere. The school is in better condition than
comparable abandoned school houses such as Castle Donnington (which is similar in style), yet it is more intact
than most of the surviving schools still in operation, such as Woorinen South.
References
Back to Piangil Committee. Back to Piangil 1973.
Recommendations
Retain original internal fittings including timber lining board and mantelpiece.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Piangil RSL Club Building

Reference No.

HO93 (Pi4)

Former Name

Grocer Shop

Grade

B

Address

72 Murray Street, Piangil

Construction Date

c.1926

Map Reference

107.183 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The earliest traceable occupant was Adam Gordon Tyrell who operated a grocer’s shop in part of the building
c.1927-40. The Tyrell family then relocated their grocery business to Nyah West. The shop at Piangil was said to
be thereafter used by the Williams family as a private house before its donation to the RSL, but no precise
chronological information is available. At some stage during the post-War period a branch of the Commercial
Bank traded at the premises one day per week.
Description
The RSL building comprises an attached pair of single-storey rendered mass-concrete shops on a corner site, with
a return verandah extending across both street frontages. Each shop has a separate roof, concealed by a capped
parapet; the eastern half has a hipped roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, while the eastern half appears to
have a flat roof. The verandah has a shallow concave roof, variously supported by square timber posts and metal
pipes. Each shop has a large fixed-sash window to Murray Street, with multi-paned fanlights containing textured
orange glass. The entrance, situated at the splayed corner, has a half-round pediment at the parapet. The rear
elevation, which is not rendered, has a pair of doorways opening on small concrete slabs.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
13.6

Building of towns
The Wars

Australian Heritage Commission
3.11
3.18
4.5

Feeding people
Marketing and retailing
Making towns to serve rural Australia

Significance
The former grocer shop at 72 Murray Street, Paingil, is of local historic and aesthetic significance, and scientific
(technological) interest. Apparently erected in the mid-1920s, it provides evidence of the commercial expansion
which occurred in Piangil as a result of Solder Settlement, and is probably the earliest surviving purpose-built
retail building in the town. The building is of interest as one of a small number of mass-concrete buildings erected
in the area in the early twentieth century, when concrete was freely available due to the erection of concrete
channels by the SW&RSC at the time.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
Sand and McDougall. Victorian Directories.
Recommendations
Replace metal verandah columns with timber posts to match existing.
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the building retail a commercial, retail or otherwise public function.
Notwithstanding its actual function (eg clubrooms), it should still be interpreted as a grocer’s shop by the
reinstatement of signage or reconstructed shop window displays. Existing painted wall surfaces, for example,
could be investigated to determine if evidence of any early signage, advertisements, etc, remain underneath.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO94 (Pi1)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

1 Station Street, Piangil

Construction Date

Moved c.1916

Map Reference

106.182 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The construction date is unknown but the house was probably moved to Piangil c.1916-17 when a group of
quarter-acre blocks were sold by the Crown. The original occupant is unknown but it was occupied by some
members of the Pentlands from the inter-War period until c.1965. The Commonwealth Electoral Rolls confirm
various members of the Pentlands family resided in and around Piangil c.1907-65 but with no addresses specified.
Description
The house at 1 Station Street is a single-storey double-fronted timber-framed villa, clad in ripple iron, with a
hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The symmetrical street frontage has a bullnosed verandah with
timber plank valence to each side, supported on timber posts with a concrete slab patio. A central entrance is
flanked by timber-framed double-hung sash windows. There are identical windows to the side elevations, and
plain red brick chimneys with corbelled bases and capped flues. Internally, walls and ceilings are also lined with
ripple iron, and there are also small metal ceiling roses. There are moulded timber architraves, four-panel doors,
and a timber mantelpiece to the living room.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The house at 1 Station Street, Piangil, is of local historic significance and aesthetic interest. Relocated to its
present site c.1916, the house is associated with a particularly early phase of development in the town, prior to the
Soldier Settlement era of the 1920s. It is possibly the earliest surviving house in Piangil. It has associations as the
long-time home of local pioneers, the Pentland family, who were living in and around Piangil as early as 1907.
Aesthetically, it is distinguished by its use of ripple iron cladding, both inside and out.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls.
Department of Lands and Survey. Record Plan ‘Township of Piangil’ Photo-lithographed at the Department of
Lands and Survey 4 May 1916.
Information supplied by Allan Branson, 14 November 2000
Recommendations
The distinctive ripple iron cladding should be retained, both internally and externally.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Tank

Reference No.

HO95 (PF1)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Possum Flat Bushland Reserve, Possum Flat

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

992.268 Weimby

Ownership

DNRE

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of 50 metres should be maintained around the
tank to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The first traceable reference to this tank was a plan titled Mallee Allotments within the County of Tatchera signed
by the Lands and Survey Department District Surveyor on 22 May 1914.1 It was situated in the northern portion
of a 76-acre (30.4 hectare) site which was once a legally declared Water Reserve but the declaration date is
unknown. It ceased being a Water Reserve when legally declared a Natural Interest Reserve in 1980 under Section
4 (1) (m) of the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978.2 This clause provides for the
conservation of areas of natural interest of beauty or scientific or archaeological interest.3
Description
The tank in the Possum Flat Bushland Reserve is a large depression, rectangular in plan, measuring approximately
75 metres by 55 metres, with a perimeter dimension of approximately 270 metres at the crest of the earth
embankment. The tank, which was dry at the time of surveying in September 2000, has an off-take channel at the
western end.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2
6.3
7.1

Stock and domestic water supply
Irrigation
Tracks and roads

Australian Heritage Commission
2.6
3.3

Fighting for the land
Exploiting natural resources

Significance
The Tank, in the Possum Flat Natural Interest Reserve at Possum Flat, is of local historic significance. It is an
intact and representative example of the type of water storage receptacles which were established in gazetted
‘Water Reserves’ along major transport routes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The tank thus
represents an early attempt to obtain and conserve water in the Mallee region, prior to the more extensive
development of channels and irrigation pumps. It is one of the largest surviving tanks in the municipality, and it
remains as a distinctive element in the rural landscape.
References
Government of Victoria. Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978.
Dept of Lands & Survey. ‘Plan of Mallee Allotments – County of Tatchera’, signed and dated 22 May 1914.
Dept of Lands & Survey. Record Plan C 350 (1), Parish of Coonimur. Photo-lithographed 2 December 1925.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
1

Department of Lands and Survey. ‘Plan of Mallee Allotments – County of Tatchera’.

2

Department of Lands and Survey. Record Plan C 350 (1), Parish of Coonimur.

3

State of Victoria. Crown Land Reserves Act 1978. No. 9212 p.757-58
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Current Name

Ceramic workshop

Reference No.

HO96 (R4)

Former Name

Robinvale Railway Station

Grade

B

Address

Bromley Road, Robinvale

Construction Date

1924

Map Reference

622.715 Robinvale

Ownership

Vic Track

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Recommended

Curtilage
Heritage Listings

Sufficient curtilage should be maintained to preserve the setting of
the station and its associated structures. The station building forms
part of the Robinvale Railway Station HO precinct (see Volume 3
of this study).

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The railway was opened in stages between Bendigo and Robinvale between 18 November 1876 and 1924. The
final stage of the line was the 20 mile [30-kilometre] section between Annuello and Robinvale on 5 June 1924. It
was constructed largely for the movement of wheat and livestock and therefore assisting significantly in the
economic development of the Mallee region, especially primary industry. Lines like this constructed during the
1920s were essentially the finale of Victoria’s railway expansion before the onset of the 1930s Depression and the
increasing reliance on road transport ever since.
Between 1910 and 1930 many minor stations were constructed fairly simply and in timber because of budget
constraints. The platform and timber station building were erected in 1924 when the line opened. The builder was
R W Scammell but the architect was unknown and the building is constructed in the ‘Manangatang’ style. Over
thirty stations were constructed in this style, mostly in the rural areas such as the Mallee and the Wimmera. There
were eight different design variations of the ‘Manangatang’ style. Robinvale station is the sole member of the
‘1919 Standard Type C’.
The provision of rail services often triggered off the development of townships like Robinvale to serve the
surrounding land-holders. On 23 October 1924 a special train was chartered from Bendigo in connection with the
auction sales for lots occupying the square mile [2.5 square kilometres] of land Herbert Cuttle Snr had purchased
when planning the Robinvale township. Passenger train services were discontinued on 5 June 1978 between
Bendigo and Robinvale, and passengers now travel by road coaches running between Mildura and Swan Hill or
Bendigo connecting with trains to Melbourne.
Description
The former railway station is a single-storey weatherboard building with a gabled roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel, penetrated by a red brick chimney. A return verandah extends across the west (platform) and
south sides, having a concave roof supported on stop-chamfered timber posts with a timber plank fringe at one end.
The platform side has a pair of doorways with moulded timber architraves and panelled timber doors. There are
timber-framed double-hung sash windows to the west and south sides, the latter being the original ticket sales
point, with a wide shelf-like timber sill on brackets. A lean-to addition to the north has a vehicular doorway to
each side, with pairs of ledged-and-braced timber doors. Internally, the former railway station retains its timber
lining boards to walls and ceilings. The fireplace has been infilled.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3
7.4
9.1

Closer Settlement
Railways
Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.6
3.7

Establishing lines and networks of communication
Moving goods and people

Significance
The former Robinvale Railway Station, in Bromley Road, Robinvale, is of considerable historic and aesthetic
significance. Erected in 1924, it is associated with the first phase of urban development of the town, and also
represented the final stage in the laying out of the railway from Bendigo to Robinvale, which had began almost
fifty years earlier. Aesthetically, the station is an intact example of the so-called ‘Manangatang style’, of which
over thirty examples were built in Victoria in the early twentieth century. It is the only surviving example of the
‘1919 Standard Type C’ design variation.
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References
Back to Robinvale for the Fiftieth Anniversary Committee. Robinvale the First Fifty Years.
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp.283-84.
Victorian Railways Board. Annual Report 1977-1978. p.11
A Ward. Victorian Railway Stations: A architectural Survey, Vol. 3, p.121
Recommendations
Retain original elements, including verandah.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Harris ‘n’ Forde Trim-All (workshop)

Reference No.

HO97 (R5)

Former Name

Roxy Theatre; Cuttle’s Motor Garage

Grade

B

Address

Motor Garage
82 Herbert Street, Robinvale

Construction Date

c.1945, c.1955

Map Reference

627.716 Robinvale

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
This building was the second motor garage to open in Robinvale. It was opened c.1945 some years before the end
of wartime fuel rationing in February 1950. The corrugated iron steel structure is a former Quonset Hut
constructed sometime during World War 2 and used for defence purposes. The garage’s first operator was W J
Kiel (c. 1945-49) and Herbert Cuttle Junior (1892-1959) then operated it (c.1949-55). He was also the town
representative for Australian National Airways Ltd at the time. The Nulty family, who showed movies outdoors
adjacent to the hotel in the inter-War and early post-War periods, operated the Roxy Cinema in the building. It
opened on 28 August 1956 by Mr Bright, President of the Shire of Swan Hill.1 It operated while many suburban
and country cinemas ceased operation due to the influx of television.2 The Nulty family opened a drive-in cinema
on Happy Valley Road c.1966 and the Roxy ceased operating c.1968. The building was subsequently sold to Stuart
and Harrison who operated a Holden car dealership in the late 1960s and 1970s. Harris and Forde Trim-All, a
motor trimming business, have used the building as a workshop and showroom since early 2000.
Description
The former Roxy Theatre at 84 Herbert Street comprises a steel-framed barrel-vaulted structure clad in corrugated
galvanised steel, with a single-storey timber-framed building alongside. The latter building is clad with vertical
timber boards and has a skillion roof sloping towards the larger structure. It has a pair of fully-glazed doors to
Herbert Street, flanked by timber-framed fixed sash windows. The side elevation has a central recessed porch with
two pairs of glazed doors. To the left side is a small ticket booth window, and to the extreme right a pair of glazed
display cabinets.
The barrel-vaulted building, which was the cinema auditorium, has a concrete block wall along the Herbert Street
frontage, with a roller door and modern shopfront window. At the opposite end is a small double-height timberframed structure, clad in cement sheeting, which contained the cinema’s bio box. Internally, the walls and ceiling
of the former auditorium is unlined. It retains two pendant light fittings in the form of elongated plastic cylinders.
The adjacent building, which contains toilet facilities (now used as storerooms) and a lobby area, retains its
original multi-coloured square vinyl floor tiles.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
13.6
13.7

Building of towns
The Wars
Leisure

Australian Heritage Commission
3.7
3.20

Moving goods and people
Entertaining for profit

Significance
The former Roxy Theatre at 82 Herbert Street, Robinvale, is of regional historic significance and some aesthetic
interest. Erected as a motor garage in 1945, it is provides evidence of the expansion of services in the immediate
post-World War II period, when the previously underdeveloped settlement began to thrive rapidly as a gazetted
township. The building retains associations with its one-time proprietor, Herbert Cuttle jr, son of Robinvale’s
founder (after whom Herbert Street was named). The garage’s subsequent conversion to a cinema in 1956
demonstrates the changing recreational needs within the community, at a time when many urban cinemas were
closing due to the advent of television.

1
2

Souvenir Programme Official Opening Roxy Theatre, Robinvale.
Corr. Kay Grose to Allom Lovell and Associates. 17 November 2000
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The original barrel-vaulted building is an intact and representative example of a Quonset hut, a prefabricated
structure which was widely used during the Second World War and frequently recycled to civilian use afterwards.
Aesthetically, the former cinema lobby is an intact and representative example of its type and period., while the
barrel-vaulted portion remains as a distinctive element in the streetscape.
References
Postmaster General Department, Victorian Telephone Directory 1955-75.
J Hickey. 50 Years of Progress – Robinvale 1924-1974. Robinvale 1974
Written Correspondence Kay Grose to Allom Lovell and Associates. 17 November 2000
Facsimile provided by B and N Langley (Manang History Centre) 27 October 2000.
Souvenir Programme Official Opening Roxy Theatre, Robinvale.
Recommendations
Retain elements associated with previous uses of the building, including the 1950s light fittings in the auditorium.
The building’s current use as a workshop/showroom is not inappropriate, and could be continued. The building
could otherwise be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function, such as an auditorium, church,
art gallery, or commercial/retail outlet. However, it would be desirable to retain as much original fabric as
possible. The plan form of the main garage space should be retained intact, without the erection permanent
partitioning.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO98 (R8)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Lot 18, Hunt Drive (off Pethard Road), Robinvale Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

627.716 Robinvale

Private

Ownership

Survey Date August 2000

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The original physical structure of drop logs covered by netting is believed to have been erected prior to 1900 by the
Beggs family . It is reputed to be the oldest house in the area. The Beggs family sold it c.1926 to the Cuttle family
who were prominent in the Robinvale area for some decades. It was later owned by the Hunt family for many
years. Since the property was last surveyed in 1998, the original farmland around the homestead has been
subdivided as the Hillcrest Estate, and a new road, Hunt Drive, runs through it. As a result, the homestead is now
addressed as Lot 18, Hunt Drive.
Description
The homestead at Lot 18 Hunt Drive is a single-storey timber house with a hipped roof of corrugated galvanised
steel penetrated by a plain brick chimney, and a skillion roofed verandah to all sides. The main structure, of droplog construction, is entirely concealed by stud-framed external walls, clad variously in cement-sheet and masonite,
that infill the verandah. This has modern aluminium-framed sliding sash windows and hollow-core doors. There
are a number of timber-framed lean-to additions of relatively recent origin, with skillion roofs and flywire or
masonite infill.
In front of the house is a stand of nine very large eucalypt trees of considerable age.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.1
5.2

The Selection Acts
Mallee Pastoral Leases Act

Australian Heritage Commission
2.5
3.15
8.12

Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The former farmhouse at Lot 18, Hunt Drive, Robinvale, is of local historic significance. Erected before 1900, it is
by far the oldest surviving house in the Robinvale area. It provides rare evidence of pastoral occupation of the land
prior to the development of the initial township in the 1920s. Although considerably altered externally, its overall
nineteenth century form is still apparent.
The stand of eucalypt trees, which are of considerable age, are of historic and aesthetic interest. They are fine and
particularly substantial examples of their species. They are a prominent landmark along Pethard Road, and
provide an appropriate contextual setting for the historic former farmhouse.
References
Information provided by current owner August 2000 and by Kay Grose 16 November 2000.
Recommendations
The stand of mature eucalypt trees should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.

Note: This place was deleted from the study by resolution of the Swan Hill Rural City
Council on Tuesday, 14 August 2001.
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Current Name

Robinswood

Reference No.

HO99 (R1)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

McLennan Drive, Robinvale

Construction Date

1926

Map Reference

628.719 Robinvale

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
The house is located on unfenced site. A nominal curtilage of ten
metres should be maintained to all sides of the building to preserve
its setting, including the landscape elements. The curtilage could
be extended to the river bank to preserve its northern views.

VHR
ü

RNE
Planning Scheme (HO9)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Robinswood is on the site of Bumbang Homestead which was demolished c.1925. It was constructed in 1926 for
Herbert Cuttle Senior (1863-1945). The Cuttle family moved to Robinvale from Ultima where they operated
Cuttles Mallee Stores from c.1900 until 1935. In 1927, Herbert Cuttle Snr was one of a group of four who
presented the case for a Soldier Settlement in Robinvale to the Victorian Government but it was not approved until
1946 when Herbert Cuttle Jnr approached the Victorian Government. It finally opened on 28 August 1947. For
several decades the Cuttle family operated various businesses around Robinvale such as a real estate agency and
motor garage. Another of Herbert Cuttle Senior’s sons, Ronald the local doctor occupied Robinswood in the 1950s
and 1960s. As well as commercial activity, the Cuttle family was involved assisting new arrivals to Robinvale,
including many Italian immigrants, to find suitable blocks of land for market gardening during the inter-War
years. Ronald Cuttle sold Robinswood to the Shire of Swan Hill c.1970. It funded its restoration before it was
opened it to the public on 11 August 1980 as a community meeting place by the Shire President of Swan Hill Cr
William McGinty.
Description
Robinswood is a single-storey roughcast-rendered brick bungalow-style house with a pyramid roof clad in concrete
Marseille pattern tiles, penetrated by three tall tapering chimneys. The asymmetrical street front has a projecting
bay to one side, with a hipped roof, screened by a timber-framed pergola on roughcast brick piers. The bow has six
narrow timber-framed double-hung sash windows with leadlight glazing. A return verandah, with a tray-deck
roof, extends across the façade and down the side elevation, its wide openings infilled with flywire screens. A
second pergola, with a red brick patio, extends around the side and rear elevations of the house. There are several
well-established plantings around the house, including mature specimens of Phoenix canariensis (Canary Island
date palm), a popular garden tree of the 1920s, and some pepper trees (Schinus molleI) which are remnants of the
original Bumbang homestead.
Internally, the house retains most of its original finishes. There are clinker brick fireplaces, moulded plaster
ceilings, French windows with rippled glass, polished timber panelled doors, and matching timber skirtings,
architraves and picture rails, the latter having curved timber brackets supporting a narrow shelf.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3
9.1

Closer Settlement
Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
2.5
4.5
8.8
8.12

Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
Making towns to serve rural Australia
Remembering the fallen
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
Robinswood homestead, on McLennan Drive, Robinvale, is of local historic significance and considerable aesthetic
significance. Erected in the mid-1920s by Herbert Cuttle, the house retains associations with this important
pioneer family in the district, and provides evidence of an early and significant phase of settlement in the area.
Aesthetically, the house is a fine and very intact example of an inter-War bungalow-style brick dwelling, of the
type very common in Melbourne’s affluent eastern suburbs but considerably rarer in rural Victoria.
The Canary Island date palms (Phoenix canariensis) and pepper trees (Schinus molle) are of historic and aesthetic
interest. The palm trees are fine specimens of this species, which was popularly cultivated in the 1920s. They
provide an appropriate contextual setting to the historic building. The pepper trees, which pre-date the existing
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building, are rare remnants of the original Bumbang homestead, and thus provide evidence of the pastroral
occupation of the area prior to the initial development of the Robinvale township in the 1920s..
References
J Black. The History of Robinswood. nd.
J W Hickey. Fifty years of Progress.
Ultima Centenary Committee. Ultima Centenary 1892-1992.
Recommendations
The building’s current use, as a community centre, is appropriate and should be continued.
The particularly high level of intactness within the building should be maintained. Original internal elements,
such as polished timber joinery, fireplaces and leadlight glazing, should be retained. No extensions or additions
should be made to the exterior.
The Canary Island Palm trees (Phoenix canariensis) and pepper trees (Schinus molle) should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Murray River Bridge

Reference No.

- (R3)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Robinvale

Construction Date

1928

Map Reference

620.722 Robinvale

Ownership

RTA (NSW)

Survey Date September 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

NSW Heritage Register
RNE
Planning Scheme (NSW)

ü

National Trust (NSW)
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History
During the early twentieth century railway lines and bridges were constructed across the Murray River as lines of
communication when the Mallee and Riverina areas were being developed for primary production like grain, much
of it for export. Those bridges replaced punts in some cases. As with several other Murray River bridges, a punt
was operating prior to the bridge opening. Materials were transported by rail via a loop line from the station and
up to 100 men were employed during some shifts which often continued around the clock. Timber for the sleepers
came from Bumbang Island. The bridge, built to carry both road and rail traffic, finally opened to traffic on 14
March 1928.
During the 1930s economic depression works on projects like railways were scaled back significantly, postponed
and cancelled altogether. After the railway was opened to Robinvale in 1924, the Victorian Government planned
to extend it into New South Wales to Lette 53 kilometres north-east of Robinvale. Work on the Robinvale bridge
commenced the same year but were soon postponed until the mid-1930s when the 22 Kilometre section from
Robinvale to Karokee was opened but closed in February 1943.
Description
The lift bridge over the Murray River at Robinvale has five spans across the river proper, with elevated approach
roadways along each riverbank. The rivetted metal plate girders are supported on pairs of octagonal concrete
capped columns, each pair being connected by a rectangular section beam. At the centre is the lift span, which has
four steel columns rising from the concrete foundations, supporting trussed girders with an overhead system of
flywheels and counterweights controlling the lifting mechanism. The riverbank approaches are supported by a row
of timber trestles, each made up of four log poles joined by horizontal members at the top and bottom, with
diagonal cross-bracing. Each of these frames supports a steel universal beam, which in turn supports row of
perpendicular universal beams forming the substrate for the asphalted roadway.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.1
7.3
7.4

Tracks and Roads
The River Trade
Railways

Australian Heritage Commission
3.6
3.7

Establishing lines and networks of communication
Moving goods and people

Significance
The Robinvale Bridge is of local historic significance. Erected in 1928 to replace an earlier punting system, the
bridge is associated with the first phase of urban development of the town. Structurally, the bridge is an
unremarkable example of a metal girder bridge.
References
Back to Robinvale for the 50th Anniversary Committee. Robinvale: The first Fifty Years.
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. p.100.
Recommendations
The bridge is not recommended for heritage protection under the planning scheme of the Swan Hill Council.
Strictly speaking, the bridge is in New South Wales and thus falls outside of the municipality. Its significance is
acknowledged, and this should be brought to the attention of the responsible authority or corresponding municipal
council in New South Wales.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Robinvale Hotel

Reference No.

HO100 (R6)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

70 Perrin Street (Caix Square), Robinvale

Construction Date

1928

Map Reference

627.716 Robinvale

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
As with the rest of Victoria, hotels were often the prime social gathering places in country towns from the times of
the European settlement, especially before the advent of cinema and television. Hotels were particularly favoured
by returned soldiers as meeting places. While hotels were favored by many in the general community, each district
in Victoria was allowed a certain quota of licences by the Victorian Government during the 1920s.
The blocks land sold in October 1924 by Herbert Cuttle Senior included one reserved for the hotel.
Alfred Higgins, a farmer at Mittyack, owned the now demolished Narrung Hotel (qv Na2). He informed Herbert
Cuttle Senior the licence quota system only allowed for a hotel at Robinvale if one ceased operating in Swan Hill.
After some discussion Alfred Higgins decided to forego the Narrung licence and apply for one for the Robinvale
site in 1926. A special sitting of the licencing court was held on 19 December 1926 but the licence was refused on
the grounds the town was small with its mere ten houses. Higgins subsequently disposed of his farms and closed
the Narrung Hotel, but commenced farming again on an 800-acre [320 hectares] property near Robinvale in mid1927. On 19 December the court granted a licence for the Robinvale hotel and it finally opened for business on 21
November 1928. In the late 1920s Jim Nulty, whose family later operated the Roxy Cinema (HO97) during the
1950s and 1960s, showed weekly silent movies there. The Depression affected business at the hotel to the extent
that Alfred Higgins found it difficult to meet expenses and sold it in December 1933. In 1974 the licensees were
Graham and Shirley Fitzgerald.
Description
The Robinvale Hotel is a double-storey roughcast-rendered brick building with a hipped roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel, supported on timber brackets at the eaves line. The facade has a central gable-ended bay
projecting from the main rectangular block, which is asymmetrically flanked by a double-storey accommodation
wing to the left, and a single-storey public bar wing to the right. The central bay has an arched porch to the one
side, and an arcaded loggia to the other, both forming balconies at the upper level. There are timber-framed multipaned double-hung sash windows at the upper level, with blind arched fanlights to the central bay, and casement
sash windows with rectangular fanlights at ground level.
Internal spaces have, typically, been much altered. The public bar has a false ceiling of acoustic tiles, hard-plaster
walls, and moulded plaster cornices. The original polished timber staircase provides access to the accommodation
suites at the upper level. The individual rooms retain roughcast plaster walls, scotia cornices, strapped fibrous
plaster ceilings, moulded timber architraves, skirtings and picture rails, and panelled timber doors.
Along the Perrin Street frontage are several mature specimens of Canary Island date palm (Phoenix canariensis)
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.4

Hotels

Australian Heritage Commission
3.21
8.4
8.11

Lodging people
Eating and drinking
Making Australian folklore

Significance
The Robinvale Hotel, at 70 Perrin Street, Robinvale, is of local historic, social and aesthetic significance. Erected
in 1928, it provides evidence of the earliest phase of settlement and commercial activity in Robinvale. For over
seventy years it has been an important focus for local social activity and recreation. It is a representative and
largely intact example of an inter-War rural hotel, distinguished by Spanish Mission influences and, along with the
row of Canary Island palm trees, remains as a prominent element in the streetscape.
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The Canary Island date palms (Pheonix canariensis) are of aesthetic interest. Presumably planted around the time
that the hotel was built, they are fine examples of their species, which was a commonly cultivated tree in the
1920s. They provide an appropriate contextual setting for the historic building.
The drive-in bottle shop, to the left side of the main building, is of no heritage significance.
References
J W Hickey. Fifty Years of Progress: Robinvale 1924-1974.
Recommendations
Retain original internal elements, including the polished timber staircase, panelled doors, and joinery to the
residential suites. Much altered areas, such as the public bar, can be altered and adapted as required.
Retain the Canary Island date palm trees along the Perrin Street frontage.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

SRWA Robinvale Main Pumping Station

Reference No.

HO101 (R7)

Former Name

SR&WSC Pumping Station

Grade

B

Address

Pump Road, Robinvale

Construction Date

1947

Map Reference

690.650 Robinvale

Ownership

Sunraysia Rural
Water

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

A curtilage should be maintained around all buildings of a nominal
fifty metres all round, corresponding approximately to the existing
fenced enclosure, but extending further north to the river bank to
provide a setting and context. The pipeline and Thompson pump
near the highway should have a curtilage extending west and south
to the edge of the respective roadways in order to maintain a view.

National Trust (Vic)
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History
In the early 1940s the State Rivers and Rural Water Supply Commission (SR & WSC) was keen to decide how best
to harness the available water in the Robinvale area for the benefit of land-holders. In June 1941 the Chairman of
the SR & WSC argued a long-term strategy was needed to meet the needs of irrigators, many who were soldier
settlers, to the state Minister of Water Supply. The Commission wished to avoid a repeat of the ‘chaotic’ approach
taken just after World War 1. In spite the demands of World War 2 on labour and materials, the SR & WSC
pressed the case again in March 1944 for an immediate start on an irrigation scheme near Robinvale, together with
a pumping station, so some land could be used for growing dried fruit.
The pumping station, using the steam driven equipment from Coreena Bend (qv HO23) was officially
commissioned by the then Minister of Water Supply, L W Galvin on 27 August 1947. He also planted the first
vine that would benefit from water passing through it. After the pumping station was opened, 249 applications
were received for the 29 soldier settler blocks than available – an indication of the prevailing demand for irrigated
land in the locality. The projected number of blocks to be serviced by the pumping station was 77 but this
increased to 166 c.1950. By 1953 all 166 blocks were settled and the project was judged to be so successful that
the total number of blocks was again increased to 246. All blocks were connected to the water supply by 1956.
The pumping station is now maintained by the Sunraysia Rural Water Authority.
Description
The SR&WSC pumping station is a large concrete brick building on a T-shaped plan, with a gabled roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by cylindrical ridge vents. The front and rear elevations are divided by
flush concrete piers into bays, each with a multi-paned steel-framed window. Internally, the pumping station has a
sunken concrete floor, creating a basement level where the pumps themselves are located. The fenced pumping
station site also contains an attached pair of gable-roofed sheds, clad in corrugated galvanised steel. These have
pairs of timber sliding doors on pulley tracks to the end elevation, and rows of louvred and fixed sash windows to
the front and rear elevations. The site also includes remnants of a third structure in the form of a concrete dwarf
wall on a rectangular plan, divided into two chambers. Associated with the pumping station is a pair of huge
rivetted metal pipes that run parallel with Pump Road, extending from the station to the Murray Valley Highway,
where a disused Thompson turbine has been mounted on a concrete plinth as a historic object.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4
6.3

Soldier Settlement
Irrigation

Australian Heritage Commission
2.5
4.2

Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)

Significance
The former SR&WSC pumping station at Pump Road, Robinvale, and the remnant Thompson turbine near the
highway, are of local historic significance. Erected in 1947, it is provides evidence of the increased demand for
irrigation services in the light of post-World War Two soldier settlement. The pumping station demonstrates a
more recent aspect in the provision of rural water supply, a recurring and important theme in the history of the
Mallee.
References
J W Hickey. Fifty Years of Progress: Robinvale 1924-1974.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
Current Name

Windmill and Pumping Station

Reference No.

HO102 (R2)

Former Name

-

Grade

A

Address

River Road (cnr Murray Valley Hy), Robinvale

Construction Date

1948

Map Reference

621.721 Robinvale

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR

ü

RNE

ü

Planning Scheme (HO10)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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Curtilage
A curtilage should be maintained around the windmill, extending
west and south to the edges of the respective roadways, and a
nominal fifty metres to the east and north, in order to preserve
views of the structure and enhance its landmark qualities.
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History
Robinvale was initially developed as a township in the 1920s, and a number of structures remain from that time
including the railway station (1924), the Robinswood homestead (1926), the hotel (1928) and the bridge over the
Murray River (1928). However, the subsequent development of the town was considerably stagnated due to the
repeated failure of crops and the onset of the Depression.
In the early 1940s, there was renewed interest in the agricultural potential of the land around Robinvale. A town
plan, allowing for a new city of eight thousand people, was devised by the Town & Country Planning Board and
finally adopted in 1947. The windmill at River Road was erected in 1948 to supply reticulated water to the
burgeoning township, which developed rapidly thereafter.
Description
The windmill at River Road is a steel-framed structure, comprising a tripod-like stand rising 60 feet (18.2 metres)
in height from three concrete pad footings, approximately six metres apart, at ground level. The wheel is 30 feet
(9.1 metres) in diameter, and has a metal tail-fin bearing the painted title SOUTHERN CROSS. The adjacent
pumping station, contained within a fenced enclosure, is a small cement block building, approximately four by five
metres in plan, with a hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. A small porch, approximately three by three
metres, projects from one end. The building has a pair of ledged-and-braced timber doors to the street front, and
pairs of louvred windows to the side and rear.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2
9.2

Stock and domestic water supply
Building of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.10
3.15
4.2
4.6

Altering the environment for economic development
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
Remembering significant phases in the development of towns and suburbs

Significance
The windmill and pump house at River Road, Robinvale, is of local historic and aesthetic significance and
outstanding scientific (technological ) significance. Erected in 1948 to supply domestic water to the town, it
provides evidence of the renewed development of the hitherto stagnated township in the post-World War II period.
The structure is reported to be the largest windmill in the southern hemisphere. It stands as an important visual
landmark on this prominent corner site between Victoria and New South Wales.
References
Back to Robinvale for the Fiftieth Anniversary Committee. Robinvale: the First Fifty Years.
J W Hickey. Fifty years of Progress.
‘Murray River Towns and Attractions’. <http://www.atn.com.au/vic/west/towns-a.htm> 2 October 2000.
Recommendations
Interpretation could be greatly improved. At present, there is no signage at the site to indicate that the windmill is
the largest in the southern hemisphere.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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